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idministration that a definite answer
be received. The
;o its proposals will
by this country
impositions submitted
jontemplate a complete and immediate
cessation of hostilities in Cuba, the retheir
of the reconcentrados to
iurn
isual vocation and the independence of
this last feature to be secured
Juba,
irobably on an indemnity basis by which
;he island would pay a substantial sum
rule.
from Spanish
its freedom
:or
These
propositions take a wide scope
tnd there are many details in the alter-

propositions, the purpose being
present every possible plan promising

native

solution of the Cuban problem so long
of the Cuban war and Cuban
an end
independence are embodied in tha ultiIt has been made perfectly
mate result.
dear to
Spain that nothing less than a
and the Independence
war
or
the
dose
if the island will suffice as an adequate
ettlemont. Such lesser methous as have
jeen
contemplated from time to time
It is now for Spain
ire now put saide.
;o accept or reject these tenders.
is no disposition to urge one
There
•ather than another so long as the condusion finally readied brings the termiof the war and Cuban indepennation
before until now has tho
fence. Never
Spanish government even for a moment
Now
such
mtertained
propositions.
stress of the present emergency
n
the
with declarations of war introduced in
:he American
Congress, Spain has reluctantly consented to consider them.
This in itself has given lively hope
>f satisfactory results* but it involves a
;rave orisis in Spain and it cannot be
mretola What the final action at Madrid
will he. Until today it was believed that
Spain would indignantly reject a projosal involving the independence of Cuba
intervention or the disapAmerican
>r
learance of the Spanish flag from the islind, either through purchase by the CuThere was the best
rans or otherwise.
if reason for the offioial belief that, ns
retween peace and war on these propodtions, Spain would chose war, but more
rope apparently is entertained hore of
Spain being in a yielding mood as tho
for solution are being
Hmerioan plans
tarefully weighed with a view to a final
As stated, that answer is beiecision.
ieved to be only a question of perhaps
When it is received
three days.
;wo or
the future oourso of this government wili
It
is
the view of the addetermined.
re
that the present week will
ministration
shape the policy of the future, whether
t is to be one of peace or one of war.
oritioal juncture has
Naturally this
the greatest interest here,
iccasioned
joupled with no little excitement as
word was passed about that the last stage
with Spain was
in
the negotiations
reached.
Many representative men of
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now

he

suc-

dent had said, that the

in conference, held another meeting after
At last
the House adjourned tonight.

cessful by the end of the

night’s meeting 40 members

were

present.

in progress would either fail

or

week.

He be-

lieved they would be succesfnl.

He did

not indicate their nature, they said,

they pointed

out

were

nothing,

yielding

giving

of

in favor

the President an

opportunity to mature his policy and complete the negotiations in whioh he is now
engaged and many of the leaders

of the

that the President informed them that he

would, in the event of the failure of tne

Uproarous Scene
House Yesterday.

Wild and

of the foreign affairs comm ittec
of the nouse in the absence of Mr. Hitt,
member

explained

who is ill,

of the committee

strongly against

further delay, although he himself was a
Hut he said I hat the comconservative.

Mr.

Miohigan,

saw

and

ho asked was

W. A. Smith

of

A committee of 11 was chosen

brief delay.

a

Action by

to

She

a

Besoiution Rec-

Indepeasdence

and Benaocrats

Attempt

to

of

Cuba,
Stampede

the

House—By a Mighty Effort a Crisis
Was Averted—Speaker Says the Pur-

action would bo had.

the President today and all

Bailey Introduces

ognizing

mittee was willing to defer to the wishes
of the President and no action would be

On
at the meeting tomorrow.
including Mr. Hopkins of taken
soluif
a
satisfactory
however,
Illinois, Mr. Hull of Iowa, Mr. Tawney Monday,
reached
had not previously been
of Minnesota, Mr. Bromwell of Ohio, Mr. tion
of Iowa

in the

sentiment

that the

was

movement,

Hepburn

Its

Feet Fails.

They said further

negotiations place tho whole subject be
and share with it the rewith nothing short of complete independ- fore Congress
Mr.
for
what
might follow.
ence for Cuba. Many of the radicals favor sposibility
the ranking
of
Adams
Pennsylvania,
like
armed intervention and a few,
Representative Marsh of Illinois, believe
the blowing up of the Maine is a casus
belli.
The speeches at tonight’s meeting

Attempt to Carry Congress Off

made

be

details to

and

mani-

he

that it would

Tonight they were reinforced by 69
ruinous for the
making a total of 115. This constitutes festly
at this time.
publio
of
the
a
than
more
majority
considerably
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NEW MINISTER FROM CHILI.

Washington, March 30.—The secretary
f state has been informed of the appointment of Senor Don Marla Vicuna as the
Chilian minister plenipotentiary to the
States in place of Senor Don
United

I

Ipw, f
a

occur as a last resort.
They
Informed the conference what the Presi-

argued, only

favor of prompt and energetio aotion in
the Cuban matter and who met last night

War

wait

poses of

upon the President tomorrow and explain
their views of the situation, the commit-
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Washington, March
Representatives passed

PEESS.J

30.—The House of

the

Resolution

Will

be

Ac-

complished.

1

against
Democrats today.

Of course the rules of

precedents
Speaker. No true

the House and the unbroken
were

on

the side of the

Speaker could rule differently from what
he did, but yeti the Mouse was in a mood
to override even

The Speaker
he had

no

expression

made it plain

wish to obstruct
of the House

or

on

today that
prevent the

the

|

Cuban

question, but he does not intend that the
a memorable crisis
Republican party shall be made subordibefore in the years
nate to Democratic politics. He feels that

here.
The
developments
my actual
minister has not been at the
Austrian
the present today. Perhaps never
state department during
week, nor have any suggestions in this that he has occupied the ohair has the
line been received
by the State departcon
ment from him. It is a coincidence that Speaker loomed up as so great and
B'rencb ambassador, the Austrian
the
The
an influence in the House.
trolling
the Spanish minister are
minister and
in
almost
was
open remore closely associated together than any Republioan side
other diplomats in tho corps.
President’s
the
policy.
bellion
against
The greatest secrecy prevails in many
war and
bureaus of the
navy depart- The Democrats counted with almost cerments in regard to tho various projocts
the
they could overrule
of defense and naval movements now tainty that
on.
Crowinshield
of
tho
resolution
Cuban
Capt.
the
going
Speaker and force
of navigation has issuod tho folbureau
But the Democratic leader,
to a vote.
lowing order:
clerks anil all employes of
“Officers,
was very suportioki.'y informed
Bailey,
the bureau arc forbidden to make public any information concerning the move- on his parliamentary precedents and overments of ships, orders to officers or other
decision of Speaker Crisp
business of tho bureau, except looked a square
official
they have personal anil explicit permis- on an exactly similar case, which made
lion from mu.”
the position taken by the
direotly

representatives,

jailed at the White House and conferred
with the President.
To the leaders in Congress the Presiient stated that deilnite results were expected from Madrid by Friday. This
served to allay the intense feeling wbioh
manifested in Congress and
lad beeu
hrough the influence of the leaders furthjr radical aotion by the Senate and House
At the
was for the time being deferred.
Japitol excitement was unabated. The
e ueeting of the Senate committee on for£ •ign relations occasioned a great deal of
merest because of the many warlike reC
solutions which were introduced yesteriay and referred to that committee. On
C
he House side there was an intensity of
Alter
the vote on the Bailey
eeling.
© •esolution, many Republicans went to
ho White House to confer with the Prescto express to him their hope
ient and
*
hat something might be prompt'd which
silent ion.
would relieve
tho strained
the assurance of the President was given
that
members
o these
by Friday night
it the latest something definite could be
jxpected. Tho foreign rotations committee held an afternoon session at which
Japt. Bradford, chief of the bureau of
jquipment of the navy, presented his
knowledge of the relative strength of the
i Spanish and United States navies. This

The

minister of
night that the Austrian
foreign affairs, Count Goluchowski, had
the
Austrian
instructed
representative
it Washington to co-operate in the steps
to be taken by Branco are not borne out by
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SPAIN HASTENS ITS

irieis must come. The Spanish ministry
will hold a cabinet counoil tomorrow,
if ter the propositions have been
;ed to the Queen Regent, and as a result
if that conference it is expected by the

J
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Congress before the pending negotiations
to he held towould tee to report at a meeting
were com'pleted, he told them,
Washington, March 30.—A wild and were opposed to oo-operating with any
proved only incidental to the main sub- embarrass him and might result in a morrow night. The committee appointed
uproarous soene occurred in the House of movement which would give the Demothe
was
which
under
disonssion
ject
and Lorimer
Mr. Hull, Mr. Brom- consisted of Messrs. Hopkins
island of St. Thomas or complete rupture.
value of the
Representatives today when Mr. Bailey crats the credit.
some other point in the West Indies for
The storm broke Immediately after the
of
Missouri;
Sulloway of the Democratic leader attempted to force
of
Illinois;
Joy
others explained the situation to
and
well
naval station.
upon a reading of the journal when Mr. Bailey,
New Hampshire; Cooper of Wisconsin; the hands of the Republicans
acTho situation at the Capitol is one of the conference.
counselled
They
to overrule the Speaker and the Democratic leader, demanded recogSenators and reArnold of Pennsylvania; Mercer of Ne- proposition
waiting
expeotanoy.
A
in the President’s desires.
a resolution
of
Paris
recognizing the Inde- nition as a matter of privilege and offered
pass
presentatives are willing to give the Pre- quiescence
of
Knox
Massachusetts;
braska;
sident an opportunity to carry out his
A profound sensation folwith the administration was Indiana;
ef Iowa and Smith of pendence of the Cuban republic. He was a resolution.
rupture
Hager
have
to
is
there
but
impatience
plans,
Members rose en masse all ever
oheered on by the crowded galleries but lowed.
some information
regarding those plans greatly to be deplored and should they Michigan.
No one knew what the resotho members of the majority refused to the House.
and some assurances that they will not
delay action too long.
support him. Many of them sympathised lution contained bat all knew that it reIt was staled today in a high diplomatic
Mr. lated to the all absorbing topic of Cuba.
with the purpose of the resolution.
quarter that the Spanish government
Hull, chairman of the military oommitee Mr. Evans, Republican of Eentuoky. inwithin the Inst 10 days had addressed a
went so far as to endorse the resolution terposed to declare that ja ^pension
bill
note to the great powers of Europe fully
setting forth the grave aspect of the conunder the impression that it provided for xpming over from last night was in order
troversy with the United States and at
the wnd amid intense excitement the Speaker
but most of
a declaration of war,
least inferentially
suggested that the
radicals who were yet in favor of any sort with white stern face held that the regutime was now opportune for European
the
influences to be exerted. It is said that
of revolutionary measure had been won lar order was the consideration of
this note led to the utterances of Premier
Madrid, March 30.—A severe censorship however, is swayed by every passing over by the policy of sticking to the party pension bill which he directed the clerk
in the French chamber last
Hanotaux
of wind.
to prevent the leakage
organization and refused to do anything to read.
Saturday and baa been iheoause of the is exercised
are
not unless the initiative came from their side.
While it was being read Mr. Bailey reat
Minister Woodford’s propoals
activity
European oapitois within.the news as to naval movements while the
last few days in connection with SpanThey were rallied by two of the leading quested that the resolution be sent back
here.
the
to
known
the
continue
with
public
ish-American affairs. Up to the present war preparations
As soon as the pension
bill
advocates of armed intervention and the to him.
no
aotual step toward
time, however,
The result of tomorrow’s conference is
activity and as far as possible the
Speaker himself from the chair made an passed he was again on his feet demandmediation or intervention has been taken greatest
the
sides
with
greatest indirect appeal to his party associates to ing recognition but Mr. Boutelle was also
The utmost efforts are a waited on all
by any of the great powers, although greatest secrecy.
there is little doubt that France stunds
time intimating calling for recognition and the Speaker
stand firm, at the sun
first anxiety and hope.
and day to get the
night
making
is
if
there
ready to take the initiative,
that if their impatience was curbed a reoognized him pausing amid the olamor
evidence that the United class battleships Pelayo and Carlos V.,
the sllgliest
little longer they would have the oppor- and confusion to inform Mr. Bailey calmsuch a
will view
States government
MIDSIGHT.
as certa n
ly that his rights would be respected. Mr.
The french ambassa- completed, when It is regarded
move with favor.
When the vote was Boutelle then
tunity they coveted.
moved that the House go
dor at
Washington, M. Caoion, has re- that they will be despatched with the
cabinet taken only two Republicans.
the
March 30.—At
Messrs. into the committee of the whole and reMadrid,
ceived no definite instructions directing
of the naval apsume
the
consideration
Cristobal
Robbins
of
and
Acheson
and
Teresa
Pennsylvania
counoil Senor Cap de Pon, minister of
him to tender the good offices of France. crni sers Maria
bill.
About a propriation
the
broke from their party lines.
ambassador, taking Colon to *oin the Vizcaya and the Almi- the
Nevertheless,
of
the
results
interior, explained the
“Pending that motion,” announced the
remarks of Premier
the cue from the
dozen more sat silent in their seats and Speaker, “the gentleipan
from
Texas
in Cuban
waters, thus
Hanotaux, has called on Judge Hay and rant Oquendo
oleotions and Senor Morel read a seriesjof
The scene throughout states he desires to present, a privileged
vote.
to
refused
if this government at any
ha s said that
vessels
six
of
armored
a
forming squadron
important doouments relative to the sit- was most dramatic and the members and question. The gentleman will state it.”
that the French government
time feels
Mr. Bailey then offered the resolution
aid
in averting the present grave against America’s soven.
can
in Cuba, spectators in the galleries were wrought for the
uation of the reconcentrados
recognition of the independence
crisis and maintaining peace, he has no
a high pitch of excitement.
Several
to
Cuba as follows:
Transof
of
the
Cornellis
up
hitherto
Spanish
efforts
of
the
and the results
Marquis
doubt that Franca will readily undertake
Resolved by the Senate and House of
times later in the day during the conoffices as will be ac- Atlantio Steamship line to Cuba
to exert such good
and made for their relief.
Representatives that the heroic struggle
sideration of the naval bill whenever the of
ceptable to both powers.
the Cuban people against the force of
In view of these documents Senor Morel the Cuban
It is probable that suggestions have South America who is an ardent patriot
question was broached the arms and horrors of famine nas shown
a more formal shape
not taken
owing has daily conferences with Senor Sagasta
proposed and the council approved a members swarmed about the speaker and them worthy to be free and,
delicate character of such overto tho
Seoond the United States hereby recogthe premier.
tures.
credit of 3,000,000 pesetas to be placed at the galleries cheered.
nizes the republic of Cuba as a free and
A tender of good offices is one of the
This
was especially the case when Mr.
Blanco
of
General
independent state.
The Madrid papers allege that the South the disposition
last resorts of diplomacy when all other
Mr.
Cnmmings of New York spoke.
means of
averting war seem to be at an American republics have already sub- by cable, to bo used in succoring
The reading was listened to amid
a
Boutelle who objected to a request for an
There is additional difficulty lyom
end.
silence and
at its conclusion
to fa cili- extension of time was hissed.
The only profound
the fact that when two nations are in- scribed enough to build a new warship to necessitous reconcentrados and
oheer after cheer was given
from
the
volved in a crisis any external influence
while tate means of work for those willing to important action on the naval bill today galleries and lioor.
The Republican side
be called the Rio de la Plata,
may be resented as an intrusion. There
The
the
a
was
silent.
with
refusal
of
the
ominously
return to their holdings
supply was the
chair.to (sustain
Speaker
is reason to believe that no steps will be Mexico has sent huge donations.
rapped vigorously for order and warned
taken
advances to enable them to point of order against a provision for a the
by France unless it is clearly apof needful
a
no demonstration would
will
that
day’s
galleries
The
give
army
Spanish
parent in advance that- the United States
floating steel dock at Algiers, La.
be allowed.
tilljthe ground.
desires tho
of other pay
friendly offices
Mr. Boutelle immediately made the
nations.
Senor Sagasta gave an account of the
of order that the resolution was not
point
March
30.—The
galleries
Washington,
The Spanish government has earnestly
the
to
sent
been
strengthen
Orders have
and upon that Mr. Bailey deconference with U. S. Minister Woodford of the House were crowded to overflow- privileged
doped within the Inst week that some of
manded to be heard. He insisted that he
Tho
Porto Rico.
the
European powers and more likely defences at Manilla and
and explained America’s proposals, their ing today and the members on the floor had a right to present the resolution unAustria or France, would take the initiof the press and publio generThe council were in an excited state. Sensational de- der th3 rules and the responsibility must
and significance.
ative without waiting to consult the de- impression
is that Spain will be able to make a character
It was rest with the majority if it was ruled out
velopments were anticipated.
This hope has ally
sires of this government
of order and the ruling was sustained.
deliberated at great; length and after
generally believed that an attempt would He called attention to the fact that In the
proved vain, however, and it is said today good show in the event of war, although
issues
deof
the
m high authority that recent negotiations
Important
than the consideration
be made from the Democratic side to at- 63d Congress when Mr. Crisp was Speakher men of war are smaller
showed that while the sympathy of some
upon its decision, resolved to tach a Cuban indepndenco resolution to er Mr. Boutelie who now made the point
was
with American men of war. She would depend pending
if
the continental powers
of order that this resolution was
not
the naval bill, but the Republic n leaders
no one
of them stood ready to
dpain,
boats, submit the results of the daliberations
Drivileged presented a resolution of a
on her greater strength in torpedo
or
mediation
her
of
the
radical
action
cause, by
by
even those in favor
espouse
similar
character
to
Hawaii
relating
tomorrow to the Queen Regent.
arms. Most had been expected of Austria
torpedo boat destroyers. Public opinion,
iwing to the dynastic relations between
Austria and Spain, the Queen Regent
if Spain being an Austrian princess and
onslaught and defeated the Democrats,
SPEAKER’S GREAT TRIUMPH.
cousin of the Emperor of Austria.
Up
few
and gave to the administration a
to the present time, however, Austria has
Was able to Restrain the
felt ready to take the initiative How Mr. Reed
more days of respite.
not

is
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healthy and agreeable substances, its
it
many excellent qualities commend
to all and have made it the most
popular remedy known. sale in 50
Syrup of Figs is for
cent bottles by all leading drugwho
gists. Any reliable druggist
will promay not have it on hand
cure it promptly for any one who
wishes to try it. Do not accept any
substitute.
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its own rules and prece-

the

Republican majority in the House is
position of great responsibility and

in

a

he

wishes them to assume

that

responsibility

in

tho

careful way that should

great

governing party of

the

duties of

.orderly

and

distinguish

the

a

To avoid all

from alum and
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in your food it is necessary to use the

danger

1
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•

great nation.

He regards war as at last resort, but if tho
party is determined that there be an ap-

peal

to arms

lib wishes it to be done with

Baking Powder,

deliberation and serious judgment.
These wero the counsels which he gave
members today, and the -ifect has had a
marvellous result in relieving the strain
There was no further
on the situaticn.
outbreak today and it is thought that the
devices of the Democratic leaders can be
met tomorrow with equal success,
but
the situation is exceedingly precarious.
THE TERROR SAILS.

and that

I

to raise

only,

your

biscuit,

rolls, muffins and cake. Royal
is sure;

with others there is doubt.

Charleston,S. C., March 30.—The monitor

Terror

sailed this

morning

for

Key

Domingo Qana, who has been transferred dents. It
after
having her air compressors
was the personal influonco and West
The new minister is
,o another
post.
repaired and taking on coal. The moniof
the
checked
the
bearing
that
Puritan
came
into port at noon.
tor
a
few
here
In
Speaker
days.
expected to arrive
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was privileged
which the Speaker held
Against
but must go to a committee.
was
taken
an
latter
appeal
ruling
that
Ami the whole Republican side hail voted
he
said
When
against taking the appeal.
list
of disthat nt the head of the
on
tinguished Republicans who had voted
that occasion was the honorable Speaker
into
went
the Democrats
of this House,
rapturous applause.
Meautlme the confusion was gre .t.
The Republicans were evidently rallyof
ing their forces. Mr. Hull chairman
k ho
the committee on military affairs,
in the
movers
was ono of the prime
movement for prompt and vigorous action
forward
came
side,
on the Republican
with a strong appeal to the Republicans
“As I
not to bo carried off their feet.
have already said I am in favor of this
the
at
very
government intervening
change
earliest date unless conditions
that
they will insure the
materially;
liberty of Cuba and a cessation of the
deplorable conditions that prevail at tne
(Applause
island at the present time.”
“Iam in favor
on the Republican side.)
of that principle and state now and here
that X will go as far as any man on this
preserving the
floor for the purpose of
in their
rights of the struggling patriots
(Applause
heroio efforts on that Island,
in
am
and
I
on the Republican side)
of the
favor of United States control
destinies of this continent and saying to
the
of
Spain that she must get out
Rut I am unwillwestern hemisphere.
toing to inject in these proceedings here
day a proposition to lay aside an approdeand
priation bill for the navy (jeers
risive laughter on the Democratic side)
or
Which contains in itself a proviso
to allow
article of legislation available
and
in
gentlemen from Texas to come
make r> motion of this oharacter.
is
The gentleman deolares that ho
ready for armed intervention at any
time,” interrupted Mr. Railey.
“I ask the gentleman if he does not
know it to be a fact that the representatives of the Cuban people tell us that all
inthey ask is to be recognized In their the
dependence and that they will do
rest.” (Applause on the Democratic side.)
“I state to the gentleman in response to
his inquiry,” returned Mr. Hull, “that I
do not care what the agents of Cuba want
I want the House to act inus to do.
with
dependently of any outside influence
reference to the matter and do what Is
of
the
and
honor
the
for
dignity
best
country.” (Applause on the Republican

side.)
that

argued
o' privilege

a

question involving a matter

for the House
speaking the
leaders
Republicans were conferring, theand
such
among them
were circulating
Mr. Simpson
that
confusion resulted
raised,a laugh amid the excitement by
asking for order among the “Speaker’s
decide.

to

in fact
While he

was

one

was

reconcentradoos.

Mr. Hopkins, Republican of Illinois,
another of the Republicans who openly
favored armed intervention called attention to the distinction between the resolution in tho precedent cited by Mr. Bailey
and the present resolution. In the former
contended that the
resolution it was
dignity of the House had been infringed
no
There was
upon by the executive.
It was simply a
such contention here.
the
of
declaration
opinion concerning
struggling patriots in Cuba. Under the
rules the resolution should go to the ccmthe regular
to
mitteo and come hack
order. “I am not willing for one,’’ said
he emphatically, “to bo carried off my
feet because of my zeal for the cause of
Cuban independence and I trust that not
one Republican on this floor will be.”
Continuing he appealed to his oolleagues
to rally to the support of the Speaker.
exThe Speaker he said, had always
sentipressed willingness to abile by the
The Republican
ment of the majority.
a
members know, he said, that within
so that there
had
brief time action will be
to
revoiufor
resorting
no
was
necessity
This was not the first
tionary methods.
A number had been
u ban resolution.
;
educed by Republican members with-,e
last
few
in t
days.
slumbered in the foreign
One has
uiluirs committee for six mouths,” inter*
pared Mr. Williams, Democrat of Mississippi, how are we to get a vote on it?”
the aotion of the majority of the
■

By
House.”

Mr.
shouted
“Vote upon it now,”
Wheeler, Democrat of Alabama, amid ap-

plause.

silence the Speaker
Amid profound
He
spoke in
then made the ruling.
deliberate, distinct and emphatio tones
and decided that the resolution was not
privileged, in the following ruling: con“A question of privilege which
cerns the House is one which concerns the
accordance
exercise of its functions in
with the privileges which govern parliabodies.
parliamentary
Every
mentary
body has to have ruleH for its government,
otherwise It would have no government
at all, and upon adherence to those rules
depends it success as a parliamentary
House under
The rights of the
body.
the constitution are to be in no way confounded with tho privileges of the House
and of every member in it in the sense in
which this matter is presented here today.
Congress has certain powers conferred upon it, and in tne exercise oi muse powers
?ach house is governed by its rules. It ie
authorized expressly by the constitution
ro make rules, and under the authorize
tion of the constitution It would be at
These rules are
liberty to make rules.
the protection of the rights of the House.
in
the constitution
Now it will be noticed
that
if the gentlemen will turn to It,
there are certain powers conferred upon
Congress, the power to declare war, the
to
legislate for the welfare
power
of
the
country and other enumerthb
man up to
No
ated
powers.
date has for an instant pretended or sug
has
the
right
gested that because Congress
to pass laws upon certain topics, proposals
for those laws become questions of privinever before except once and thf
lege ;
chair will
present the decision to the
The same language is used wit!
House.
reference to our foreign relations that is
used with reference to the courts of lavy
and all other powers which are concerned.
It is legislative power and it is exorcisec
under the constitution by rules adopted by
This is the first preliminary
each body.
idea that we ought to have in regard to this
matter. Hut this proposition in regard ti
war or about recognition of any of thess
subjects which may or may not be withis
aur purview do not become questions o!
privilege at all, because we have a right
because that woulc
to pass upon them,
make everything a question of privilegf
oi
and by making nothing a question
privilege. Now let us see what this if
This is a matter we shouli
founded on.
attention to excepi
not have given any
excite
in a time of interest, not to say
ment. The gentleman from Maine (Mr
presented tt
Boutelle) some time ago
Speaker Crisp a proposition which had ir
it certain elements charging that the ex
ecutlve was Interfering with some of thf
rights and privileges of the legislativf
The Speaker ruled that it was
body.
question of privilege and you will per
ceive that it is entirely different from thf
present proposition and has no aspect Iik<
it at all, not the faintest resemblance tt
it; but the Speaker ruled that that was t
privileged question. He also ruled tha
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fv.'ing

a.

privileged question

n. ('( mm it tee
“VVhM. now, against

it shoul1

go

to

that doerrir.e the
alwoy.* keen oppose;! and fh;
will
-ee by turning
nembt-rs
as
question,
to i:.e record, that was put ro me House
was on that part of .he Speaker’s decision
as to whether it should go to a committee)
or not and if it appears, as the gentleman
from Texas says, that 1 voted on that
subject, i voted according to my lights
has
Bat ho
and voted against it.
omitted to stat') to you that this other
question, the same question almost was
put before Speaker Crisp and by him
promptly decided to bo out of order at an
earlier day on the 80th of July, 181'4.
from Maine
(Mr.
“The gentleman
Bouteile) demanded its immediate conft
as
sideration
privileged
presenting
Misfrom
question and the gentleman
eouri, an old and experienced member !
order
of
(Mr. Dockery) made the point
that the resolution was not privileged.
i
(Laughter on the Republican side.)
“Well., now as a matter of course the.
is
that
Speaker sustained the point—and
precisely this question.”

chair has

NEW

MICHIGAN DELEGATION UNANIMOUS

YiELD 70 THE PRESIDENT.
tho blackened i
tend lhem back tn
ashes of their homes and give, thorn an!
onpornmi y to raise piovisions for them-; •eimte Couiini fee on Foreign Adairs
.-elves.(Applause.)
|
.nr. Bor.tcile olje. tul to an extension,
Agree to Wait Awhile.
oi Mr. Cumming's time lieyoml the Uve
the
Iv
hissed
minute limit and was
£0.—'Jho Senate
galleries.
Wasinhgton, March
Without, reaching the provisions reiat mg I
relations held two
•ommitlueon
foreign
committee
;
to the increase in tee navy the
ad- sessions
today and adjourned a few
a 05
rose and at
p. 10. the i-louso
minutes before 5 o’clock without reaching
journed.
Commander 1Jnit!for< 11
mv agreement
BIG FLEET COM IMGchief of the bureau of equipment, was.before the coirfmittee for seteral hours giving
Spain Gives Anollrer Evidence of Its Desire
testimony as to the rolative
expert
for Fence.
of the natives of (Spain and the
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name

Calls

on

to Protest

President

Tack of

Against His

Policy,

Washington, March 30—The Republimembers of the Michigan delegation

can

conference with tf«
the Cuban
reviewed. The
delegation

in the House had

a

President today in which

policy

was

I

member
comprised every Republican
from Michigan, Representative William
Aldon Smith aoting as chairman.
They informed the President of tho
sentiment in their state as well as the
strong Cuban disposition of the House.

jilength

United States, and ulso strongly advocatof St. They urged that there should be action,
the purchase of tt-o Island
usual number of cullers at the state, ing
of the Danish West Indies, ns a prompt and decisive, and that the country
Thomas
war
and navy departmuncs today. At
as judged by the sentiment of the House
naval station.
the
Secretary Long
navy department
result of
its and their own
The committee as the
state, would allow littl
a
was
unusually
busy in seeing large session agreed to postpone the completion further delay. They insisted that nothCuban
work ou the
Washingtons March SO.—There

were

the

,,

number of
persons and
with his
bureau chiefs.

conference
During tbe

in

morning Secretary Long also announced
the detail of officers who are to command
Mr. Bailey—“May I inquire of the chair
the newly acquired tugs .and yachts desigif there was any appeal taken on the denated for the auxiliary navy and the pubcision from the chair.”
The Speaker—“There was no appeal. It
lic statement waB made that the governeven.”
for an appeal
was too clear
for tho acquisitment was negotiating
on
the
Republi(Laughter and applause
Thomas island in tho West
of
the
St.
ion
can side).
Mr. Bailey immediately appealed from Indies for nse as a cooling station.
the decision of the chair. In putting tne
A matter that caused a great deal of
question of the appeal Speaker Reed made excitement was the information from
the following significant and impressive Minister Woodford at Madrid cf the destatement:
parture of a Spanish fleet of three ves“As far as any question arising out of sels. In view ol tho many peace proteshas
chair
the
this matter is concerned,
that have been made by Spain
tations
not the slightest doubt that the wisdom such action was
regarded as anything but
of the House which has always beeu able a
friendly move.
in a
to arrive at important questions
The information Btated that the ships
suitable way will get at them now and at sailed from Carthagena, a Spanish naval
occasion.”
for
the
time
(Ap- station on the Mediterranean sea, and
a
plause on the Republican side.)
according to the minister’s despatch they
Mr. Bailey—“In reply to that
sugges- were
headed “westward.” This, it is
of
the
a
not
decision, said, is undoubtedly the most formidable
part
tion, which was
understand it was made to
of course I
array of vesselB that has departed from
hold our friends on the other side and I Spain in this direction during the presventure to sayThe fleet is composed of two
ent crisis.
nilAt this point Mr. Bouteile moved that amnnvarl PwnicAPB nf tho cpr*finrt
The
the appeal be laid upon the table.
der the convoy of a formidable torpedo
The Redivision waa eagerly awaited.
of the
The names
boat destroyer.
publicans arose en masse when the cruisers are the Infanta Maria Teresa, a
The
Demothe
for
ayes.
Speaker qalled
sister ship to the Visoaya and the Criscrats wlio
anxiously surveyeu tuu whu tobal Colon. The former is built of steel.
phalanx (or a sign of a break were disap- Is 364 feet over all, of 65.2 beam, and has
A solid minority voted against a
poinfed.
displacement of 6.890 tons with a mean
the Republicans.JThe division resulted 180 draught of 21.6. Her speed Is put down
As
soon as the result
noes.
139
to
ayes
as
slightly over 20 knots an hour. The
announced the ayes and noes were Cristobal Colon is 328 feet long and 59.8
was
resultdemanded and the roll was called
beam. She is of 6,840 tons displacement
ing 180 ayes, 139 noes.
and has a speed of 20 knots. Both cruisers
two Republicans,
On the roll call
The convoy of the
are
heavily armed.
Pennsylvania vessel, the Destructor,
Aoheson and Robbins of
is a formidable
voted with the Democrats.
ship of her class, of about 400 tons disenthusiastically
apThe Republicans
placement and capable of excellent serproved the victory with a round of ap- vice.
planse.
As stated repeatedly in these despatches
A parliamentary wrangle followed over the navy
department has had in view
from
to
Mr.
of
appeal
Bailey
an attempt
of a coaling station in
the acquisition
what he contended was a ruling of the the West Indies.
chair relating to the disposition of the
is now without any
The government
resolution he had offered but the chair coaling station in a foreign country of
from
no
bo
could
there
appeal
stated that
any importance. Ever since the trouble
the reply to the parliamentary Inquiry.
with
Spain has been threatened Capt.
Bradford, the chief of the Bureau of
been looking over the
equipment, has
The House then went into committee of field very carefully and has indicated to
consideration
the
resumed
and
whole
the
several desirable places
Mr. Secretary Dong
of the naval appropriation bill.
in the West Indies, where excellent harchairCannon, Bepubliean of Illinois,
bors exists, which in his judgment might
man of the
appropriations committee be acquired by the government. One
made a point of order against the para- of those
is the Island of St.
locations
graph authorizing the construction of a Thomas, a Danish possession, where it
floating steel dry dock at Algiers, La.
the facilities for the establishis said
In the course of the debate on the point ment of a coaling station are admiraof order Mr. Cannon Inveighed against ble. Secretary
Long has laid the quescover of
under
reckless extravagance
tion before the state department officials
to the acquisition of St.
emergency legislation. He was opposed to with a view
the inauguration of new work not abso- Thomas. It is said at the navy depart“Ground has not been ment
lutely necessary.
today that no purchase of the island
broken for this dry dock yet," said he.
has yet been consummated, but that neMr. Bontelle—“We don’t break ground
are under way.
Is built on the gotiations
It
for a floating dock.
In execution of his polioy of preparing
water.
(Laughter.)
the naval service for a possible hostile
The chair overruled the point of order.
contingency Secretary Long today deFrom time to time during the afternoon tailed officers to command all the auxiliforward
was
the Cuban question
brought
ary
torpedo boats reoently added to the
and aroused instense feeling.
These details are as folnaval service.
Democrat of Alabama, lows:
Mr. Wheeler,
had
said that this morning the country
Lieut. T. James Helmn, to command
announcement that
been stirred by the
Lieut. W. H. H. Southerthe Hornet;
the House had rethe Republicans of
to command the Eagle; Lieut. John
To- land,
volted and aotlon was to be taken.
of
the
late
Maine, to command the
Hood,
morrow the American people would be Hawk; Lieut. Roger Weller, Jr., to comthe
found
when
Republihumiliated
thay
mand the Teoumseh; Lieut. F. R. Braincans of the House had joined the temporto command the Uncas; Lieut.
ard,
izing policy which was betraying the John L.Burnell to command the Osoeola;
the
American
American government and
Ensign W. H. Gherardi, to command the
name.
Ensign W. R. Crossley, to comof Aew Sioux;
Democrat
Mr. Cummings,
mand the Alognquiu.
York—“How much time would it- reofficers have been instructed
these
All
The
quire considering the prospective alliance
to report for duty without delay.
and
of
the
Spain
between
governments
vessel’s under their commands will form
the
put down
the United States, to
main
the
purpart of the Mosquito fleet,
(Great applause in pose
patriots of Cuba.
of whioh is to act as a second line
the galleries.)
to the principal harbors on
of defense
humilia“With my head bowed in
the Altantic and Gulf coasts.
“I have
tion,” replied Mr. Wheeler,
watched how matters have gone, but I do g TELEGRAM FROM WOODFORD.
not believe the administration will go so
Washington, March 30.—The President
far as to oxtend a friendly hand to the
received a telegram from
of the Maine and this morning
murdererR of the sailors’”
Woodford at Madrid, in whioh
Minister
of the patriots of Cuba.
(Renewed aphe confirms the published report that
plause. )
An amendment was adopted on motion
No definite conof Mr. Elliott, (Demoorat of South Caro- mier Sagasta yesterday.
was reached as the minister delina) to appropriate $50,000 for a steam clusions
to place the matter under consideraengineering shop at the Port Royal naval sires
before the Queen Kegent and the
tion
station.
The
of the ministry.
other members
conference was adjourned until tomorAlthough Mr. WoodThursday.
Mr. Cummings, speaking to the amend- row,
ment, aroused the galleries to the highest ford does not give any details of what
at
the
“The .Port Royal transpired
meeting, yet his mespitch »»of enthusiasm.
cairl
“ic fchfi nparftst, dnok to sage is very hopeful in tone and gives the
It is the nearest dook where President
hope that a final settlement
Key West.
the question at issue may be deteryea can have a man of war repaired in of
conference.
at
tomorrow’s
The
case she is disabled.
gentleman mined
discussed at the
us
main question
The
from South Carolina (Elliott) tells
within three meeting yesterday Is known to have been
be done
this work can
You will need it beforo three the prompt cessation of hostilities on the
months.
That island of Cuba, the release of the reoonmonths are over, Mr. Chairman.
there will be a war between tili, country centrados with permission for them to reand Spain is indicated by every | nlsatlon turn to their homes and resume their
1 have re- occupations without further molestation.
of the popular heart today.
The exact lines
constituents this
upon which Minister
ceived from my own
me
Woodford is at work for a final settlement
batch of letters in one mail asking
why my voice is silent at this time, ask- of the Cuban question cannot he stated
ing me'why, after I have visited Cuba as he has reoeived a number of suggesfrom this government as to what
and know the facts, why I remain sileDt. lons
wish to say, Mr. Chairman, I remain would be aooeptabie to it.
I
concensus of opinion, however,
The
silent because under the rules of a former
administration ciroles, is that it in-,
House adopted under a false plea by this in
settlement upon an indemnity
a
aro
sealed, my volves
House (auplanse) my lips
mouth is padlocked by a majority of this basis of something less than $200,000,000.
I will say
House through the rules.
further to my constituents who aro writCALLED ON PRESIDENT.
I
hour
that
today
besought
ing me every
the Speaker of the House to give an opWashington, March 30.—The White
portunity to tell what I saw and was told House was beseiged with callers today,
Senator
Hanna, Chairman
that at the proper time the opportunity including
would be given me.”
Davis and Senators Frye, Cullorn and
of
the
Mr. Wheeler of Alabama—“Next year.
members
foreign relations
Cray,
Mr. Cummings—“The
representative committee, and Burrows, Hawley,Spoonfrom the first district of Maine deciding er, Walcott and Allison.
the entire Michigan delegation
what would be the proper time.”
Neariv
“New Mr. Chairman 1 will not vote for also called with a purpose to urge the
any $400,000 appropriation to feed the re- President to take immediate and vigoooncentrados of Cuba until this govern- rous action to end the war and secure
ment exDlioitly
says to Blanco and Sa- the independence of Cuba.
Gen. Grcsvenor of Ohio, has expressed
gasta, ‘Repeal your Weyler order which is
to call a caucus of Rehis willingness
starving these people.' (Applause).
“There is a place to take the initiative, publican
members to decide upon acorder
that
murderous
reveal
to the Cuban siturelation
make them
with
tion
From even a Spanish stand- ation if desired. But some of the most
of Weyler’s.
point or a ;Weyley standpoint it is no radical
Republicans do not believe a
be held yet, as they are
longer necessary that that order should caucus should
said
he
made
force.
in
continue
Weyler
of the opinion that it would necessarily
tho order for the purpose of destroying the lead
to open division between Republibase of supplies of the Cuban patriots in cans in Congress and the President.
in
in Matanzas,
ths West, in Havana,
Principe.
Santa Clara and in Puerto
There GENERAL MASSACRE OF AMERIWell they aro already destroyed.
CANS.
There are
are no provisions raised there.
not 10 acres in all those provinces planted
Maroh 30.—On the steamer
New
York,
with provisions.
Mexico and Havana,
The country is devastated and ruined. Yigilaincia from
they was Gen. Thomas Hyde, the shipbuilder
It is an utter impossibility unless
Me.
for
of
Bath,
bring their provisions with them,
The
into the
march
Vlglliancia brings no news of a
Gomez nnd Garcia to
Therefore, I speoiul nature except it was commonwestern province of Cubn.
in Havana that on declaration
say, that the initiative should be a pre- ly reported
with Spain being made by the
emptory demand of this government for of war
of
the repeal of the Weyler order. When that United States, a wholesale murder
you Americans in Havana would take place.
Is done feed the reconoentrados if
Lee
would
be
the
first
to
General
please. First give them homes, give them Consul
And in God’t be assassinated.
plows, give them oxer..

the committee
situation for a few days iu order to afford
liis
time to the President to continue
diplomatic negotiations with the Spanish
was
the
reThis
concession
authorities.
sult or the reouest made direct to members of the committee by the President
and it was granted by the entire committee without any murmur of dissent.
The President freely admitted to the
visiting Si nators that the negotiations
with Spain were rapidly approaching a
crisis and said he felt quite confident a
conclusion would bo reached by Friday
night at the latest. He asked that in view
of these facts no action be taken by either
house until after that time, or until the
present negotiations could be brought to
a close.
The representations were of a character
to satisfy the committee and when it adwlio is among
journed one of its members
sympathe most radical of the Cuban
committee
was
thizers stated that the
with
the
in
sympathy
perfect
operating
President.
Its members feel that they will be free
President indicates a
to act when the
negotiations with
failure of present
Spain. They think these negotiations
are for the freedom of Cuba and if they
of

LIU

DU

1 CO U1U

ing should be considered which does not
effect their
permanent removal of the
Spanish flag from the island and the asof
a
surance
complete independence, it
was
suggested that no negotiations
entered into with Spain withshould be
first giving the Cubans a. status.
out
The President, however, suggested that
that was a matter of detail. Tho delegation u ith much feeling, appealed to the
President never to allow the Maine incident to become a matter of international
The
President listened
arbitration.
throughout with great interest. He said
desired to confer with the senators
ho
and representatives and desired the widlatitude, discussion and conference.
est
He hoped, however, that Congress would
The administranot act precipitately.
tion, he stated, was pursuing a course it
deemed proper and he wated the fullest
advice, even if tho suggestion met were
not in accord witli his own views and
Ho
said he was expecting
judgment.
hourly important advices from Minister
at Madrid on which much
Woodford
would depend.He said the aiministration
was
pursuing a course consonant with
a cool judgment and that if there should
be war ho trusted that the country would
be united in support ot wnatever action
was deemed wise.

VApv

joint resolution looking to that end.
The committee was authorized to, sit
during the sessions of the Senate and will
ly

a

meet

again

!

Women tell Mrs.
about

P/okham

themselves»ancj

that is the

she is abl« to

help them.

tomorrow.

What

the United States Is

Pinkham

Dwelling On at

Madrid, March 30.—While the situation
is outwardly of the calmest description, the actual position of affairs is regarded as critical by both the United
West).States legation and the Spanish governhere

is plainly understood
States, unless It
the truce is to be followed by a
that
libre.
of
Cuban
recognition
is argued that Gen. Gomez, after
It
holding out ail through the dry season,
to agree to a truce during
will decline
the rainy months in which the insurgente
On all sides
would have the advantage.
as almost certain that if
it is regarded
come
until all
not
it
will
war does come,
possible plans of accommodating difficulties fail.
There are no visible preparations to provisioning Havana in case of a blookade,
nor is there
any notable increase in the
coal supply for naval uses.
Consul General Lee continues as cheerful us sunlight,
despite the fact that he
was warned last Sunday and Monday of
five distinct plots against his life. Of
credence to
does not give
course he
and he is carefully guarded
such stories
by the government, but continued warnings of his kind are not a oleasant
mental die*.
the reports of the two courts of
Since
inquiry the American and Spanish hnve
been sent in, the newspapers, clubs and
been alive with all sorts of
cafes have
theories. The exploded
and new
old
the drunken dinner on
about
scandal
the City of Washington and the other
bad
and
discipline on
carelessness
board the Maine, are re-vamped day by
(jay.

It IB lULOJLOBiaLJg

IOVHii

sue

present note but the United States is now
dwelling upon the meaning of the word
immediately and Insisting that Spain
accept its general interpretation.
The
putlio generally is taking little
apparent interest in the situation, but

there is a general disinclination to believe that war is likely.
A
despatch from Barcelona says that
steam yacht Giralda, purthe armed
chased by the Spanish government from
Mr.
Harry McCalmont, the well-known
English race horse owner, after the veshad been
sel
rejected by the United
States, is now being fitted up as a despatch boat.
El Pais says that four warships have
been obtained by Spain in Franoe; that
negotiations are now pending for the purboats in Great
chase of several torpedo
Britain; that orders have been issued to
mobilizo all the Spanish warships; that
the torpedo boat
Halycon is to sail immediately from Carthagena for Cadiz,
where a second torpedo squadron is being
that military engineers are
prepared;
starting for the Canary islands and that
the Baleario islands are being fortified. »
Italy, it is said by the Pais, has decided
the armored cruiser Guiseppe
to sell
Garibaldi of G.h4) tons and well armored,
sister ship of the Varese, to Spain.
Two regiments, according to Pais, are
going to tho Canary islands to strengthen
the Spanish garrison there.
The Armstrong Spanish agent, a Spaniard, who Is in touch with tho government and commercial people in Spain,
has expressed the belief that unless the
intercede there will be war. He
powers
added:
“If the United States offered money for
our
clearing out of Cuba we could not
accept; but if the proposition emanated
from another power, it is not unliksly
that it would be aocepted.”
This view of the case is echoed by a
nortion of the Spanish press which adrises Spain to wasn Her Hands ot Cuba.
de Zerale, a prominent
Senor Ortiz
former Carllst deputy, who has just been
defeated at Vittoria, expressed the opinion that there would be no war, saying:
hare neither
“We
ships, steamers,
soldiers, plans nor money, and the government knows it. It will struggle to
the last and then cave in.”
Senor Zerate, who was reoently at Cadiz, says the Spanish warships Pelayo
and Carlos V. which the government announced to be ready for sea, cannot be
possibly made ready in less than two

1UVI

that in the course of an interview whioh
the correspondent of the Associate PresE
had with Capt Pearl, who presided ovei
the Spanish naval court of inquiry, the
officer earnestly denied all such stories,
and
paying Capt. Sigsbre, his officers
upon the efficmen a high compliment
on board the
of the discipline
ency
Maine.
that
here
Capt. ChadIt is now known
wick was the last of the members of the
up his mine
court of inquiry to make
that the evidence pointed incontestiblj
to an external explosion.
Dr. Jose Congosto.the secretary general,
the orders Gen. Blan
has countersigned
made on Monday that the momenl
co
between Spait
declared
are
hostilities
and the United States all American cor
from
are to be expelled
respondents
Cuba.
THE OLD BLUFF.

March 31.—The Spaniel
bore late last night received t
the governor
from
genera
cablegram
of
Cuba saying that the captain genera
reported the paoitloation of the easteri months.
province so far advanced that it hac
been decided to rescind the reconcentra
SCHOFIELD CALLS ON ALGER.
dos order in these provinces and all th<
I
Washington, March 30.—One of the
subject of this decree to return to theii
tho country. To aid in 1;h< most prominent visitors at Secretary Alin
homes
Gen. John M, Sohore-establishment of the reoonoentradoi gor’s office today was
formerly commanded the army.
upon their farms, the oublegram state: fleld.who
is
the
Schofield
Gen.
president of the
the government will grant them the pro
Reserve association
tection of the Spanish military force: National Volunteer
States which is seeking to
augmented by local relief committees t( of the United
ranks from
1,000,000 to
after their immediate,need. Eco enroll in its
look
5,000,000 men, who will be ready to renomic kitehens, it says, are to be estab
be made upon
lished to support the reconcentrados whili spond to any call that may
the government in case of war.
waiting for their first crops to maturt them by
the secretary
who
saw
Other persons
and that they are to be furnished farm
Senators Mason, Prootor, Bacon
ing implements and seeds by the govern were
them with read: and Hawley, and Gen. Dan Siokles.
To support
ment.
such of them as are able will hi
money,
SPAIN TO MOBILIZE FLEET.
given employment upon public work:
and it is asserted by the authorities tha:
Madrid, March 30.—The Paris says that
will result in the speed: orders have
these measures
been issued to mobilize all
1
communitie:
I
of
rural
i
(ion
the
reha
the Spanish warships and that a second
This cable
in the eastern provinces.
torpedo squadron is being prepared for
more that
gram was not made public till
sea at Cadiz.
no
and
offioia
hour after midnight
an
The Baleario islands, according to the
1
oould
b(
its
oomment upon
significance
Paris, arc being fortified ami military ensecured.
are starting for the Canary isl-

■Washington,

legation

gineers
ands.

ANOTHER BODY RECOVERED.

Havana, March 30.—One body has beet
the wreck of tin
recovered today from
Maine. It is?not yet identified. Aeon
ammunition
wai
siderable quantity of
effor
also taken out, but thus far no
the ten-inol
has been made to hoist
guns. Commissioner Klopsch sailed bj
Mssootte todaj
the Plant line steamer
and expects to reach Washington by Sat

An

urday.

Mr. George C. Musgruve, the corre
spondent of a New York paper, was de
ported today. He was charged with hav
ing come direct from the camp of Gen
Maximo Gomez. Mr. Musgruve claim
Britisl
to be a British subject, and
Consul Golannot is known to have mad'
an effort to prevent the deportation.

■

Enterprising Druggist.

There are few men more wide awake
and enterprising than H. P. S. Gould,
who spares no pains to secure the best of
everything in his line for his many ousHe now has the valuable agentomeers.
New Disoovery for
cy for Dr. King's
Consumption, Coughs and Colds. This
is the wonderful remedy that is producing such a furore ail over the oountry by
It absolutely
its many startling cures
euros Asthma, Bronchitis, Hoarseness and
all affections of the Throat, Chest and
Lungs. Call at above drug store and get
or a regular size for 60
a trial bottle free
oents and $1.00. Guaranteed to cure or

price refunded.

most

earnest

wasted years in almost constant
agony, spent money freely in
and
treatment
travel, and
of
Mrs. Pinkfinally learning
ham’s p-reat knowledge, have
written to her and secured
without cost advice that
helped them back to health.
In this way there is formed
a bond of sympathy with an
ever-widening circle.
Wherever women meet,
they talk about the great virtue of Lydia E. Pinkham's

Madrid.

Havana. March 80, (via Key
Sunday and Monday were days of decided ment.
anxiety in political and business circles
The United States Minister, Stewart
and today
but yesterday
of Havana,
U. Woodford, is
working energetically
there has been a much more quiet feeland will continue to work for peace until
able
to
Without
give
any
being
ing.
the llrst
gun is fired. It is known the
good reason for their belief, many promi- Spanish government admits the'desirait
that
peace
nent men seem satisfied
bility or necessity of complying with the
The word “Armistice,” is reassured.
demands of the United iStates and it is
peated from lip to lip as if there were only in tho disinclination to put this
some magic within it to solve the whole
willingness into concrete form that the
problem of Cuban strife.
lies. If a conference was to be
danger
Those,however, who know Gen. Maximc held with British, German or French
Gomez, Gen. Calixto Garcia, Senor Masso diplomats the matter would be settled
Ths point which
question.
and the other insurgent leaders, best, say without
is that in
reckon without their host who Gen. Woodford is now pressing
that all
of humanity, hostilities in
believe these men will agree to an armis- the interests
No date
cease
immediately.
Cuba must
tice, even if asked to do so by the United was fixed
either in the first or in the

*q,

words of thankfulness for
vanished pain and restored
health.
Many women have

Cubans Would Never Agree to It Unless It
Meant Freedom.

reason

Nearly every woman suffers or
has suffered from some trouble of the
delicate organism that makes her a
The gratitude of those who
woman.
have been relieved of backache,rackingpains or serious
displacement, is boundless.
From grateful women
everywhere come to Mrs.

MEANING OF IMMEDIATELY.

ARMISTICE WOULD FAIL.

the whole truth

egetable Compound.
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the feeli
that they are telling
; women to tell to her the whole truth,
;t intelligent counsel.
Mrs. Pinkham’s
an begt
a woman>s ills.
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My

Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—When I
to yon two or three months ago
about my poor health, I was completely discouraged. I had'tried different kinds of medicine, and had
been to a number of doctors, but could
get no relief. A friend of mine advised me to
to you, and I did so. I had a great deal of trouble
my stomach, could not eat hardly any solid food,
and even broths distressed me.
I was growing poor
and losing strength every day.
I was so weak that I
could hardly sit up, and was very nervous and downhearted.
Had backache and headache most of the
Is and dizziness. After receiving your letter, I began takr and Liver Pills.
I had taken them but a few days before
ng very fast ever since. I shall advise all my friends who
rhat J°’J have done for me.
You have certainly saved my
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Lydia E. Pinkham s V stable Compound
A Worn in»s
Remedy for Woman’s Ills, K
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GEN. MOORE SAYS WE ARE NEWBut We Have Been

to

War

Twice, Haven’t

We General?

FUNERi

on

The fuller,
Gen. Wiley
gade N. G.
and 18th
C,
Pennsy
tery B, Was
Rifles, G. i

during the past ten days in the United
States, but he confesses his inability to
there will be war or
foretell whether
ganizations
as the outcome of
the Spanish of
peace
\
Amerioan crisis.
The
general,

who has just returned
from |Washington, states that everybody
from President McKinley down, treated
him well. He saw much excitement in
all the plaoes he visited and watched the
trend of
publio feeling olosely. In an
Gen. Moore said there
interview today
no official reserve even in Washingwas
ton.
Everybody spoke freely of the
Maine incident and of war. The report
Maine court of inquiry arrived
of the
the day he left the oaptial. All of them
were
quite convinced that the destructhe ship was from an external
tion of
explosion and I was quite convinced
that It was from an internal
explosion,
and so we did not quarrel. There Is great
excitement, but it is the excitement of
nation that thinks it should go
a young
to war.
The United States people think they
are quite able to take onre of themselves.
If they do go into war they will probably
come out of it a little wiser than when
thev went into it. At present it is very
President
har'd to say what will result.
McKinley is a strong man and I don’t
is a man who will allow his
think ho
hand to be foroed if he can help it.

WAITING FOR SPAIN’S REPLY.
Key West, March 30.—The cable from
the Dry
Tortugas to Key West, was
completed today when the Nashville and
arrived.
boat
cable
the
The report published here that Consul
General Lee has demanded a warship in
Havana harbor is generally discredited
hero. Nothing is known of any such request by Capt. Sampson or other oflioers
of the fleet.
from Washington
News
regarding
Spain’s reply to the ultimatum of the
United States is eagerly awaited.
Capt. Sampson, Capt. Evans and Capt.
Chadwick had a long consultation today
on board the
flag ship. Capt. Evans has
been
warmly greeted on his new ship,
the Iowa.
from the
wreck of the
Five bodies
MbIdc arrived this evening from Havana
The
and will be interrod tomorrow.
bodies of boatswain's mate John Anderand Seaman Frank Andrews are
son,
two of the fivo that have been
the only
identified.
The Baohe sailed today for the Tortugas
duty. The Annapolis
on regular survey
will sail tomorrow for Brooklyn.

men,
cession

■

BEACON LIGHTS IN KENNEBEC.

Bath, March 30.—The new beacon
Pa., March 30—The cities
nil Allegheny united today lights
along the Kennebec river below
patriotic spirit and paid the this city, the houses for which were built
and military honors to the
Lieut \Y. \V. Jenkins, who last fall, shone for the first time tonigi t
as a guide to mariners.
Their locations
e U. S. battleship Malno.
procession was headed by are: At Perkins island, eight miles bead stuff of the Second Bridlow the city; Squirrel Point, six miles;
P.
Then followed the 14th
?iments, N. G. P., division McKenney’s Point, at the lower bend of
ania Naval Reserves, Bat- Fiddler’s beach, one and one half miles,
ngton Infantry; Hibernian and at Dublin Point,
opposite the southR-i and other patriotic orof the city.
One beacon on a
Through a great concourse ern part
men and children, the pro- tripod is yet to be lighted.

of Pittsburg
in a loyal an
liighe'st civ
remains of

Halifax, N. S., March 30.—Gen. Mont- perished

commander-ln-chief of
gomery Moore,
the British
troop* in Canada, says he
saw a great many things to interest him

OF LIEUT. JENKINS.

Pittsburg,

-.—

m;

»

to Christ Protestant
Here the
BANGOR PREPARING.
for the dead was pertwice
formed and
full
of
lessons
ant
sermon,
patriotic
Bangor, March 30.—A meeting was held
Christian, was jireached by here
the rector,
tonight for the purpose of forming
Robert Meech. Then
came the nn Kev.
About 40 men
artillery company.
to the oemetery, tlie final an
:h
services, th
lommitting of the body to signed an agreement to join the company
the earth,
closing of t he bring ;of the salute, the and more are expect d. The officers have
its head of t > grave and the placing at not
yet been elected.
American flag.

Episeopal

thed

t

arch, Allegheny.

Episcopal

_

A NOTH

Havana, 5

a PIERCE

BATTLE

of Galabiiza rch 30.—The local guerillas
ince of Sant Incrucijaa and Senito, provacoording 1 Olura under Capt. Saraiba,
surprised a a palace notice today have
left three n party of insurgents who
guerillas, it a killed on the field. The
and five me: added, lost one man killed
; Victor I wounded,
was arrestee honstein, a German subject,
ing from t on landing here this morna
member > Mascotte. He claims he is
oiety,but wl f the German Red Cross sodestroyed d n searched, it is claimed, he
some of the cements. The police secured
put
toget lieces of paper which, when
insurgent di r• are understood to be an
The Italio ament.
Vespucci, t third class cruiser Amerigo
as a training
this afterno
ship, sailed
for Key West.
LEE ---.
-—-

ASN’T RESIGNED.

FIRE TO;THE NORTH.
bright light was noticed

north of
Portland this morning for several hours,
a big fire was
and
evidently in progress,but it was impossible to looate it by
A

telephone.
__<

MH. DEPEW PROMOTED.
New York, March SO.—President Depew
tonight announced that be would retire
from the presidency of the New York Central to become chairman of the board of
directors of the Vanderbilt system.
S. K. Galleway will succeed Mr. Depew
New York
Central
as President of the
and Hudson River Railroad company.

POSTMASTER AT SOUTH NAPLES.
Washington, March 30.—The following

was appointed
fourth-class postmaster
is authorit. March 30.—Secretary Long today: Ethel M.Larrabee, South Naples,
is no trut f°r the statement that there Me.
morning thi, in the report published this
sstisfied wit Consul General Lee is disthe President’s Cuban poliANOTHER YACHT PURCHASED.
cy and hai
State Dep. abled his resignation to the
30.—The Glornale til
Palermo, March
at the same time requesting thi ament,
announces
that the
United
Sicilia
Socretary he be relieved at once,
has
steel yacht
bought
the
States
tive mannipng today in the most posito
the Florio Rubbatsaid that no such telegram Aegusa belonging
had been
The
tino company for a'despatch boat.
and he had
reason to c ceived
every
is
60,000
paid
pounds.
was dissati iht the report that Gen. Lee prioe
of the adrai e<l with the present poliev

Washing^

_stration.
TO

d--

..

Washingt

tfMAND ORLEANS.

March 30.—Capt. Wm. M.
Folger has
sen direoted to assume oommand of
formarly tie new cruiser New Orleans,
on her arri’ Brazilian
ship Amazonas,
is no’- in New York. Capt. Folger
1
of
the New York
charge
house
llght

trick

LATE MARINE NEWS.

Prawle Point, March 30—Passed steamer Iona, Portland, Me., for London.

Liverpool, March 30.—Arrived steamer
Vancouver, Portland, Me.
Philadelphia, March 3n.—Arrived tug
Tampaaua towing barges Maple Hill.
New Bedford and Suffolk and
Lincolt
from Portland,

:

7 MB’S PR;® SUNG.

MISCELLANEOUS.

1846 THE 08161*41

1897

into
business
those unaided lines ot
have en■which these :new competitors
tered. Clearly if England can't run her
without help, it’s
own ships at a profit
useless lor us to buy them and try it.
Therefore some government aid must
be given—the question is simply the matter of its form.
Evidently tnls aid should
be reserved for the vessels which are the
product of tho American mechanic and
miner. For we have abundantly demonstrated that we can build the vessels and
only a sufficiently large quantity of the
work is needed to enable us to build as
cheaply as the constructors of England.
My investigations on the Clyde satisfied
enmo of this, and these views are now
dorsed by the lending American shipbuilders.
How then shall the aid be given? By
v
restoring the old tonnage tax of 60 cents
per ton. Since our treaties will not permit the discriminations in these duties
Americans
which were formerly
had,
paying but six cents per ton, it would bs
ne’ceBsary to placo this tax on American
No one could
and foreign vessels alike.
object to this and the result (taking the
figures of last year) would be receipts
from tonnage taxes amounting to $14,642,789, of which the foreigner would condivided
tribute $11,880,125. This fund,
among American vessels according to the
number of miles sailed with cargo in tho
foreign trade, would give assistance am-

of the accumulation that our people have
wisely kept at home to benefit themselves
and their State, rather than dump it into
bottomless pits of outside schemes as

formerly.

Portland

Several largo pulp mills are to he put
into operation, and many other valuable
industries are seeking location in our
on state as its superior advantages are becoming better known from year to year.
Were it not for the far reaohing shadow
of uncertainty that has overhung business
of late on account ox tiio complex situation and final outcome of the Cuban question, we might well congratulate our citON NOT BADLY izens upon the present favorable outlook
of business affairs in Maine, but in the
present abnormal condition, we will only
aINE.
say that personally the writer looks for
i
an early peaceful
settlement of the difficulty, the honor of a reassured country
still maintained, and a gradual fading
'at of Shipping— away of the overhanging shadow, giving
place to the dawn of sunshine of peaceful
n Indorsing Presprosperity, before the convening of our
anservatism—Col- next council.
M. N. RICH, Secretary.
Speaker Heed—
< f
Treasurer Gorham X. Weymouth
i"est End.
Biddeford reported cash on hand amountMaine
since the
ing to $544. Hi.
as
organized in
The topics of discussion on the regular
ting was held in programme were then taken up, the first
was
preparation
Collector E, C.
speaker being Deputy

Hospital Lavished

State Hoard Trade.
The Old Meltable

Memedy,
BUSINESS DEPREf

MEALS

m

CURES

Cuts, Wounds, Bruises,
Sores, Colds, Sprains,
Hoarseness, Frostbites,
Sore Throat, Chilblains,
Catarrh, Piles,
ALSO

INFLAMMATIONS & HEMORRHAGES

Be Sure You Get Pond’s Extract!
SUBSTITUTES ARE DANGEROUS!!
Sold in
bottles only, with buff
wrappers and our landscape trademark, printed thereon. See that our
name is on label and wrapper.

POND’S EXTRACT CATARRH REMEDY
For

Catarrh. Price 75 Cents per bottle.

POND’S EXTRACT DENTIFRICE
For the Teeth. Price 50 Cents per bottle.

POND'S EXTRACT PREPARATIONS
are for sale at all first-class drug
stores, or sent on receipt
of price by the

FELT IN

Earnest Pleas for

a

It*

Passage of a Resoli
ident McKinley’s
lector
A

Deering Pra

Itoyal Banquet

a

For the fourth til
State Board of Trade
1889 its semi-annual
Portland.

The time

very brief.it generally iving beeu.understood until a little m* than a week ago
that the state board u , o bejentertained
in Brunswick. But th* mmittee appointed by thePortland boa of trade^did their
work well and the mi ing proved to be
on
record.
of the most interej ng
There was a large attilance of prominent business men o he state at the
business session, helc » the city council
chamber in the aftei >n, and in the
evening the seating c icity of the West
one

ining

End hotel’s spacious
severely tested.

Biddoford, Bath,
Tafur villa

An

‘PlIewnufK

were

littee

appointed a co
They reportet
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® ment of a small sum of
money.
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By present Union Mutual plans, a
policy is guaranteed to have specified
cash values if surrendered after being

©
w
S

derson,

Skowhegan—Lewis

lister,

(^Company.

JS?

J.

T.
F.

Philbrook,

REPORT.
?ar

I am in°f trade. I
Boards
ones that I at
as

r8B

*1

_

°" insurance Is carried by
the Union Mutual upon the #
lives of Maine people; amount constantly. ®
increasing. Insure with this popular Home ty

R.

F. Davies.
Portland read
follows:

time,*

Portland, main*.
u-1?

now

materializing
SflsW and one
ar•pminary
seful Board.

But the past six month ieeme t0 have
been rather discouraging u some of the
smaller organizations,
chaps on account of the scarcity of i* le7 111 farming
8 largely out
districts where crops
off, and economy has he}( a Bficessity in
°f the organithese, as well as in mar
zations, as our receipts*! r annual dues
leased to note
would indicate.
We are
the re-organization of tlr dachias Board
A
oers, is doing
which, under efficient
rival in the
good work, and has a si
new Cherry field Board.
mere

are, nowever,

so

--.wwjyMo

in much larger places f
l. languishing
under inefficient and i
!tl.ve nI2na®e“
live officers.
ment, suffering for wan
accredited in
Thirty-one Boards ai
but
ce
membership with the fc
.?a
seen
all are not paying dues,— B w.
by the reports, there beii delinquents to
whom this organization P* still extending
early revival
its leniency in the
of interest.
J
or
the
snip
The aggregate
mem'
affiliated Boards gives tiff" ~*at® Board a
members.
Inominal clientage of 2,6i
I have r< ceiveu ~ince Lly last annual

hope^

report from
Brewer Board,
Waterville Board,
Portland Board,

LEADERS FOR 19 YEARS.
IMFVT

FAIL

TO

I.OOIA THEM OVER

EAGLES
S35.0O AND

$50.00.

N. M. PERKINS & CO.,
HARDWARE

DEALERS, 8Fre?Sf.
m;ir23dtf

Washington, March SO.—Pensions have
been

granted

residents of Maine

as

fol-

ORIGINAL.

.Tames gSimmons,
Wheeler, Saco, SO;
Portland, |8.

Togus, $8; Charles
Richard K. Satley,

additional.
Win. H. Rummer.
North Waterford,
*3 to $6: Randall F. MavLerry, Mechanic
Fails, $2 to 58.
REISSUE AND INCREASE.

Hunt, Saco, |4

FATHER

j_

42.50

!

of the State
The business conditi
have been fair during then*6*' flx
°*
—all things considered.
Maine at the close of ham*™’*-' f°uud themor
nothselves short of crops, wip Bttle
P we^ an® uning to sell on account of
favorable season, with K|Mr usual purchasing means cut off; *^Tater economy
*^y restricted
was a necessity that
na
trade, and coincident wrn^ ^is condition
ent winter of
was
an
unusually inclD1
heavy blocking snow, f*r0 P^ding travel
ubering operaand greatly restricting
tions and preventing jif farmer from
even getting wood
fket. t0
to
*ure
als
necessities restricted b Vai
usual purchasing power
{ condition of
Yet with euoh an adv
aaB
been
affairs, the trade of th<
have
very fair, and country.
remarkastood these adverse con ( fllons
bly well, paying their M*s even more
promptly than could
J expected and
there being but few fail' 1/JpJdustries of the
Then, too, the larger
State have been very pr k3Serou3, and all
steadily
good thrifty workmen
f
being tho reemployed. The except
cent strikes in
the cot *■ * a mills, incite !
and prolonged rather ...J ?tinerauJ out"
°* t"16 °P*
side interlopers than the V
table, than to
eratives to accept the ir
Ahomselves
and
loose more and suffer'
their families to becom ©■lbaupers where
it, but then
there is no necessity
8lad to say,
strikes of this kind, w
are very rare in this Sta
It
The phenomenal depn
I011 in wo°uon
ship building in Maine ^—4° Pa6^.?ear. or
imtwo, promises quite a r
pal ll* thisboth
Ke.as011»
portant industry the cor
barges.
in sailing and steam ve
aJsn
1 anc* beautiful
There are also several la
steamships building olst *«Eier®* for °Pen_
ing new lines of trad Spud passenger
trailsportaiton to point? aSSm# 011 r ooa6t*
In addition to openii HH new> ?n® (*x
tending old lines of ,■ ,fanl railroads,
roat‘®
ai?u ex“
many miles of new elect fll.
10,1 within the
tensions, will be in ope
larRe caPital
next six months, bringi
^ *9 many per»nd furnishing employn
bauks much
=ona, and drawing from

farE?9Ls

—brchants

lows:

Mitcheil

$3.40
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PERISHED.

Halifax, March 30.—The wreck of the
Lunenburg schooner Olivette early this
morning on Thrum Cap while on her way
into Halifax from Porto Rico
with a
cargo of molasses caused the loss of two
lives this afternoon.
Two men father
and son named De Young were moving
about the vessel with breakers running
high over the shoal when'a heavy sea upset the boat.
They clung desperately to
a rock as long as possible the son helping
the father to the I st to his hold but they
finally became so exhausted that they had
to give up and both perished in sight of
The
scores of
others.
Olivette
will
probably be a complete wreck. Her cargo
be
saved.
may

calm ana

,.

j

statesmanlike

arinune

in

me

war crisis now pending with Spain.
That we trust and hope he will be able
to accomplish the desired ends without
war and with honor and
dignity to our

country.

of this
That we realize the people
country without distinction of party or

cre-

son.

|j

ftR R71
/ I 977
/ /

on

of 61, representing 19
as follows:
Auburn—W. VP. St« n.
Augusta—Col. A. fc ianss.
Bath—Capt. Williai Boxers, T. P.
Gibbons, C. O. Carter, C. Plummer.
Bangor—Henry Lor Col. I. K. Stetson, Pierre McConvillc <1. P. Fiunlgan,
E. M. Blanding.
Belfast—A. C. Sible A. A. Howes,
W. B. Swan, W. C. M ball.
Biadeford—Charles
Ham, Henry I.
Lord, William P. Free n, N. M. West,
ildth
waite.
F1
J F. B. Tartrc, J.
Brunswick—C. J. Oi an.
Brewer—D. A. Sargt
Deering—J. N. Read 'a S. Locke.
Ellsworth—George 1 Grant, B. T.
Soule, Frank S. Lord.
Freeport—W. (J. Fog F. M. Grant.
Lewiston—CtSl. A. B ealley, JohD B.
Smith John Wood, C.
Barker, George
Pottle.
Mechanic Falls—J. V ’enney.
Rockland—Sidney M. ird.
Rumford Falls—Geo.
Bisbee, Waldo
M. Pettengill.
John T. EmsrSaco—Fred P. Wiggi:

South Paris—N. D.
in force three years and before any ©
discontinuance of premium payments, © Plummer.
Waterviile—Warren
but the most satisfactory returns acNathaniel Mcader, Geor
crue through carrying a contract to #
Secretary M. N. Richl
its maturity.
©
his semi-annual report,
Business men admit the value and
SECRETARY RICB
importance of Life Insurance; it is ©
an exception to find one uninsured, ©
We have at this
though few possess an adequate M formed, fifty organized i
amount.
The sooner taken the less © have been advised of set
the cost; but, once fixed, no increase © contemplated, but the oi
of premium is ever made. Ask now ^ present have knowledge I
are at Ashland and
Chf
for facts and figures.
©
at Sanford just making
for
rangements
forming!

H
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That the Maine State Board
of Trade in convention assembled here
President of the United
express to the
States, William McKinley, our most
hearty approval and approbation of bis

total attendance
>1 boards of trade

dentials.

but the advantage to the
influx of summer

PRESIDENT LORD OF STATE BOARD OF TRADE.
_

I

Plummer of the port of Bath, who opened
its
the subject “Our Merchant Marine;
He said in
decadence and restoration.”

part:

When this nation

was

founded the vital

importance of a merchant marine was
the hold
recognized by all statesmen,
recommendations of Washington, Madison and Jefferson being promptly adopted
by our first Congress, and the laws thus
enacted placed our shipping on so firm a
basis thnt it remained unmoved for half
a century.
Those laws, the result of luminous dis-

well for the
cussions which it would be
substitutes of those wise old men to study
gave direct and ample assistance to shipping, their uncompromising motto being
the
“a merchant marine sufficient for
transportation of American products.”
facts that
Their effect is shown by the
whilo in 1790 we had but one ton of “forwo had
37
to
inhabitants,
eign” shipping
and
one ten to eight inhabitants in 1810,
In 1870
one ton to 12 inhabitants in i860.
in
but
we tad one ton to 25 inhabitants,
to one
1890 the proportion had dropped
ton to 66 inhabitants. The loss from 1880
to 1890 was almost as great as during the
which the
Civil War decade—a loss for
Rebellion can hardly be held responsible.
As to our
present conditions: The
Bureau Veritas (report of 1897, shows us
as
to stand fourth
regards modern steam
tonnage, England, Germany and France
leading us. Lloyds manages to squeeze
us into third place, crediting us with one
tenth the tonnage of England, while giving Germany a lead over ns of less than
half a million tons.
England secured this lead by bounties
and other
encouragements begun by
Elizabeth—and that she hasn’t
changed
he’- policy was once more
brought out
with British frankness in the speech of
Sir Louis Davies in which ho refers to
the
the trade benefits to be scoured by
new Dominion line of steamers for winch
Canada is to “pay a subsidy of $500 000”
to which England adds
$260,000. The
same policy appears in Germany.
for a
The latest French law provides
builders’ bounty of about $13 per ten to
is
added.
a
which
sailing bounty
Japan, America's groat Pacific rival of
the future has even gone beyond France,
her bounties far a fast 5000 ton steam
and all
er being some $75,000 (sec law)
cratt from 700 tons upward share in this
aid.
“Why should they do it?”
The answer appears in “Griffin’s Essays
on
Finance.” This recognized British
trade authority, with figures very close to
those of Mulhall, finds (page 74) that a
“total of seventy-six millions ($380,000,000) is the share for cost of international
due the
UniteO
conveyance annually
Kingdom”—earnings which have since
The
fact
that
increased.
Englargely
land’s annual receipts f|om her shipping
hundred
alone exceed by more thin one
millions of dollars the magnificent total
value of all our exports of manufactured
goods in the record-breaking year just
closed, shows her wisdom in maintaining
this vast industry which enables her to
make labor itself an article of export.
Our legislators have not. understood the
tremendous importance of all
this and
England has taken advantage of our folly.
wooden To
When the change from
material
metal vessels came the cost of
made it impossible for us to move with
in
we
aro
far
the
the current—and now
How to regain our eld position is
rear.
reason
the question, and the principal
why it has not vet been answered by Contest
first
put to
gress seems to lie that the
all remedies lias been whether or riot it
satisfactory to England,
would prove
the effect on shipping being a secondary
consideration.
Fiee ships have been proposed, but the
is clearly
uselessness of this remedy
hown by Lloyds Register of Sept. 18, 18! 6
that
the
more
is
where It
cheapexplained
ly manned Norwegian craft aro driving
the British (both sail and steam) out of

plo tor the restoration oi our meronani
marine. And the law would prove self
adjusting, since the larger the number of
American vessels the smaller the bounty
paid, and useless building would be prevented.
England, our chief rival, could not remust
taliate since under the treaty she
treat all other vessels as she does ours—
ar.d she has nearly ten times as much
shipping to be affeoted.
an
immediate
This law would mean
outlay of some 3>100,000,100 for Amerioan
built ships—and since tho modern
ship
calls upon nearly every industry for its
be
an
industrial
resupplies there would
vival which would be felt
throughout
State of Maine,
the country and the
which during the last thirty years has
but
two-thirds the
gained in population
amount which she gained in the single
ship-building decade of 1850-60 could
again justify the words .of the Eighth
Censes—“Maine.takes tho lead as a shipbuilding state.”
Extracts from the early debates in Conand English
gress and from American
statistics were given to substantiate the
declaration made and the fact that Erig—
land made a profit of half a million on her
light dues alone last year was advanced
as a precedent for making a profit on our
tonnage dues—though we have more than
half a century of American precedents for
making a much larger profit on tonnage
In conclusion a bill
than that propoesed.
embodying these views, was submitted.
Mr. Pummer’s arguments were endorsed
Mr. Pierre MoConby several speakers.

class desire the alleviation of the sufferings of thousands of people in Cuba.
That Jwe appreciate war and will do all
that there is within our power to avert
the same, if with honor to our country,
but if war should result, we pledge ourselves to
support the President in his
course and do all within our power to defend our country and our flag.
The resolution was heartily endorsed

by Mr. Ira Locke, who declared that There
of
the
had never been in the history
world such a remarkable exhibition as
has just been furnished by the nation,
whoso people, so numerous, strong and
had been holding their tongues,
keeping their tempers and waiting duty’s

capable
call.
The

Senator

Frye Introduces

large

meeting:
Resolved,

f hivl fifnn

a nn

the

tourists was not lost sight of.
Just before the adjournment Col. Stetson of Bangor introduced the following
resolution and moved its adoption by the

hall was

Brewer, FreeBelfast, Mechanic Fal
port, Deering and Sor Paris.
Messrs. Blanding of ingor, Penney of
Meohanio Falls and i Hy of Lewiston

Pond’s Extract Co., 76 Fifth Ave., N.Y.

INSURANCE covers these
contingencies, and may be pos'sessed by the annual pay-

state of

tland, Bangor,
ta, Skowhegan,

responded:

offered a few words of suggestion as to
what this state should do in rofereence to
an exhibit at Paris in 1G00.
Mr. George
D. Bisbte was introduced as an Oxford
bear, and he lauded tho enterprise that
25 cents a vial. If you need medical advice write
Prof. Munyon, 1305 Arch Street, Philadelphia. It is
has built up some of
tho
enterprising
absolutely freest
His
towns in that picturesque county.
reference to the enterprise of Mr. Hugh J.
a
Chisholm of Portland called forth
•
hearty response.
Judge Philbrook of Watervilie pictured
the thrift of his city, which has passed
through the trying"weeks of February
enumerating the chief industries of the anti March without its factory wheels
state he singled out manufaturing ami stopjiing or its other industries
feeling
the summer tourist travel as being the the agitation that has seriously affected
O. I.
Mr.
cities.
many manufacturing
elements between which ohoice must be Barker of tho Barker
Lewiston,
mills,
made in answering the question assigned ridiculed the statement so often heard of
the manu- lato that the cotton industry is going to
him.
He then argued that
the dogs.
He said that with the same
has
that
permanency
facturing enterprise
machinery Maine can hold her own with
at
workmen
and constancy and employs
any other state in the manufacture of the
good wages all the year may well bo same quality of cotton goods. His mill
of
yarn
termed the best promoter of the material reoently needed 400,000 pounds
and called for bids from factories all over
interests of the state.
the country.
The lowest bid came from
Prof. W. W. Stetson, state
superin- tho Maine city of Watervilie.
President A. C. Sibley of Belfast board
tendent of school, Secretary Me Keen of
relative to
gave some valuable points
Lewis
the state' board of agriculture,
Maine’s progress in manufacturing and
E.
Col.
if.
Anderson of
said a good word for Belfast.
Mr. J. F.
Skowhegan,
Boothby, president of the Portland board, Goldthwaife of Biddeford in a few brief
his
words
showed
that
to
loyalty
Mr. E. B. Winslow of Portland and Waland
Mr.
thriving York county city,
do Pettengill of Hnmford participated in Soule of Ellsworth sounded the piraisos of
that
the discussion.
city.
Many interesing points
were brought out.
No one took issue
CONSULAR REPOR7S CALLED FOR.
with Mr. Sibley in his declaration about

manufacturing,

President Henry lx of Bangor called
the meeting to order a .20 and Secretary
call the roll.
M. N. Rijh proceedec
Delegates from the f< wing boards of
trade

Cold Cure cures colds in The head, colds on the
lungs, old colds, new colds and obstlr.ate colds, and
all hjrms of crip. Stops sneezing, discharges from
the nose ana eyes, prevents catarrh, diphtheria,
pneumonia, and all throat and Jung troubles. These
pleasant little pellets are absolutely harmless, have
saved thousands of lives and prevented much sickness.
The Munvon Remedy Company prepare a
separate cure for each disease. At all druggists—

spondee! when called upon to speak as tho
representative of the fertile Kennebec
Mr. Lewis Anderson of Skowhevalley.
gan discussed interesting topics and exMayor D. Ii.
Ingraham of Portland

resolution

was

unanimously

a rising vote.
A resolution was also adopted in favor
of Maine’s participation in the Paris exposition of 1900.

adopted by

THE

BANQUET.

One hundred and sixty-two members of
the state board and guests partook of the
banquet at the West End hotel. It was a
gathering long to be remembered, and
several of the after-dinner
speakers rethe
ferred to it as the best ocoasion of
kind they had ever attended.
After an hour’s social session the dining
hall doors were thrown open at 9 o’clock
After the banand the crowd filed in.
quet Col. F. E. Boothby, president of the
made a brief address of

a

Resolution in

the Eeuats

Washington,

March 30.—Again today
the galleries of the Senate crowded
to the doors. Not an inch ot spiace wat
left in any of tho galleries and the corworn

ridors

were
paokod with disappointed
hundreds who vainly sought seats from
which they might listen to the proceed-

ings.

Kev.

John

K.

McLean of the Pacific
of Oakland, Cali.,

Theological Seminary

offered invocation.
Mr. Davis chairman of the committee
on foreign relations, asked chat the committee be p"-' fitted to sit during the sessions of I he -cuate from day to day and
tho request u as granted.
Mr. Frye reported from the committee
on foreign relations tho senate resolution:
That tho President bo requested, if not
incompatible, to transmit to the Senate
all the consular correspondence relating
to the conduct of tho war in the Island
of Cuba, the condition of the people and
other matters relating thereto.
Mr.
Frye asked that the resolution be
laid on the table until tomorrow when
he would ask for its con ideration.
Mr. Hawley of Connecticut of the miliaffairs committee, reported a joint
tary
resolution providing that in any case of
emergency, in which the immediate erection of any fort or fortification, is in the
opinion of Secretary Alger deemed necessary and urgent where the legislature of
the state is not in session, so much of the
existing law as prohibits the erection
of such fortifications until the consent
of the legislature has been obtained shall
be suspended so to authorize the construction of such temporary fort on the written consent of the owner of the land.
Air.

Hawlev asked

for immediate

sideration of the resolution by Mr. Pasco
of Florida, desiring to examine it, objected, and it went over.
Mr.
Frye of Maine inquired of Mr.
Allen of Nebraska if he had any objecof his resolution,
tion to the reference
offered yesterday to the oommittee on
that
committee now
Foreign relations,
having under consideration resolutions
of that character.
Alien consented to the^reference
Mr.
of the resolution.
Walthall of Mississippi, gave noMr.
that on Thursday, April, 7
at 2
tice
he would present resolutions in
p. m.,
his
Senator
of
colleague,
George.
memory
Mr. Allison of Iowa, reported the sundry civil bill and announced that he
would call it up for consideration tomor-

of.'l’rade

quarantine

the
Mr. A. C.'Sibley of Belfast was
After
first disputant on the
subject.

of war.
of
Col. Bangs

our men

Augusta pleasantly

fll!e

re-
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The purely vegetable Ingredients that give
True’s Pin Worm Elixir its wonderful
power of expelling worms, muke it also the
best medicine known for curing all diseases
of the mucous membrane of the stomach and
bowels—one of the most frequent causes of
illness in children and adults. An unrivalled
tonic and regulator of the bowels and atomacjj
Tree’s Elixir has been a household
remedy for 46 years. It acts at once upon
the blood, expelling impurities and giving
health and new life to the whole system.
Price 35c. Ask your Druggist for it.
Dr. J. F. TRUE & CO., Auburn, Me.
Write for Book—Free.

^

the trenato went into
At 8,32 p. m.,
executive session and soon afterwards ad-

journed.
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board
welcome and introduced Mayor Bandall, row.
Consideration was then resumed of the
who extended a cordial welcome in behalf
He referred to his inaugural measure making further provision for a
ville of Bangor made a speech along the of the city.
for Alaska, the pendthe erection of a civil government
the recommendation of
same line laying special stress on
ing question being a substitute offered
of
the
sailors
scarcity of American born sailors on our monument to the memory
Hansbrongh of North Dakota,
by Mr.
an amendment offered by
fishing of the battleship Maine and he invited all for a part of
warships, merchant vessels and
Mr. Perkins of California.
craft. He ridiouled the lax system in re- gentlemen present to contribute towards
At this point the floor yielded to Mr.
of Colorado, chairman of the
gard to bills of lading, and at the con- such a worthy objeot.
Wolcott
President Henry Lord of the state board committee on post offices and post roads,
clusion of his remarks offered a resolution
he desired to make a statement. He
ns
favoring the adoption of tho new eastern was next introduced and he happily re- made a remarkable and caustio
arraignbill of lading, which allows vessels com- sponded, paying a glowing tribute to the ment of the
secretary of the treasury on
for
delays at
account of the secretary’s flippant treatunnecessary
pensation
wharves.
praised Mayor Randall’s suggestion and ment of a request made by Mr. Wolcott’s committee. Mr. Wolcott said that
Capt. William Rogers of Bath said that added that he hoped the Portland monu- on March 10,the committee on post offices
of the 70,000 men shipped in merchant ment to the memory of the Maine sailors and post roads had asked the secretary
ot the
vessels last year not more than 6000 are would be of Maine granite.
treasury for his opinion upou
Hon. Josiah H. Drummond was called postal savings bank system. A similar
American born and not more than 10,000
been sent to the;
communication had
American born sailors are attached to the upon to act as toastmaster and he perpost master general and a courteous and
that
office
in
a
of
duties
the
formed
has
native
fleets.
in
due
time had been reextended reply
Spain
27,000
fishing
First he asked ceived. The views of the secretary of the
sailors on whom she could call to man manner most pleasing.
were desired by
Collector John M. Deering of tho port of treasury on the question
her navy in case of war.
committee ns it was expected tba'the
Hon W. W. Merrill of Deering thought Portland to speak in behalf of the govern- sDine opinions of value would bo presented.
it was high time something was done to ment.
After waiting for an unusual time, the
Capt. Deering was lavish in praise of
improve the system of issuing bills ot
committee, Mr. Wolcott said, had received
lading, so as to proteot the owners and the present administration. He admitted the secretary’s reply.
said a that he was proud to be reckoned among
Often he
masters of vessels.
■‘1 have to report to the .Senate,” said
schooner is kept waiting weeks and weeks those conservative men of tho nation who he, “that the reply was of such a nature
been unanimously instructed
high that 1 have
for wharfage, the consignees simply kill- do not want war, and he paid a
by the committee to respectfully return
.before it was sent to the committee
ing time and using the vessels as store- compliment to President McKinley for it.
A vessel held his conservatism and calmness of action it was given to the newspapers. It was
houses for their goods.
in consonance with
‘‘I wish not of a oharaoter
to re- in the present time of trouble
under such conditions is entitled
the importance of the subject. The whole
to speak of anotner man,’1 said Capt.
muneration.
the ..case are ino3t recircumstances of
Col. Stetson of Bangor offered similar Deering, “one of our own representatives markable. I will not ask here to have
Though I differ with him the letter of the Secretary read, it was
The resolution of Mr. McCon- in Congress.
comment.
and has do place
in some of his political views, yet I can flippant and impertinent
ville was then unanimously adopted.
on the.records of this body.”
I
in
bemen
the
of
all
that
for
a
Congress
tonsay
Mr. Plummer’s bill providing
Air. Wolcott then asked that the entire
has shown the
the one who
correspondence on the subject be printed
nage tax was referred to a committee con- lieve that
and
conand
It was so ordered.
sisting of President Eord, Capt. Rogers, greatest coolness and judgment
Air.
Ballinger of Now Hampshire and
satisW. W. Merrill, E. B. Winslow and A. C. ducted himself in a manner most
Air. Frye of Alnino strenuously antagoour own
is
American
the
to
people
factory
nized the Perkins amendment, while Air.
Sibley.
the programme, Thomas B. Reed. (Applause.) We don't Wilson of Washington supported it. Mr.
The next topic on
North Dakota made a
to
Hansbrongh of
owe
entirely
best
“What one thing
promotes the know but that we may
order against the amendment,
of
of the point
material interests of the state of Maine?” that man and his wise ruling
withdrew
it in favor of Mr.
but later
President Eord explained House the peace of this nation.”
was taken up.
Ballinger’s motion to recommit the bill
that this subject had been discussed by
Capt. Doering regretfully alluded to the to the committee.
At this point Mr. Cattery of Louisiana,
the State Grange, and turned over to tho decadence of American shipping and the was
recognized and concluded his speech
dearth of American born sailors aboard on the national
to consider.
.- tale Board
measure.
Portland
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quality .and

to indulge yourself or your
luxury of a good weekly news*
paper and a quarterly magazine of fiction.
You can get both of these publications with
almost a library of good novels for $5 per year.
can

family in

the

THE JOURNAL
Of SOCIETY

fla-

■

)

vor are as near
/MEW YORK

perfect
be
produced.
as

can

Dealers say so—

users-confirm i t.
Lamson & Hubbard

B9

THWSQW

world-famed for its brightness and the most
complete General Weekly—covering a wider
range of subjects suited to the tastes of men
and women of culture and refinement than any
_1

__

_

$4 per annum.
TALES FROM TOWN TOPICS, a 256-pago
Quarterly Magazine of fiction, appearing th%
first day of March, June, September and December, and publishing original novels by the
best writers of the day and a mass of short
stories, poems, burlesques, witticisms, etc.
Subscription priceK$2 per annum.
Club price for both, $5 per annum.
You can have.both of these if you subscribe
NOW and a bonus of 10 novels selected from
the list below.
Regular price for each, 50
Cents. All sent postpaid.
Remit $5 in New York exchange, express or
postal money order, or by registered letter,
together with a list of the 10 novels sslected,

by numbers,

to
TOWS TOPICS,
808 Fifth Avenue, Kew Yorlc*'

6- TJIE SALE Or A SOUL. By C. M. S. McLellan.
7— THE COUSIN OF THE KING. By A. S. VanWestrum,
8- SIX MONTHS IN HADES. By Clarice I. Clingham.
SKIRTS OF CHANCE.. By Captain Alfred
9— THE

Spring Style, 1898.

durability. Style and Comfort tile Lamson
For sa e by
& Hubbard Hat has no equal.
feblT deod 3mo
loading dealers.
For

Thompson.
to—ANTHONY KENT. By Charles Stokes Wayne,
si—AN ECLIPSE OF VIRTUE. By Champion BisselL
32—AN UNSPEAKABLE SIREN. By John Gilliat.
13— THAT DREADFUL WOMAN.
By Harold R. Vynne.
14— A DEAL IN DENVER. By Gilmer McKendree.
sc—WHY? SAYS GLADYS. By David Christie Murray.
16— A VERY REMARKABLE GIRL. By L. H. Bickford,
17— A MARRIAGE FOR HATE. By Harold R. Vynne.,
18— OUT OF THE SULPHUR. Bv T. C. De Leon.
19— THE WRONG MAN. By Champion Bisseli.
20— THE
HUNT FOR HAPPINESS.
By Anita Vivantf
Chartres.
K—HER STRANGE EXPERIMENT. By Harold R. Vvono,
82—ON THE ALTAR OF PASSION. By John GiUuW
A MARTYR TO LOVE. By Joann* E. Wood.
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colors added, like a colored shirt ; to hide the
dirt: then think of “the nasty practice” of redifficulties,
peating this papering without removing the old,
Particularly throat and lung
is
the
resu t
at that, ms many do
■•ml
a number of times,
other
attributed
to
causes,
wrongly
and
ceilings, Then think of a room coated with pure, porous,
pf unsanitary conditions of walls
with
mink of having bedrooms covered with layers permanent A labastme. which is retinted
is purifying
of moulding flour paste to feed vermin, with ua-, hut little trouble or expense, and
ol and sweet-smelling ana fills cracks Wall paper
moisture
the
to
and
absorb
them
to
hide
per
|
than Alabastiue if cost of
respiration, and an animal glue culture ground free would be dearer
on its lace for disease germs; this having strong | removing paper is considered.
MUCH

SICKNESS

j
j

SANITARY wards.

IT IS EASY.

It is easy for any one to understand that AlTlie Michigan Stale Board of Health had a pain which nbastine, ilie base of which is a cement that
per published with I heir annual report,
the use of paper and kalsomine on walls was when applied to any clean solid surface goes
strongly condemne. 1 and Alabastine •recom- through a process of setting and grows hard
not ru

mended. And the Sl ate once published a book band age, should 1 e durable, that
I wo !scale off. but. admit of recoating
entitled. “Shadows from the Willis of Death
with samples of arsei ical wall paper, and placed —ime without having to wash and
I its old coats before r lie wing.
It
in all public libraries of the state.

is.
from time

scrape off
is equally

plain that all Kaisomines are rue reverse oi nus.
being manufactured Jroni whiting, chalks. Clays
etc., for a base, and being stuck on the wall
wilt) glue, widen \) her. exposed to the air. moist-,ire. e,e.. soon decays, ami 'lie rubbing and scaling then commences, leaving the wall in a terrible condition.
see that the Ahibastine is in packages ana
properly labeled, taking nothing offered, as

“just as good” or “the same thing.” Druggists
aiid paint dealers sell it.

TO DEALT5JCS.
or an injunction witl
buy
cheap kalsomir.es. which are all imitations o

Do not

a

law suit

Alabastine. Dealers assume the risk of a cul
Ala
for damages l>y selling an intringement.
bastine Company own the right, covered by let
tors patent to make and sell wall coatings
ted to he mixed with
wntew
Alabastlu*
Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

ai

ternational law is doubtless excellent,
the situation in
but as a statement of
Cuba and the responsibility for it it is
entirely one sided and prejudiced. In
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be
will
charged
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tisements not
possession, her statesmen have so often
at regular rates.
with scorn prdpositions looking
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square
per
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for to its purchase, that it would be hard to
square
50
cents
per
and
for first insertion,
bring the government even to entertain
each subsequent insertion.
sub- such a proposition, and even harder to
Address all communications relating to
scriptions and advertisements to Portland induce the people to consider it. Yet
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Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Stbeet, when it is drilled into their heads
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may be in course of time that the alternaIsland
the
a
of
tive
sale, of
without
it
any
is the loss of
compensation whatever their pride may
abate sufficiently to make it possible to

THURSDAY.
OF

STATE
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31.

such a proposition with some hope
of success. It Is doubtful if the time has
yet arrived when this can he done, though
there are signs that the attempt is being

; discuss

MAINE.

made.

A FAST DAY PROCLAMATION.
In deference to the practice of the early settlers of New England, and following a precedent that has obtained ever since Maine was
admitted into the Union of States, and also
with the advice and consent of the Executive
Council, I do appoint THURSDAY, the 28th
one
day of April, in the year of our Lord
thousand eight hundred and ninety-eight, as a
day of
FASTING AND PRAYER.

time-honored custom
should still be respected, and I earnestly request all the people of our State to properly observe the day in their homes and churches, and
to refrain from all unnecessary labor, remembering, reverently, the source from which so

fitting

It is

that

this

many favors have come to us.
GIVEN at the Executive Chamber, in Augusta. this twenty-fourth day of March, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-eight, and of the Independence of the United States of America
file one hundred and twenty-second.
LLEWELLYN POWERS.
the
Governor.
By
BYRON BOYD, Seretary of State.
war with
Senator Chandler thinks a
Spain would last about fifteen minutes.
That would not be long enough to restore
The Populists and
silver to free coinage.

silver

th

men

will insist that

it last

longer

that.

m

l'iie eagerness of the Populists and the
lver Republicans to declare war is suspicious. Do they think they see in war an
vilective means of bringing the country
S

silver basis? When they get together
id adopt war as a party measure it looks
very muoh that way.

to a

ft

As has frequently,happened before in a
crisis, in the present emergency the
House Is the conservative body and the
Senate is the place where all the fire
works are let off. That Is not as the fathers planned It.
They instituted the Senquo

as a>

U1

au

uinau

ujiuh

lack of air In it
is unconfined and fails to
brake.
There is

no

vuw

now.

uuuoci

but It

operate

as

a

The officers of the Cuban junta In New
York say the insurgents will not agree
months or any
to an armistice for six
other period, unless it is
accompanied
with a guarantee of complete independThey say that an armistice during
the rainy season would be of
great ad-

ence,

vantage to Spain and disadvantageous to
them, since it would enable the Spanish
army to be recruited and in
improved, while that of the
would melt away during the

every

way

insurgents
long inac-

tion.
that
announced
Russia has officially
Arthur
she has secured a lease of Port
Talien-Wan for twsnty-flve years
and
with the right of renewal, and will immediately occupy both places. As regards
the latter place she announces that it will
be open to foreign trade, and that the
largest measure of hospitality will be extended to ships of all friendly nations.
This may bs equivalent to making It a
The largest
free port and it may not.
measure of hospitality may have a string
It may mean simply the
largest
to It.
consistent with
measure of hospitality
bt
Russian interests—and that may not

large as other nations, especially England, would like.

so

American Board of Inquirj
had investigated the Maine disaster anO
reached a report Spain would find It com
If

only the;

easy to offer us some repara
tion. But inasmuoh as a Spanish board
come
has investigated the disaster and

paratlvely

to a conclusion diametrically opposite tc
that of ours and one that acquits her entirely of responsibility, direct or indirect,
to offer us reparation she must repudiate
the findings of her own board, and affronl
her own people, for presumably they be
lieve as implicitly in the
report of the
Spanish board as we in the report of the
American board. Assnmlng that Sagasto
is willing to offer reparation and inclined
to do so it is difficult to see how ho can
do
it, while the present excitement
lasts, without danger of provoking ar
outbreak on the part of his own

people.

Hon. E. J. Phelps
upon intervention, extracts from which
we publish elsewhere, as a treatise on In
The letter of

the

been long settled, and

not

are
universally acquisescod iD. It
is the general agreement of mankind, instructed bv experience, which the world
cannot afford to see rejeoted, that has es-

they

whatever,

the attempt to intervene by
force of arms is a crime, the sad and
bitter consequences of which have been
demonstrated on many a page of history.
And especially, and above all, does this
apply to the caso of interference in aid
of an armed rebellion against anothor

declined,

government by its citizens.

them. If a nation doparts from
hem, it violates this agreement, sets it
^elf against the enlightened opinion ol
the world, does what is universally con
ceded

to he

wrong, and establishes

dangerous precedent which,
later, with unfailing certainty,

tht

suoner

or

wili

itself. No nation can
home to
afford to take such a oourse.
Among the rules of conduct that have
thus become imperative none is more
come

clearly defined than those which limit
the right of military intervention by out
nation in the internal affairs of another
_certainly the most important and deli
that can raise international concerns, for it involves the
peace of the world.
These rules are not new. for they have

cate of all

questions

Goo«Ss That Are

rlhe idea that this country, cr any other
is justified in undertaking a moral or poltical supervision over the affairs of its
neighbors, and In correcting by armed
inavsion, the faults of their institutions

To

or

not.
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7as»ancers,

>resenting Buck,

Sprill0'
Style,
i

I

joined
If these people (the reconcentrados)
no doubt
are suffering, as
they are,
long

ago

whether

from

their misfortune

or

their

tault, by being thus ground between the
upper and the nether mll]l3tone, let us

continue to relieve them as we have begun to do; as we sent relief to faminestrickon Ireland and charity to Armenia.
If that is what, is meant by intervention
differ about its propriety,
we shall not
liut whatever their necessity it is not to
be assuaged by bloodshed or by oarrying
fresh calamity to them at the expense of
a greater elamity to ourselves
A singio million, or a few millions, out
of the many hundreds that war would
ccst us, would amply answer the purpose,
and would gludly be received by Spain,
as well as
by those who need it. Let us
put a stop also to the expeditions from
our
country on which the rebellion is
fed. Let it be understood that we shall
not fraternize with the banditti who have
made Cuba a desolation, and the conflict

I
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Does

it occur to these gentlemen that
the rule they invoke works in either aspect of the case both ways? If Spain
must guarantee the safety of our ships in
her ports whether herself in fault or not,
we
must equally guarantee to her thatarmed expeditions to subvert her government 6hall not be fitted out and despatched from ours. And if negligence
in the one ease is the criterion of liability, it must be equally so in the other.
Great
We reoovered $15,000,000 Irorn
Britain for the depredations ot the Alabama, only built, not armed, manned,
or fitted
out in that country, on the
ground that her government wns not vigilant enough in preventing the sailing of

said I.IVIXO PICffRES,
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administration,
to them by
force, is absolutely inadmissible and indefinitely mischievous.
It has been claimed by some of the advocates of war that Spain must he held
responsible to us for the loss of the
Maine, whether her government is to
or
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in the affairs of another country
with which it is at peace.
'lhe proffer of mediation or of friondly
assistance may always be made. It may
be accepted or declined by the government to which it is addressed. Bat when

The impatience of certain members of tha vacant
Ta it to bn doubted that a
Congress to take some aotion on the much stronger case of negligenoe could be
enough on made out before a tribunal of arbitration
Cuban question is explicable
in respect to
the assumption that they want war. If against our government
these expeditions?
they were opposed to a peaceful solution
The final ground on which the preachof the trouble they would naturally keep ers of aggression plant thmselves Is, that
sake.
fanning the war exoitement by resolu- we must go to war for humanity’sthat it
It has generally been supposed
tions and fiery speoohes just as they are
war
is
sake
that
for humanity's
was
doing or trying to do now. Jbecause the chiefly to be avoided, and that the cause
higher the war exoitement rises the more of humanity can bo in no other way so
well served.
serious the obstacles in the path of diplo
It is true that international law recogmatic negotiation. It is too obvious to nizes as a sole and rare exception to the
need argument that daily denunciation of rule above stated in respect to interventhe Spaniards as murderers aod pirates tion that a nation may interfere where
to prevent unjustifiable slaughter and
on the floor of Congress, threats to sweep
in another country it becomes ab6utrage
them from the face of the earth, are well solutely necessary.
But this exception,
calculated to render the onerous task of which has very rarely been acted on, npin extreme and very clear eases,
settling the Cuban question by negotia- plies-only
and has no application whatever to this
an
hence
to
make
and
tion more difiicnlt,
ease.
It is worth a moment’s consideration
appeal to arms more probable. Yet the
the depeople who are doing these things profess to understand distinctlyinwhat
die present
mands ot “humanity”
to be against war until every means of
case are, and what they are likely to
settlement is exhausted. All
a peaceful
bring to pass if compiled with. Are they
of them profess too to be full of sympathy a reason or an excuse, aj motive or the
a motive?
for the starving reconcentrados, and yet pretence that conoeals
The suffering that it is said we are
shall
not
be
that
insist
to
threaten
they
oallad upon to redress by fire and sword
fed unless war is declared against Spain is the destitution that has overtaken
whioh is equivalent to insisting that they a part of the Cuhan people, and which
has been depicted in the most inflammashallfnot b® fed at a11 lhe only explana- tory colors.
They are those who are
tion that can be given for this conduct, called the reconcentrados—people whose
assume
that
they really homos, plantations and industries have
unlessjwe arejto
in the course of the rebelwant war, is that they have gone com- been destroyed
lion, and who are now gathered in temhas
turned
excitement
that
daft,
pletely
porary shelters provided by the Spanish
them topsy-turvy. The Cuban cause can- government.
the
How came these people in that condibe
slight delay
not possibly
injured by
and who wrought the destruction
that the President asks for. If negotia- tion,
that brought them to it? They are reprethen be had to
tions fail recourse can
sented to us as a body of patriots who are
whose
force with just as much prospect of suc- “struggling for freedom” and
Some delay property and livelihood have been decess as if resorted to now.
in that struggle. If this is true,
advantage of the stroyed
may even be for the
then the reason for our interference in
Cuban cause since it gives us more time behalf of rebels against thier government
a collision
is that they have not succeeued, are getfor preparation so that if
the Worst of the contest and are thus
does come we shall be better.'able to make ting
reduced tojdistress.
it short and decisive. Democrats and
No one pretends that Spain had not
Populists may think they see party capi- the right to put down the rebellion.
that she has not put it
tal in obstructing the administration and The complaint is
down. If these people are to be regarded
thwarting its purposes, so that they as rebels, and their condition Is truly
can go before the people and point to a depicted, it would seem that it results
reoord of failure, but no such notion as from their own fault, and that the conso far as tbej are concerned, has
this can be appealed to to explain Repub- test,
come
to>n end. Nor can it be mainlican obstruction.
tained that any oruelty or outrage is
visited upon thorn by the Spanish government, or that their destitution results
PHELPS ON INTERVENTION.
from any other cause than the poverty
that the civil war has occasioned, as it
of the
Some Principles Applicable to the Cuban generally does, and the inability
government to relieve it fully.
Cause.
real
the
are
insurgents?
Who, then,
They are a body of men of uncertain
who keep out of jsight, who
number,
N.
Y.
Herald.]
(Letter of E. J. Phlepsin
have no capital, or abiding place, or atThere seems to be an impression among tempt at organized government unless in
of New York), mere
a Junta in the city
unreiiecnng people enae wimi rs uaneu iu
carguerillas and bandits, who have been acts
ternational law Is merely a soholastio soi
warfare by
call
rying on what they
ence, of no practical importance, and tc
not recognised as war in any oivilized
which Americans are
quite superior country; By destroying me jiumes anu
industries of the people of the island not
They Co not perceive that it is as impos in
arms, until it has beootne a desolation;
sible for a nation to make a law for it
by blowing up with dynamite trains
self in its relations with other eountrie
which contained only peaceable travelindividual to do so in re
lers, and murdering in cold blood a
as it is for an
Spanish officer bearing under a flag of
spect to his own conduct in the commu
truce the offer of autonomy.
nity in which he lives.
Their force is made up of Cubans, neThe fundamental principles of interna
groes, renegades and adventurers of all
sorts from the United States and elsetional law have been established by t.h
is theirs the cause we are to take
where
anc
of
civilized
general concurrence
up? Can it be olaimed to be the office of
Christian nations, because found by lone humanity to drive out the established
of the island, the only govexperience to be both just and iudispensa government
ernment of the island, the only governble. Hence they derive even a highei
ment, there is there, and to turn over the
sanction than always attends the law population to the tender mercies of such a
band as this?
thnt is enacted by legislturesjor^promul
What would become, in such an event,
gated by judges.
If their voico
of the reconcentrados?
bound
is
alike
bj
Every government
could he heard, is it conceivable that
of
owr
sake
its
establishment
of a
for
the
these principles,
they would desire the
m the hands of those who
protection as well as for that of others, government
have already destroyed their substauoe?
and the general peace, and is under ar
Had that been their desire they would
to obmankind
with
covenant
the rebels.
have
implied
serve
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fense of a nation’s material interests, or
of the national honor, which is its highest, interest, can justify forcible interfer-
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The Ladies of the A. M. E. Zion Mission, Mountfort St., will hold a fair at
the Mission, for three evenings, Wednesday. Thursday and Friday, of this
week, for the sale of useful and fancy
articles, the public are cordially ininai'3Ud3t
vited.
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modern improvements, bay windows, broad
piazzas, tic., lot contains 5000 square feet.
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I have recomthe remedy handy.
number of persons, for I believe m them.

eued by clamor nor by apparent majorities which would speedily turn out to be
°
minorities if|rhey were resolutely faced.
The time is long past in enlightened
nations when President or monarch can
make or prevent war. That alternative
and deter
depends upon the sentimentwhom
they
mi nation of the people over
with
for
those
make
peace,
When
rule.
will be peace.
there
and
decision,
courage
When they are wanting, all is wanting
that such an emergney requires.
I am, dear sir, with high respect and

a{»!>ltcation.

■par

feb2S

began
keep

and the crime that have exhausted it will
end. Xhe humanity of
soon come to an
peace is better and more fruitful than the
humanity of war.
If the infinite calamity of war and the
unspeakable crime of unjustifiable war
must be through tho
are to be averted it
self-assertion and patriotlo effort in this
crisis of the best olaos of American peoof that term—men
ple, in the best sense
who are not afraid to be opposed to any
war which is wrong; vho will not listen
to the suggostioD that tho fortunes of
are to be furthered
any political party
in the next election by drawing the couna war; w.io are
not frightsuch
into
try

4s.

_F<

32 Exchange

Ripans Tabules
The relief was immediate. I
think I am cured now, but I

GUi jth®NTEED

4s.

■.——-
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MOTT’S

DR, MOTTS CHEMICAL CO., Cleveland, Ohi»
For sale by J. E. GOOLD & CO.

I

BERRY,

ffioolcj

QpU'td&Vf
No.

■

p

°u

street.

Ilsiaid

PIANOSThe following Square Pianos are
all in good conditin. having Carved
Logs, Top-dampers, and OverThey are 7 and 7 1-3,
strung Bass.
at
octaves, and are great bargains
at which we offer tnem.
the

prices
Chiekering,
1 Weber,

1

$lo0,

Jo.
United Makers,
Weber.
United States Piano Co. id.
12o.
Gorham,
00.
Band & Co.,
WO’
Gabler,
■
85.
Bodstedt,
Also several cheaper Pianos at from H
*10 to 850. Cash or easy terms of

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

payment.

Gressey, Jonss & Allen,
56C Congreis §i, Porlatid.
marlTeodtf
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CITY OF PORTLAND.
To Owners of Uoffs.

owner or keeper of a do;- more than
months old, shall cause it to be registered, r umbered, described and licensed for one
m the City
vear, in the office of the City Clerk
where the dog is kept, on or before the first day
of April of each year. All owners of dogs aro
relating to tin/
requested to comply with the law
licensing of the same. Dogs not properly h
censed are liable to be killed.
GEO. W. SYEY KbTEK,
City Mai shall.
mai!9d2w

Ti'a

PENNYROYAL PILLS
and take no other. Send for circular.
Price $1.00 per box, 6 boxes for $5.00.

ALLEN
tf

Great bargains
Sccoaa«l

This comp.' a pplies Peering, Westbrook, Gorh T“i; standisli, and the
above bonds ; f®{"

by Portland 1

W.

—

14^1928.

Merrimack County,

C.

MX5S5

STANDI p^TATER &
CON CTCTION CO.,

4s.

O.

F. O. BAILEY
niarh*

tbt

ting

at 2

Salesroom 43 Fxobauge Street.

PER CENT

THE

4s.

31,

seven

ons

N. 11m

tlnrcli

o’clock p. in.,

BAILEY El CO.
Auctioneers and Commission Merchant*

$ I #,000

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,

hut have lived here
<11 am 24 years old and was raised in the country,
electric street
about two years,” said the conductor on an Indianapolis
it is catch as catch can in getIn this business," continued he,
car.
stomach finally gave
one’s meals, and this irregular treatment of my
Everything I ate
About six months ago I was at my worst.
me trouble.
but got no relief. I hen
distressed me. I went to two different physicians
medicines, but, instead of improving I grew worse. Finally
I tried

Thursday,

On

F.

4s.

J3LVLO-tiO>ZX.

fe
:itat

Exchange Sts.

R.,
Portland Water Co.,

Deering Centre.

JLX

nac
t, of

Maine Central R.

ESTATE

of-

new

stiT

BONDS.

BEAL

I boa

BANKERS,

feb9

of the

All Scats Reserved at oO cents
opens at Cressey, Jones & A lien’s, Satmorning, April 2d, at 9 o'clock, mar31dlw

LeC[
PORTia TRUST VALUABLE

me

; LETTERS OF CREDIT,

Wed. Eve, April 6.

Under auspices of the Y. P. C. U.
Church of ihe Messiah.

urday

11111

Gor. Middle &

jBOLIX and GUITAR CLUBS,
Kotzsclimar Hall,

AUCTION SALES.

H.

m

& Harmon’s and at tlio door.
mar25-2S-29-31 ap5-7

Be

tral and convenient in Portland.
The utmost privacy is afforded by separate entrances from tho street, while
the arrangement of offices of the consolidated company is such that all financial
business can be transacted under the

25c.

ap2-5-7-9

Three Lectures tor School Room
Decoration Fund.
Subject,
By Rev. Jolm Carroll Perkins.
Gothic Cathedrals; Mr. Leroy I,. Hight. Sub
ject, Robert Louis Stevenson; Mr. Clarence
\\. Peabody.
Subject, ./. M. Barrie. Assembly Hall. Pori land High School, on Monday
evening, March 28th, Thursday evening. March
.'list, and Thursday evening. April Till. Tickets
for the course 75 cents. Single tickets 35 cents.
To be obtained at F. B. Clark’s, Loring. Short

Sale

An

Having consolidated with tho Portland

Lady.

mar29-31

TUFTS’ COLLEGE GLEE, HIAil-

Cashiar-

i,

Deposit Company, the Portland
Trust Company now offers its patrons
the same care in selections and the public unequaled facilities for
valuable papers
new, artistic effects not storage of bonds, stocks,

24 Free St.

Drafts draw ^ National
Provincial
of Kn? *] L0n(i0n, Jn large or
Bank
email amounts,
file at current rates.
Current Acct
received ou favorable
terms.
.,
1 III
Corresponds
icited from Individuals, Corpora
others
|tauks and
desiring to ope > fVnts. as well as from
those wishing i. ingnct Banking busiof any
ness
this
iptiou through
Bank.
2

---

retail trade.

will show
to

in Government Bonds.

Investment

RUG AND DRAPER! DEPT,

T

invested

Surplus

and

VOCAL CONCERT

Building.)

assortment of MEW PAT- Surplus. 100,000
100,000
TERNS is replete with the latest Stockholders’ Liability

HALL,

I-ROM 8 TO 9 O'CLOCK.

n

(Portland Savings Bank

BALL

•

Monday Evening, April 11,1898,
GRAND

No. 89 Exchange St.,

MONDAY

Irish American Relief Association

STUtrLU3

Inter ($ Psaad on
Capital.$100,000 TIME ’DEPOSITS.

looms

♦

BY THE

lncorp*ij 1824.

Portland Trust Co.

V

EASTER

MAINE,

VEKY
four

TWO SUPERVISOf

MUSIC AND DRAMS.
WILBUR OPERA CO.
Only

and the

noon

one

of last

enjoymont

rare

SECRET

—

for

they may be appoin

the schoo
custom ir

y
boards. Now it has i ce, je
s
the
Gorham to have
SOr appointee
the Repubby the committee. Th
licans at their caucus, hai®°rdance wi^l
this custom, did not is aate a candi
date for supervisor, bu
understood

_Jr

SERVICE.

that

Republican

the

for thi
appoint Mr,

or

committee if elected
Plaisted. It was ale
Republicans that if a
committee should be

jdates
*yj

tcij>OBed

by thi

r(.s:d—a

verj
Mr.

nsjioraticnotschoo

wot
likely thing—it
o^ippoint
Boothby. Then it ooi rt q to a Demo-

jj^.r.

that
Boothby’f
be put
nit, ticket, whj
Mr. Boothby would get
votes and
be elected, provided thi publicans adheied to their caucus agr- aj„i had nc
nominee for supervis
when thi
cratic

politician

name

should

E{?the

men fight their battles alone without
army of comrades at hand to back them
up in their bravery, and under the enemy’s very nose. The brainy plans and
stealthy manoeuvres of these men have
furnished Mr. Gillette with splendid material upon which to base his intense and
Etirring stage story. Those who have
an

mor

y°;0

meeting had gotten u \ hi, way and the
"°
ballots were digtribul
a the Democratic list appeared t —rame of Mr.
Boothby as candiuato UI.uprrvisur oi
schools, while the Re _pans had nc

of his former plays, among
monHnnflfl
“Held bv the

candidate for the office.

Enemy,” “The Private Secretary,” “Too had been a great suooe
will undoubtedly look wants to capture aGon
Much Johnson,
for a treat out of the common in this has to get up very earl
forthcoming engagement of “Seoret Ser- It was Colonel H. R.
vice,” his latoet and most successful steps to oheckmate the
effort. The cast which will interpret the He read the Democratic
play in this city is from all accounts and he caught a glimps
and
Manager under the meal. When
thoroughly competent,

Sujj the

soheme

,eaj, a man whe
tat,Avn meeting
,|fj,he morning.

_jt

who toot

Ns^ratio move.
y,jf candidates

s

clude any roference to
Tonight Esmeralda will be given by
schools. The ballot wai
amateurs in the vestry of the New Jeruwere conntt
The
salem johurchfon High ^street.
play the votes
of t.
on the face
been well 'cast and each one is par- course
has
hundred for Mr. Booth
ticularly^, suited to his or her part. The
of schools and none for
Utility club has always been noted in
The Moderator di
date.
the
in
dramatic
events
Its past
by
way
tha
no election for
which the stage has been dressed and was
not vo
as the towD had
by the ^brilliancy and taste of the actors’
The Republi
costume and one may rest assumed that pervisor.
lectmen In accordance
no
The
will
be
oooasion
this
exception
a full
enter- of the ohair, after the
will

evsning’s

Next Wednesday evening, April 6th,
the Tufts College Glee, Mandolin and
concert, in
will give a
Guitar clubs,
Kotzschmar hall, under the auspices of
the Y. P. C. U. of the Church of the Messiah.
The Boston Globe

speaking

of

conceit
“The concert last
a

■

Burrage obtained at
the appointment of an
administrator,
and with this date the date of Col. Sparhank’s death was obtained from the Boston Gazette of Jan. 6, 1777. The date was
December 21, 1776.
Librarian and Cabinet Keeper H. W.
Bryant then read a report giving the accessions to the library since his last report, after which the first paper was read
This paper was
by Rev. Mr. Thayer.
prepared by J. if. Sprague of Monson
Me., and related to the great Inventor,

Hiram Stevens Maxim.
It opened with a tribute to the part
which inventors had taken in the elevation of mankind and then passed on
to
give an historical sketoh of the subject of

slightly improved Monday night.
gradual rally was noticed by her phythe

was

A
sicians

during the day and by night
patient's chances for recovery were considered better than for some days previ-

ous.

Julia Arthur is seriously ill in
Boston, and the Hollis stret theatre is
closed in consequence.
Miss

-■

.—i

*

*

1

Cannot Drink
coffee at night. It spoils their sleep.
You can drink Grain-0 when you
please and sleep like a top. F°r

■

Grain-0 does not stimulate; it
nourishes, cheers and feeds. Yet it
looks and tastes like the best coffee.

(

>

For nervous persons, young people
and children Grain-0 is the perfect
drink. Made from pure grains. Get
a package from your grocer to-day.

Try

it in place of coffee. 15 and 25o.

Try
T

I

/

Grain=Ol

Insist.that your proccr gives you GRAIN-0
Accept no imitation.
llll.l

j—•-th—«W—

(ML

:

success, perhaps that most thought of,
now was the Maxim gun.
His first patented invention, however,
was a machine for illnminating with gas
by a method more simple than before

Frederick Collins of Pine street, this oity.

THE MUNICIPAL COURT.

known.
Id 1877 Maxim turned his attention to
BEFORE JUDGE ROBINSON.
electricity and in 1878 filed specifications
Woodbridge. LarWednesday—Abial
for the first incandescent lamp. In 1881-82
Bound over
ceny ; waived examination.
Maxim made working drawings for his in $500.
Howard E. Shaw. Search and seizure;
automatic gun and in 1883 the first exfhiflri SI00 and

ample of this now celebrated weapon was
constructed under his superintendence in
Hatton

At

Garden.

this

period

^tJoard
Mihis decision
J

C1 organized

rronw

f

IOOO yards Cotton Grenadines in light
dark shades, 15c quality at 8c per yard.
One lot

The Irish American Relief Association
will give it3 thirty-fifth annual Easter
ball at City Hall on Monday evening,
April 11th. 'there will be a fine vocal
concert
provided from 8 to 9 o’clook.
This will be one of the best of the many
assemblies the society has ever given.
ZION MISSION FAIR.

Our readers will remember that the
imi drawn by Goold.
Zion Mission Fair will continue at the
“wn money. Sj It gave the story of his life and his constreet Mission today and to1Kk of a con- nection with historical work in Maine Mount,fort
Tbe ladies have on hand a very
morrow
-—Mr. Booth- and with the history of his ancestry.
In attiactivo collection of useful and ornathere be summing up the'many sides of the sub- mental articles that should meet with a
—:tion of the ject of tho sketch, the writer of the paper ready sale.
Mr. thought that Carlyle’s remarks were apMARRIAGESeanld be over- propriate when he wrote, “Among these
case would men are to be found the brightest speciIn Ilowl-.n 1, March 19, Wm, S. Porter and
R(een legally mens and chief benefactors of mankind. Miss Jennie
Meekte, both of Montague.
of
the
In Lagranze, March 20. Allen 8. Hall of North
_tion
It is they that keep awake the finer parts
Bradford and Flora E. Hall of Exeter.
By3 made by of our souls; that give us better aims
In Calais, March 17, James H. Melville and
Xpthe grief of than power and pleasure, and withstand Debora Louden.
In Rumford Falls. March 1G, Fred A Watson
_m who de- the total sovereignity of mammon in the ami Miss Julia F. Marshall.
Byt animated earth; they are vanguards of mind; tho
In Bangor. March 16, Harry L. Davis and
Miss Margaret T. McKenna.
communi- intellectual
backwoodsmen reclaiming
In Eddington. March 16, Bert F. Spencer and
oit shown
any from the idle wildness new territories for Miss A. Vesta McCorrison.
for the the thought and activity of their happy
DEATH 3.
to the brethren.
that from these

TOMORROW.

A GENUINE

be that Mr. Boothby 1
elected notwithstanding
town meeting on the 1
Colonel Millett. Great!
those good citizens of
light in a good nature
discussion of the affairs
ty, Mr. Boothby has not
great desire to furnish
debates

by

BARGAIN

making

an

^rial
^jSml

Pity

see

jj“

GREAT CAKE 1VAL
The

people

of

Portli

<a

DN1GHT.
Sitiylll throng

conquests

rich in benefit to
should reap so little.
so

murmur.

They

are

others, themselves

In this city, March 30, Benjamin Knight, aged
71 years 5 months 22 days.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.
In this city. March 29, Clara A. Johnson aged
70 years 2 months.
Funeral this Thursday afternoon at 2.30 o'cik
from her late residence, 21S Washington street.
Burial at Dover. N. H.
In Freeport, March 25, Mrs. M. E. Averill,
aged 27 years.
In Old Orchard, March 20, Dr. Elbridge G.
Ssevens. formerly of Biddeford. aged 87 years.
In Auburn. M uch 21, Jacob Lane, aged 58
years 6 months.
In Baillie. March 21. Mrs. Cordelia Hopps,
aged 83 years.
In Calais, March 24. Frank W. B. Huntington.
in Richmond, March 21, Mrs.Hannah Howes,
aged 80 years.
In Richmond, March 21, Joseph Totman.

But it is vain to
volunteers in the
the claims
of it

they weighed
against the perils, and they
cause;

must abide
the result of their decisions as all must.
The hardships of the cause they follow

tettes and a host of spe'
appear in a first class
the great feature of tfci

^artists will
but

;et

imme,
the Van-

derbilt comedy cake wa!
presented
by these star exponents o ier4ime melodies, will bo a revelatic 'aIt!he publio.
Seats on sale at Chandler iar
ANNUAL

MEETINt XEgECOND

in the brief discussion whioh followed the

reading of the paper.
Hon.

PARISH

F. Talbot followed and the
subject of his paper was the late E. C.
uiujimigs.

mu

Clerk—C. O. Leach.
reni
Treasurer—C. E. Leach 'lam
Parish Committee—.1. J -EiDowell, L.
M. Cousins,
J. W. D.
'ork, pj. \\\
Kensell, Ozman Adams. Cal;
Music Committee—S. E_,‘sey,
Dr.
ges
Brock, Jabez True.
k
The usual appropriatio
church
p

purposes were made.
BIGHT’S

muuiH was a muss reel-

ing one and read very feelingly. He said
in part that the Maine Historical society

LEG

The second lecture to t
benefit of the school r

fund, will take place at
High School building,
when Mr. Leroy L. High

Wentworth, aged

March 22, Edward M. Oakes, aged

90 dozen working men’s black drilling 50 cent shirts
Made
white
with
stripes, at only 35 cents each.
flat
felled
collar
band,
with
yoke, extension
seams, gussets, and are 36 inches long. These shirts for
Friday and Saturday.
_

Cream Turkish Bath Towels.

1O dozen men’s strong leather-end Suspenders, at 19
cents pair. They are made with round leather ends behind and in froitt. or cross back with round leather ends
iu front. If not ail sold Friday the price will be the same

Saturday.

40 dozen nice thick Bath Towels, only
each. Sale limited—-6 pair to one customer.

15 dozen men’s laundered colored Shirts (collar and
cuffs made on the shirts), at only 39 cents each. They
sire worth 50 cents.
They are made iu first-class style
iroan percale cloth.

10c

Also 10 dozen large heavy Huck Towels, soft
and nice for Bath Towels, only 20c each, ©ale
limited--3 pair to one customer.

50 meal’s 98 inch Corola Umbrellas, at only 95 cents
each—our regular $1.25 ones, They are tine umbrellas,
steel rods, silver trimmed handles and have cases and
tassels.

Scotch writer—a

be a delightful lecture.
REGIS’l

•BUIES

BBOTHEBS

:

PORTLAND, March 31, 1898.

to be

TIME
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is gone,
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and what

be
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dry
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siastic Golf

the
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game
and we

are

ready

are

individuals.

the time

makes.

the late Dr. Carruthers and his paper, upthe missionary enterprise of the Jesuit
fathers
in
evangelizing the Maine
aborigines. The translation of the French
was so admirable and
the accompanying
narative so vivid and interesting that it
Mr. Cummings
was to be regretted that
could not have completed his study ai d
embodied it into a volume of permanent
historical value.
Ho then spoke of the work published by
P
THIS Mr.
Cummings in 18S5, ‘‘Nature in the
Scriptures” as the best exposition rf the
author’s liberality anil creed and cf tho
rnnen for the
spirituality and originality of his mind
decoration and gave some reasons why this importwork obtained less reputation than
\m |bly Hall, ant
wa its dsert.
g-i: evening,
E tracts from Parson Bradley’s journal
igive a pa- on the Madawaska war was read by L. B.
The Chapman of Deering and the last paper
doubt- was one prepared by Parker M. Reed, the
which was “Bath in the
subject of
VA^pp them- American Revolution.”
added to

plaid Caddy
Marking discs,

and Scotch

Bags.

promptly.
Repairing

*pjon.

sticks.

0r

ijs

sure

to

b(
10--

b

_

DA1

ON.
*

The Board of Medical I
ation has
>uv<
elected those officers for
ning two
years: chairman, Dr. Job ‘]; secret hese cantary, l)r. A. K. P. Meser
didates have received regii
papers:
Leonard W. Atkinson, Nt
'ryeburg;
Judson A. Palmer, East) I us falter A.
Stinchfield, Skowkegan,
bard, Portland; Belaguiz st
wick; Lewis J. Frank,
!“T,
Annette Bennett. Norwi tfinfd
Serrard, Winn.

The members of Meade Post, No. 40,
G. A. R., of Eastport, held a meeting
recently and agreed to allow the government to deduct five per cent, of their

pension monoy for

one year, the proceeds
be used to build or buy a battleship to
roplace tho lost warship Maine. The commanders of all G. A. K. posts in the.
country will he notified, and if the small
reduction is made all over tho laud
among the vi terans of the late war, who
receive a pension, a large sum can be realized.
Among tho persons who have signified
to the president of tho newly formed
National Volunteer Reserve their willngbecome members are Adjutant
ness to
General John T. RiohnrdB of Augusta,
Me., and Brevet-Major James Ferrell,
United States Volunteer Service.
to

MOORE
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AT ONE
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The
?| Soiled
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Ai!2

DYESf?

ANY COLOR.

%

|?
Waists,§?

;«

%

Via

Cleanest, Fastest Dye for«:
or

Faded

Shirt

?S Blouses, Ribbons, Curtains, Under-;:
tflinen, etc., whether Siik, Satin,;:
3s
?£ Cotton or Wool.

|;5 Sold

COAST

in All Colors

by Grocers
mailed free
for IS cents;

Druggists,

or

i
and
■»:

fc I

S?

Address, TUB MAYPOLE SOAP DEPOT, 5;
P
127 Duane Street, Mew York.

LINE.

(" FLORID A FAST LINE' ’)
and Charleston.
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a

meeting

to

of
prove

creditors of said
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debts
and
sufficient
assets

the

case

tion

with“FederalEXpre89”fromIh>ston.
n« E. AgtV
j<?”Nson*Street.
300 Wnnhington
Wo»ton.
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ertv against fire?
cause

when

agent

comes

2
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It’s'declining

same

♦

Agculs

4

4
4
4

33

&
foi-

fuses to insure prop-

+
♦

a

gift of gold, he-

insured man’s house burns up, the «
around and hands him the money that has

an

J♦
&

%

PINKHAM,!

Responsible

JE-XlCIIAnTGIE3

HOTEL

x

♦

♦♦♦♦♦♦<►♦ M

DOW

*

re-

who

gone u]> in smoke and down in ashes.
if the company the agent represents is responsible.

i
<.

the

true of a man

°f woman

)
j1'
''')1.

€0111 ponies,

i

STXS.UE’X',

♦

ft A JEST SC,

{ Central Park West &. 72d to 71 st Sts.,Wew York.
THE ELITE HOTEL OF AMERICA.
*

*

hie of the largest and fiisesii-best located,

ventilated hotels, with

street.

Committee on Public Buildings reserve
the right to reject any or all bids, if they find it
is for the interest of the City so to dd!*
0. H. RANDALL, Mayor.
mur29dtd

|

offered

people would say it £
♦
was rather strange.

mar^&apr7

122 1-2
The

man
man

gold as a down ♦
right gift, and the +
latter refused point x

Deputy

Proposals will be received until twelve o’clock
Saturday, April second, for all tlie material and labor necessary in completing the
plumbing of the Emerson school in this city.
Plans and specifications may lie seen at’ the
office of Frederick A. Tompson, Architect,

J

♦

<►

ot

forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above
written.
C. L. BUCKNAM.
Sheriff as Messenger of The Court 0.
Insolvency foi said County oi Cumberland.

noon,

Rcmto of the celebrated “N«»w YorkFloruia Special,” luxuriously appointed. Unequalled Schedules and Service. Only lino ruunintf Solid Vestihulcd Trains to Florida. Only sure connec-

deeiiJ

a

another

Notice.

are
there
the same to
choose one
authorize
his estate, will be held
or more assignees of
at a Court of Insolvency to be lioiden
at
Probate Court room in said Portland, in said
County of Cumberland on the 18th day of
April, A. D., 1898, at 10 o’clock in the

Washington, Richmond

WINTER

If

!

to

bidden bylaw.
in
to

^ATLANTIC

OPERATION

s

J
J

J

J

STRANGE.

of

be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by
Debtor.
and
the
transfer
and
said
delivery of any property by him aro for-

debtor,

WASHES

BATHER

the Sheriff of Cumberland County,
State of Maine.
Cumberland ss.. March
A.
D. 1898.
30th,
mills is to give notice that on the 28th day of
JL March,
A. 1). 1898, a warrant in Insolvency wasissued out of the Court of Insolvency foi said County of Cumberland, against
the estate of
GREELY A. BOWIE, of North Yarmouth,
to
be
an
Insolvent
Debtor,
adludged
of
on
said debtor, which
petition
petifiled on the
was
28th
tion
of
day
March, A. D. 1898, to which date interest on
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comply

blank

Messenger

of the game.
We shall carry a large
and
stock this season
shall be able to fill orders

jf”

plea

§

291 Congress Street.

WHITNEY THE GROCER,

WALTER L. LEFAVOR, )
HORACE A. 1IALLETT, [ Assessors.
AB1AL M. SMITH.
)
mar31
dl5t

Also a
rubber tees, etc.
variety of books of rules

If

as a

CO.

-

Lower prices must prevail. No hard times around here. We sell so low that they
meat l:'c
keep us busy stocking them up. Early June peas only 6c can; 3 lb can mince
tomatoes 9c
can; red Alaska salmon 9c* can; Arm and Hammer soda 6c lb pkg*; Trophy
23c bottle and
Heinz's
1
8c
:
katchup.
Martin
box
about
&
boot
lb,
can; Day
polish,
weigh
3c back for bottle when empty; 2 good brooms for 2#c; molasses cakes only 5c doz. bay!
of
try our 25 and 35c tea, you are paying 50c lb for a poorer one elsewhere. A 5 lb. can
fine blended Java coffee for only §1.50. Look at the bright red boxes in front ot our
store filled with goods at very low prices.

hereby appointed.

banks be allowed
such doom.

cents

SOWN AGAIN.

Blank schedules will be furnished at the
Assessors’ office on application.
£3^Jn no case where the Assessors have
been put to the disagreeable necessity of
making a doom will the possession of government. bonds or deposits in the savings

Silver town, W. & D. and
Canvas
Henley balls.

on

E
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Four-in-hands, at 43
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KNOCK ’ll
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with this notice will be Doomed to a tax according to the laws of the State and beba red of the right to make application to
the Assessors or County Commissioners for
any abatement of his taxes, unless he shows
that he was unable to offer such lists within

& Ditson’s and

standard

other

neglects

Four-in-hands,at 18 cents
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Doomed.

And any person who

50 cent Tecks and

BINES

Distributed.

Persons

midirons, mashies, niblicks, putters and drivers.
;

Regular

cent Tecks and

each.

And when estates of
persons deceased
have been divided during the oast year, or
have changed hands from any cause, the
executor, administrator or other persons interested, aie hereby warned to give notice
of such change, and in default of such notice
will be held under the law to pay the tax
assessed ah hough
such estate has been
wholly distributed and paid over.

com-

is low.

price

Regular 95

same.

Estates

and the

EASTER 1ISSCT8ES VERY CHEAP.

And all persons are hereby notified to
make ami bring to said As essors true and
perfect lists of all their polls and estates,
real or personal, or hold by them as guardian, executor, administrator and trustee or
otherwise, on the fivpt day of April, 1898, and
be prepared to^make oath to the truth of the

to fill orders for clubs and

Wright

PORTLAND, ME.

Administrators, Expcntorp, Trustees, Etc.

will

season

shortly be inaugurated.
Our preparations to meet
the demand and supply
the trade in all requisites
of

{sizes,

The Assessors of the City of Portland
hereby give notice to all persons liable to
taxation in said city, that they will be in
session every secular day, from the first to
the fifteentn day of April, inclusive, at their
room in
City Hall, lrom nine to twelve
o’clock in the forenoon and from two to
four o'clock in the afternoon,for the purpose
of receiving lists of the polls and estates
taxable in said city.

ready.
The

10 dozen men’s spring weight Jersey ribbed 50 cent
i bis is an odd lot—not all
underwear, at 371-9 cents,

Assessors’ Notice.

outfit

warranted.

1 case men’s medium weight grey underwear, at 35
cents per piece. These are shins and drawers of an
sizes. They are just right for Spring wear.

getting

Golf

one

only 95

GO.

:

Every

50 Corola 96 inch Umbrellas (suitable for ladies), at
We warcents cadi—our regular #1.95 ones.
rant these. They are we!! made anal attraciive.

Also 30 dozen good quality Huck Towels, only
SOc each. As many as you wish while they last.

Lofters, brasses, decks,

has perhaps among its members more indefatigable investigators and more prolific
producers hut never a more accomplished
scholar, a more eloquent and graceful

J^.J)

MEDICAL

Benjamin

—

EVENING

modern

85 years.
In Dover,
75 years.

SOC —>

J

MR.

In Richmond,

George

at About

Wholesale Prices and Some at Less than Wholesale.
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if he is m
[reality the
s
supervisor who should t£
'large of the
training of the young idt A~itbe ancient
town for the next year,
courts to

Following Goods Will Bo Sold, Some

All of the

thsjrtJ6(1id

^“iognize

Morning We Shell Open a Sale of Men’s Furnishings for Friday and Saturday.

yards Turkey Red Damask, 58 inches Fomorrow
fast
wide,
colors, for 60c.
2 1-2

L. Fitzsimmons and James
Search and seizure; nolle
as
to Bradley, while Fitzsimmons was fined $100 and costs.
Patrick W.Hollywood. Common drunkard ; sentenced to 45 days in the county

BALL.

yard.

5c per

Dimities,

and

REMNANTS DAMASK.

r.nsts.

EASTER MONDAY

Stripe Organdies, 15c quality,

One lot Satin
at 9c per yard.

Herbert

Maine was found in its purest and most
abundant form.
Next came a memorial paper cn
tho
Hon. William Goold, a former member of
the society, which was read
by Nathan

mmmraJLa

EXTRA VALUES.

Bradley.
he pressed

•F/vn 1 owr»<v

-n

■■"■«

k

hour.
Commander Heald was born in Maine
and was appointed to tho naval academy
from Portland.
He married Miss Mamie
Wood, daughter of Chief Engineer W. W.
Wood in 1874. He was a brother of Mrs.

just
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had given to the world.
Hon. Geoi'ge S’. Talbot reported that
such
men were the growth of northern
a
and
climates
proof of the enduring
qualities of Anglo Saxon blood, whichpn

Mr. Hight’s easy and g
manner
of speaking, he brings gr —-Athusiasm
to this particular subjee .wftho great
>

Heald,

other candi4 that there
...a
inasmuch
gye elect a suof Se-

per on Robert Louis S
many friends of Mr. Hi
less be more than glad
selves of this opportunit

Many People

D. F.

tended ohurch in the morning and later
went walking with his wife and son, returning to tho “Santee” at 1.30 o’clock.
Ha died on board the vessel within an

The writer showed that
the paper.
by
heredity Maxim had a genius for mechanical pursuits and that his crowning

writer, and talker, a more competent and
blamejudicious critic, or a more pure,
At the annual meeting r *ae
Second less man than he whose recent demise
we are to deplore.
Parish held Tuesday even
Mr. Talbot then spoke of
Mr. Cumj^ese officers
NOTES.
w cro elected:
al 1
mings’s contributions to tho collections
of tho society, especially his tribute to
Moderator—J. F. Lisco; Ia
April 4th, oth and 6th. the “Passion

Play” will be presented at The Jefferson.
of this city is to
Patch
Mr. George
Thompson’s company,
join Denman
“The Old Homestead,” taking the place
of the
country fiddler, which for years
was nlayod by Clarence M. Kichardson,
also of t. Is city.
of
The condition
Fanny Davenport

Eugene

commander in June '07, and at the time
in
of his death had been for some tim9
charge of tho training ship at Annapolis.
He was expecting to go to sea immediateHe atly when death came suddenly.

are formidable, but not Inevitable,
and
City Hall this evening.
.^Jiress of the to such
as praise It rightly it Is not withcities
of
th
cc
rtla are lavish
prominent
out its great rewards.”
greatly appreciated, judging from the fre- in their praises or the
^ entertainThe feeling
tribute of Mr. Goold to
quent bursts of applause from the large ment, a cake walk, whlc y pf] be given.
gathering.
Buck and wing dancers. —lets, quar- William Goold was warmly commended

struction. It is covered by twenty-five
different patents. A train presenting all
the appearance of rapidly lessening distance as it approaches the observer, linallv dashes down to the footlights fullsized. This scene occupies ton minutes.
'1 he sale of seats opeD Monday.

-...ii..

Thursday’s

S. N., died very suddenly of
Bright’s
on Sunday
disease at Annapolis, Md.,
He entered the naval academy in
last.
1804, was graduted in ’67 anil was made
He was promoted to
lieutenant in ’71.

pip supervisor

ol

,supervisor

_a( and when
Apr0 were 0j
;Ii rurns several

selectmen in refusing
Boothby as the supervise
turned and the decision i

The programme included seleccourse.
tions by the glee, mandolin and guitar
club, also readings, all of which were

The much talked of railroad scene in
the “Heart of Chicago” which comes to
and
the Portland Theatre Wednesday
Thursday, April 6-7, Is said to be a really
marvelous bit of meohanical scenic con-

■

EUGENE D. F. HEALD, U. S. N.
Commander

in use in
guns which is now largely
The paper jail.
different parts of the world.
James J. Cavanaugh.
Intoxication;
closed with a resume of the
different
costs.
fell to
which
the lot of fined $3 and
decorations
Intoxication; fined
Minnough.
Bridget
Maxim in recognition of his distinguished $3 and costs.
scientific discoveries.
Stephen J. Molver. Intoxication; fined
The paper suggested to Hev. Dr. Bnr- $3 and costs.
Michael Harrigan Intoxication: fined
rage Maine’s contribution to the world’s $3 and costs.
men
and
cited
the
number
of
artists
great
Albert
Thayer. Intoxication; fined
by way of illustration which the state $3 and costs.

should not allow any <
him for the expenditure
Since then there has betest. Some of the frienc
by are of the opinion
an appeal to the courts

the olub, says:
by
night was one of the best in this season’s

HEAKT Ur CHICAGO.

V bROTHERS

RINEs

Abial Woodbridge, accused of stealing
law books
from various lawyers, wae

tvnrvfolvie olonttrip frnin

elected Mr. Plaisted su Bacj.or and announced that as they dii nd regard Mr.
office they
Boothby as the holder <

which will be
tainment
interspersed
with musical selections between'the ants.
Lovers .of amateur dramatic talent should
not fail to seize this opportunity.
The following will be tho cast:
North Carolina
Old Man Rogers,
Dr. H. M. Nickerson
farmer,
Mrs. Rogers, his wife,
Miss Marion Worcester
Esmeralda, his daughter,
Miss Florence Eaton
Estabrooke, a man of leisure,
A. L. Douglass
Geo.'.Drew, an American speculator,
E. H. Paine
Marquis de Montessin, an French adE. H. Paine
venturer,
Jack Desmond, an American artist,
G. A. 0. Smith
Miss ElsioiLivermore
Nora Desmond,
Miss Ernestine Leavitt
Kate Desmond,
TUFTS COLLEGE GLEE CLUB.

Judge Robin-

stele

Sgrhe

provide

Before

Yesterday.

te cine came

cat hidden
foi
Frohman has of course mounted the the election of the office MSI, Colonel was
ploy in his usual lavish manner. Seats on his feet with a moth t>EU the meetare on sale now.
ing proceed to the chop
following
O: did not inofficers, and the folio
ESMERALDA.

play

Brought Up
son

The meeting of the Maine Historical
pinion in th' >
it i8 nothinj ; society which was held yesterday afterhav s noon at the rooms of tho society at 2.30
)am to
lg its people o’clock was a most interesting one, and

in two ways
The supervisors may 1 .kit ted as are th<
other officers, at the ai
meetings, oi

evening afford-

to

sensation in America, England
and France. The plot hinges upon the
daring and quick-witted work of the men
in the secret service
during tho war
times, in other words, the spies.” These

some

Was

■

~

after-

profound

nrhinh

It

■

William Gillette’s latest and greatest
success, “Secret Servioe,” a romance of
the Confederacy, will bo presented by
Manager Charles Frohman at the Joffernext Friday, Saturday and
son Theatre
Saturday matinee. His play has made a

leen

Yesterday After-

Held

at the Rooms.

|

KEW AI>VEKT<SJEMENTS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

fcfcl—iT"

brought before Judge Robinson yesterday
He waived an examination
morning.
In fact the village W(
was bound
e a lonesom ) Rev. Dr. Burrage, on taking the chair, and
over to the errand jury
place if there was no _icasional con remarked that sinco reading at the in the sum of $500. Ho expected to obtroversy to enliven its elli rs. The pres last meeting of the society his paper on tain bail during the day. The accused
®™
ent one relates to m
political ani 1 Col. Nathaniel Spurhank of Kittery, ho has considerable sympathy on account
grows out of the reci :rci wn meeting had succeeded in obtaining the date of of his former honorable record. He was
The point at issue is
Col. Sparhank formerly principal of the Rockland High
Georgi Coi. Sparhank’s death.
ee ,r Mr
P. l’laisted, Republic mb Mr. Alpheui was buried in Sir William PeppcreU’s school and
later was superintendent of
Boothby, Bemocrat,
supervisor o tomb and no inscription giving the date schools in Chelsea, Mass.
of the death was placed on the tomb. Dr.
the town schools. Th
e law permit!
OBITUARY.
towns to choose superr ;on
Alfred tho date of

the goodly audience*.
For
today’s matineo “Grand
ToDuchess” is announced as the card.
will be seen in
the company
night
“Martha.”
ed

*

the town o
differences of opinior t,
now

events of the amusement
most popular
■oason, and it will doubtless continue to
be so for n loHg time to come.

yesterday

noon

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE WOODBRIDGE CASE-

SOCIETY.

?N

experience.

entertainment of

Interesting Meeting

ocrats.

There is a difference
ancient town of Gorl

Such is the favor
established by the meritorious performances year after year that tho annual engagement of the troupe is one of the

Tho

MAINE HISTORICAL

httanding th'

of th*

Opinion

Wilbur opera company can play a successful two weeks’ engagement outside
the cities in the first class as to population, but for the Wilburs to draw good
bou see for a fortnight in a city tho size
of Portland is nothing new in the com-

pany’s

GORHAM-

Kepublican Is In

1 he

popular organization like the

a

J*

janl

a

thoroughly lighted and

cuisine of highest order.

AMERICAN ar.d EUROPEAN PLANS,
AINSLIE « WEBSTJEB.

<#dtf

PU

j

BY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT.

BL^lIED

WHOSO FINDETH A WIFE.
Author

WILLIAM

Fort Preble.

LE

t-qUH.1
i

Giibbage

BY' WILLIAM LE QUEUX.

Chapter VIII.—
“I DARE NOT!”
What <lo you think of Ella’s .statement!” Beck asked, as wo were crossing
Staines Bridge on our way to Mrs. Daing s.
“X can’t understand it.” I repliod.
“Neither can I,” he said. “Girls of her
excitable temperament, are apt to make
statements of that character utterly without foundation. No doubt Dudley was
her intimate friend, and finding him dead,
her romantic mind at once conjured tip
visions of murder.”
There is a good deal in your
“Yes.
touch or
argument.” I admitted, with a that
Ogle
sorrow ett the remembrance
had aspired to her hand.
the
on
subject,
“1 never spoke to you
have
for fear of making mischief, but 1
blindmanv times been amazed at your
flirt
to
nesswbeu Dudley and Eila used
he obopenly, before your eyes very,'
served, glancing at me.
“Ah 1 you are right.” I cried angrily
“I foolishly trusted him. believing impurity.
plicitly in his honour and in Elia's
“Of the latter you surly have no cause
for suspicion,” he exclaimed quickly.
I replied with
“I am not so certain,
The more deeply I attempt
bitterness.
to probo this mystery, the more sorrow
I heap upon myself. I was happy in the
Velief that she loved no other except me,
adas an
yet apparently she is as tactful
with a
venturess, and delights in toying
man’s affections.”
“Every woman is fickle,’ my friend
remarked sympathetically. “If she is
thrown into the society of one man frewith
quently and passes idle hours alone
she either ends in loving him or
him
little
purely plabating him. There is
tonic friendship between men and women

John Allen-The Departing
Send Off—The
Given a Good

if

The Case

quin

COPYRIGHTED, 1897,

love?” I demanded with warmth, walking towards her.
There was a deep
She hung her head.
silence, broken only by the low ticking
of the clock. In a low moments her hand
stole in search of mine, and engrossed in
my own sad thought I let it linger there.
“Geoffrey,” 3he said at length, timidly.
sun-lit liver
I gazed out
upon the
watohing a boatful of happy holiday folk
pa s by, and remained stolidly uncon-

Tournament

Ci ul>’s

Ball

To-night—Personal

Mr. Beck. It was my conduct with Dudley that caused me to become a confrom
science-stricken wretch. I feared
day to day that you might discover our
afteridle
the
many long excursions and
noons
we
spent up the backwaters, he
indolent, I
using all my
lazy and
woman’s wiles to fascinate bm and bring
him to my fe et.
“And you succeeded,” I interrupted,

ut Prout’s Neok.
Mrs. Eugene Palmer and
daughter,
Mrs. John C. Wilson, have returned from
a short visit to friends in Gorham.
Captain and Mrs. Horace Davis, with

surrendered himself, as an escaped
prisoner, to the chief of police of Raymond,
N. H. and was conducted by him to Fort

passed Tuesday

and to be

huskily.
“Yes, I succeeded,” she went on, speak Preble, on Tuesday, turned over to miliing slowly, almost meohanically. “I had
in the guard
set my mind upon victory, and I achieved tary authorities and is now
and weeks of striving, house.
it after weeks
dreading always that you might discover
THE DEPARTING SQUAD.
conduct
tho truth, and fearing that my
would appear in your eyes too serious for
the New York
The boys who left on
forgiveness. The blow that I dreaded has boat for Fort Slocum on Tuesday evening
now
fallen.” she cried, with a
choking
off.”
“send
sob. 11 Dudley is dead, and I, compelled were given a most royal
to speak the truth, have publicly acknowl- Crowds were at the wharf to wish them
edged myself unworthy of your love.”
and the
many
presence

good-bye

fires were lighted at these points on the
cape shore which were recognized by the
officers of the steamer and a sort of rewas
salute
by the
given
turning

ance

friend,

Hews.

jjawn

TOPiCS

among

OF

INTEREST

une owns aim uuuer timuci

of Merrymeeting
Bay a colony.of eagles have lived for generations. During the summer mouths
they subsist largely on fish. The mode of
procuring them is very ingenious. Most
a
any day they may be seen perched on
near the
or bough
convenient stump
water’s edge like gray, grim, sentinels
silently waiting for something to turn
up. That something is a fish hawk, and
when he makes his appearance and slowly circles around and around in search of
his prey the eagle eye is following him,
and when at last he succeeds in bringing
up a Jlsh the eagle starts in pursuit. Being swift of wing he soon overtakes the
hawk, who makes a slight effort to get
avail. The eagle
without
away, but
scales under the hawk, who by this time
becomes so thoroughly frightened that it
drops the fish, which is easily caught in
the talons of the eagle, who flies swiflty
to the shore and devours his stolen meal.

that

the

shipbuilding yards will be
launohed April 10 and her engines will
be supplied by the Portland Company.
Portland

William Verrill is confined to his home
Sawyer street by sickness.
Capt. Dean of the Ferry company still
continues quite ill and it is likely that a
on

medical operation will be neoessary.
The oribbage tournament which has
been so successful is about to close for the
season.

Mrs. John T. Moulton of Deer Island is
the. guest of her daughter, Mrs. Pred Y.
Henley, Preble street.
Chas.' Griffin has just returned from
Boston where he attended the funeral of

|

lines

the

shores

The Board of Trnstes of the Maine Insane Hospital, of which Mr. C. s. Pearl,
of Bangor, is a member, held their quarterly meeting at the hospital in Augusta
Monday. The whole number of patients
in the instiution at the time of the report
to the trustees was 729, and two arrived
later, making a total of 731, over 718 for
The day was
month
the preceding
passed in inspecting the hospital, and the
over
the building
and
looking
accounts,
that has been built during the past year.
The new heating apparatus is in very
successful operation, and there is a saving of 20 per cent., over the old system.
The normal conditions at the hospital
offer accommodations for 529 patients and
the very over-crowded state of the asylum
can readily be scan from the fact that the
present number is 731.

relatives.
of Pine street, has
Mr. Thorndyke
the bicycle
severed his connection with
faotory and is working at Diamond Island.
looked for
Remember that the long
club will
calico ball by the Harlequin
take place tonight.
U. O. A M. at
The meeting of the
Seaside hall on Tuesday evening was
largely attended and the presence of so
many uniformed members from the city
made the
gathering very attractive.
There were three degree staffs to initiate
conclusion of the
members and at the

£

tti&F'

RENT- U »r tenement in two story
house on oi ji the best, streets above
Carleton
stree for
small family only,
sunny exposure, Ven rooms, bav window
in parlor.
BEN MIN SHAW,
51 1-2 Ex31-1
change street.

#*

jweaxipojt

antly remembered.
of W. I. Houston’s sermon
Thursday evening will be an “Appeal for
Disciples’’ All are invited to attend
these meetings at the Union Mission hall.
Cumberland lodge, No. 66, K. of P.,

BlHYCLES'run

by the

use

the home of Mr. and Mrs. William Hatch.
Mr. George O. Noyes has moved his
family from the house owned by Capt.

185 Middle

E. I. HEATH is in New York, attending the fashionable
openings, just
nrevious to Easter, and is also visiting her son.
who is manager of the waiter jm. Downey Co.
store on Broadway.

MRS.

millinery

__25-1

“A Ten Pound

\IONEY TO LOAN—On. flrst and second
ill mortgages on lteal Estate at as low rate.of
Boy.”
interest as can be obtained in Portland; also,
Many women loans made on stocks, bonds, personal properto have
seem
ty or any other good securities. lnciuire<of A,

been denied the
of
motherhood be-

26-4
0, LIBBY & CO., 42V» Exchange Sr.
mortgages of
MONEY TO LOAN on first
111 real estate at 5 and 6 per cent. Real estate
for sale, houses rented, rents collected, care ot
25
nroperty a specialty; prompt attention.
N. S. GARDINER
years in this business.
17C 1-2Middle at., room 1._25-1
HONOGRAPHS and Graphophones, records, blanks, horns, tubes, recorders,
carrying cases, knives, belts springs and all
‘T000 Records in
talking machine supplies.
stock’“Grapliophones and Gramophones to let.
C. C. HAWES, Hawes’ Music Store, 414 Congress St._marlC-4
■WANTED—All persons in want of trunks
11
and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
5G3 Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
and can therefore
give bottom prices.
Trunks repaired. Open evenings. We frame

.precious gift

some
con-

the

organ-

ism which
makes mother-

possible;

but in the great
majority of
cases
such a

difficulty is

not

by any means
In thousands of instances Dr.
Pierce’s Favorite Prescription, by restoring
the natural, healthy condition of the organs
distinctly feminine has been the means of
conferring upon childless women the one
inestimable blessing.
A Georgia clergyman, Rev. G. H. Akridge, of
Pelham, Mitchell Co.. Ga., in a letter written to
Dr. Pierce, says: “We had been married six
comyears without offspring, when my wife
menced taking Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription. I then wrote to yon for advice, and your
instructions were to give Golden Medical Discovery alternately with the Favorite PrescripIncurable.

Tone

;

lZU3 by

Dr. C.T. FISK.

To MOTHERS.
“

“CASTORIA,”

PITCHER’S

CASTORIA,”

AS OUR TRADE MARK.

7' DR. SAMUEL PITCHER, of Hyannis, Massachusetts,
was the originator of “PITCHER’S CASTORIA,” the same
on ever^
that has borne and does now
bear the facsimile signature of
wrapper.
This is the original PITCHER’S CASTORIA,” which has been
used in the homes of the Mothers of America for over thirty
that it is
years. LOOK CAREFULLY at the wrapper and see
on ^e
the kind you have always bought
try*? *7*.
and has the signature of C&t&fficacAitASi wrapper. No one has authority from me to use my name except The Centaur Company of which Chas. H. Fletcher is
,

^March 8.1897.

##»&**-** ,p.
Do Not Be Deceived.
your child by accepting
druggist may offer you
few more pennies on it), the in-

endanger the life of

Do not
a

cheap substitute which

(because

gredients

some

he makes a
of which even he does not know.

OF

p' A.

v

on

\

I

COMPANY, TT

[

Congress

St.

171GR

silver

HANDSOME,
spoons, with
ot the

design
Every

lady

mailed

for

25-1

_

iny single
F^§. ^^NT- ind
bath,

sc., 8 roon
mrulorn otoom >
utes to

house, 9 Charles
perfect order,

in

__j_1

Union 8 ion,

desirable,

rent

promenade, very

near

onable.

Apply

at

real

es-

office Of BI AMIN F. HARRIS, No, 48
Exchange St.
25-1
RENT— v house located near Wlllisr\ .ton church nished or unfurnished, containing 12 room th bath, eleciric bells, speak
tubes, set tubs, am heat, finished in natural
wood, etc., etc. >r permit and full particulars
apply, real osta fliCe, First Natianal Bank
Building, FRE1 tICK S. VAILL.
25-1
mO LET IN
LRING—A furnished House,
a
nine room ^elusive of bath room and
laundry. Fine )Ve in rear; also orchard of
choice apples,
line of electrics. Will be
rented to a fill without children.
Address
or call 61 PLE, NT ST., Woodfords, Me.
tate

■jjlOR

mar9 4

_

RENT— ril 1st, lower tenement, entirely sepa , 0f house No. 199 Spring St.,
containing sev; 0oms besides halls and bath-

f?OR
A

room

at 44

exjposed mbing, steam heat.
PEERIN TRKEt.
;

2-tf

wor ijsgerted
under thil head
week for cent*, oaeh ha advance.

ANA FARlt qtuation

wanted for a hoy of
farm in the interior,
n hislboard and clothing and
dustry. Address, giving locaularSi DEXTER, 88 1-2 Exchange street )0m 8, Portland, Maine.

15. on a g
where he can
learn habits o.
tion and pai

Maine

___30-1

ayouug man, a situation as
'WANTED—
Coachm; or t0 take care of
has

,,

had 10

e

years

,rience, Address,

horses;
A.

B., this

office.___'_30-1

SALE—At

bargain,one good driving
about 1000 pounds; also
sleigh, robes, etc.
For further particulars enquire of L. F.
31-1
NELSON, 45 Burnham street, City.

FORhorse,

WANTED"
woman,

a middle aged
Protestant
ttion as cook; is a first class
and past cook with good references.
Will go out of y_ Address COOK, or apply
J
at 8 Canton st •.
^

SALE—To

close an estate the two
of the late
137
Emery Cushing,
Newbury street. For information call" at 14 Commercial Wharf.
T.
H. CUSHING, Administrator.
31-eod2w

FORstoried French roof house

complete line

of

high grade and

Yale wheel. In buying
get a dollar’s worth of value for every hundred
trice *50.00.
cents expenditure,
WE ARE ALSO SOLE AGENTS
and Elmira
for the Crawford, Rochester, Pennant
wheels. Prices range from $30.00 to $50.00. These wheels are
most
have
the
desirable
We
known the country over.
$30.00 wheel in town.
WE INVITE YOUR INSPECTION
of our Hne of Sundries and repair goods-the largest
We have a thoroughly equipped repair
east of Boston.
to give prompt and
department with experienced workmen
efficient attention to your orders.
the little people

and Buildings; a
acres
1;>AKM—Forty-five
spring in pasture, small brook runs neathouse, good view of Portland; hay. 30 tons; 3
miles out on mouth of Presumpscot river;

SALE-Horse shoeing business,including
stock and tools, 2 fires, 2 anvils, 3 vises and
other tools; plenty of shoes; established 10
years; plenty of work for 2men; in ettv of one
hundred thousand, near Boston.
Price $400
cash. Address L. A. SMITH, 239 Allston St„
Cambrldgeport, Mass.
_29-2

FOR

■

»vit

uxluu-xi.

Xl ground,
tiioroughfare

_

bailey

co.,

mar24eodtf

264 Middle St., Near Monument Square.

PORTLAND
DIRECTORY

TOWN OF SOUTH rUKTLANH
Assessor’s Notice.

ME, NELLIE,

[

Q°‘d&wit

uuuuiu^ iuu,

uitiaiw

the principal
westerly end of city; about
BENJAMIN SHAW, 511-2
10,000 square feet.
Exchange street.29-1
on

ptOE SALE—Two-story house and stable con12 rooms arranged
cemented cellar; large
lot; good neighborhood. Easy terms.
Inquire of JOHN H. CARD, 98 Exchange street,

necked, at W’oodfords.
ffor one or two families;
Portland. M e.

29-1

LK)P SALE, rent or exchange, suburban residence on line of electric cars, with steam
heat and other improvements; large barn, henFor
nery and out buildings, 85 acres of land.
price and other particulars apply Real Estate
Office. First National Bank Building, FREDERICK S. VA1LL.
29-1
x

XOR SALE—Restaurant, one of the best locations on the street, a thoroughfare; will
sold at a great bargain as the owner has
other business demanding his whole attention.
Apyly to N. S. GARDINER, 176 1-2 Middle St.,
X

1.

28-1

WEDDING RINCS.
Two
hundred to select irom. All weight!
and sizes.
10, 14 and 18 Kt. Solid Gold. Me
KENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument Square.
marl9dtf

XiOR SALE—3 story brick house and large
X
corner lot of land about 210 lineal feet on
side and 110 feet front; the above property is
situated west ot High St. BENJAMIN SHAW
511-2 Exchange
i28-1
I,’ OK SALE-Received a flue lot of singing
X
male and female canaries, mockingbirds,
trushes and reed birds in fine song, aud good
talking Maxican and Amazon parrots. Seeds
of all kinds and mocking bird food constant
ly on hand. F'EED A. BKOMBY, 450 Congress
26-1

ladders, pol6 ladders,
and
ladders,
plank ladders.
step
ladders of other kinds, tor masons, plasterers, painters, paper hangers, housekeepers,
ail of my own manufacture.
REUBEN WESCOTT, 131 Lincoln St, foot of Myrtle. Tele-

FOR
phone

ON
is
&

SALE—Extension

25-2

338-4.

receipt of 10 cts.

we

will mail you

a
on

some silver plated souvenir spoon
beautifully embossed design of the

hand-

which

BattleMaine. Agents wanted. A. A. PALMER
106
Milk
Boston.25-1
CO.,
St.,
a

ship

Eggs for hatching, from buff ieg-

and car mish the best of references.
Address M., I i77 MAIN ST., Biddeford, Me.

WurdSdlW

WATCHES ON INSTALLMENTS.

__28-1

Waltham and Elgin Watches. A large stock
by a man'who has had
**
running stationary engine, of new model Watches will be sold on easy payAll Styles.
All
carpentering z painting.
Address A. MAN- ments at reasonable prices.
6
Prices. McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Mo mment
NING, So. Po £d,
ag.!
marlOdti
Square.
iation
WANTED—
expend) ^

iosition to care
wANTED—
"
or elderl
.rson.

for an invalid
Address M., this office.

_J___25-1
W"ANTED— rb by an experienced lady
stenogrs^r

,**

typewriter; would also
typewriter. Address Miss

and

like to sell or 1 a
S. L., care Po ,nd Daily Press.

25-1

MAIi$pR|NCS,

SALE—Tickets are now ready for new
term of Dancing School at Thatcher Post
Hall, commencing Wednesday night. March 30.
Six lessons, six assemblies, Manchester, teacher. For particulars and tickets call at HAWES’
MUSIC STORE, 414 Congress Street.
18 2

FOR

is the
Clapboards.
closFOR
time to buy pine clapboards
i
them out £t
in order to make
SALE—Pme

75c.

Now

as

best Ac
w

can

WAS'd-FEHAIB
Forty
one

w*r<

week

inserted

am

ing

spruce prices
Mainsprings, made by the
Elgin and
bam companies.
Warranted
for one year McKENNEY, the Jeweler nine as a matter of paint sticking.
ltUSSELL, So. Waterboro, Me.
Monument Sq e.
niarl9dtf
The

DAVID E.
mar

do

FOR

help.

under this

held

isq cents, cash in advenes.
u—ac

121

gener iousework.

jjrankiin street to
29-1

sjri to assist in the care
w-A-JaTED—
*
hShy fo ions.
between 9
*

at 400

Cumbel d St.,

Apply

MKS. BURKE.

W ANTED-;pfiriencetl
bouse

girl

for

of a
and 12
29-1

general

w( two In the family, no other
[at No. 92 Carlton St., left
25-1
wa
1JEST of
paid first class girl, must be
11 good coo
between
6
and
8
u. m.,
Apply
at 203 State Sv
25-1
need apply,
hand bell.

BATTLES Hi VIATneT SOUVENIR SPOONS
This is the ;ttiest Spoon ever put on the
Ct nd see It.
market.
McKENNEY, the
Jeweler, M* ment Sq uare.
marl9dtf

I- E. MILLS
Fla .0 Tuner,
Ord«r slate

Chandler's

Music Store 431

;ongress street.
1

SALE OR TO LET—Fine
FOR;
tage at South Freeport

NTED-AGENT8.

landing;

seven

large

one

wo

inserted under this head
week fi 5 cents, cash in advance.

AGENTS

INTED—Ladies and Gents
wanted ell an article of merit, grand
1 ne next two
months, for those
opportunity
who mean bt »ss, to make
itooney; commence
is
dd
open. For particulars,
n0,YJv?1
call between 12, 2-6 at rear 71 Green St.
A

__25-1
A GENTSt rTLESHIP MAINE.
Every

patriots jzen should wear one of orir
handsome sc ,nir, pin back, medallions, special design. 11 temory *of the lost
battleship
named after jr state. Sample, 4c., in stamps.
Special term:, agents.
A. A. PALMER

airy rooms,

cozy cotsteamer

broad oiazzas,

beautiful drives, fine fishing and sailing.'delightful location for health and quiet. Apply to S.
B, KELSEY, Portland Pier.marlB-4
OR SALE—3 steam Hoisting Engines at 117
Commercial St B. ,J. WILLARD. 15-1

I1

SALE—Farm in Bethel, Maine, 120
f'-Ollgood
land, 2 1-2 story house, shed and

acres

two

barns, all in good condition, good orchard, and
well supplied with wood and water; also about
200,000 feet of pine timber. About two miles
from Bethel village, and known as the Edward
A. Capeu farm; will be sold on favorable terms
or may he exchanged for Portland property.
MISS SARAH BIDEN, No. 135 Oxford St..
Portland, Me._tnarSHf
FOR SALE-Farm known as the
“Sturdivant Farm.” ;n Cumberland, contains about. 65 acres, tillage, woodland and
It has a large barn, with cellar, shed.
en house, ice house, and with cemented cellar
under main house. Buildings in good repair.
three minutes walk
Pleasantly situated, witninfive
minutes of Portof railroad station, and
land and Yarmouth Street Railway. Good hay
to
raise
garden truck,
farm, and well adapted
asparagus, raspberries, blackberries, strawberries, and other small fruit for the market.
Inquire of S. L. STROUT
Terms reasonable.

FARM

Easture.

tile premises, or
change St., Portland,
on

Forty

134

SALE—A nice cottage bouse with ell
and stable attached, at South Freepurt. A
very desirable summer residence; also about 3
acres land.
Inquire of S. B. KELSEY, Portland
Pier.
marlO-4
near

■-i*
A*

1898.

H iaiiintyw

mio

situated

at

pay,

our

wheels. We are agents
will be Interested in our extensive line of JnveniU
Prices rangelrom
for tbe leading juvenile bicycle makes in the country.
Second-Handwheels
of
and
of
$20 00 to $30.00. \Ve lhave a number
and
makes
prices.
of
various
last season

the

_

(CHOICE
x
borne stock, every pullet is pure buff color.
My cockerel came from R. G. Buffinton. Fall
River, and is a good bird. Eggs S2 for 13; $5
iation In Boot and Shoe store, for 40. M. E. AVEEILL, Freeport, Me. 24-2
WANTED—
*
by youn an with experience; willing
EERING BUILDING LOTS—I offer for
to begin on tr can furnish be3t of credenlots on
sale a few very desirable
tials. Addres r. F. MARTIN,
Eliza- Arlington and Clifton Sts., at building
Cape
Wooiitords. To
beth. Me.
30_i
realize quickly on these lots a number will be
as
W'ANTED—;oosition
working house- sold at bargain prices to parties that will build
* *
keeper a small family or for aged good houses. F. W. SPARROW, 4 Arlington
couple, by a w w with a child of 6, small St., Woodfords.
22-2

\yr\jf

/v~iyrn5fi5

a

weight

hame-s, top buggy,

one

meat

scruples about riding

should have
one.
Sample
cents.
Special terms to
loo Milk
31-1

street.

MURRAY STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

^
this wheel vou

10

in

A. A. PALMER & CO.,
agents.
street, Boston.

room

Forty

y

HARVARD MEN

souvenir
embossed
bowl.

plated,

beautifully

Inquire be

TO'anted— rybody to Know that Underwood Sp ; water will be delivered at
their residenc
b gallon glass jugs at 50
cents. Purest ajne water.
Address THE
29-1
UNDERWOOIQ,, Portland. Me.
Tt’ANTED— ieg to wear the genuine Delsarte Coi, No breaking or rusting. The
most durable z stylish corset on tne market.
Perfect fit gaai ;eed by au expert fitter. MRS.
C. TRACEY, ieral Agent, 19 Boyd street,
29-1
city. Beware tations.

ono

■

and we are prepared to show a
low priced wheels.

a

Battleship Maine

26-1

mO LET—Roo ! Cushman Block. Inqub’e
of C. 1?. MC
TON, 567 Congress St.

WAN l>—SITUATIONS.

The Kind That Never Failed You.
THE CENTAUR

SALE OR EXCHANGE—Farm of 125
acres, situated in Gray, one find onehalf miles from depot;
for good rentable
house in Portland or vicinity; cuts 30 tons
hay; has 400 apple tress, Baldwins; good set
of buildings; plenty ul wood; some timber.
N. S. GARDINER, 176 1-2 Middle street,
Room 1.
31-1

riiO LET—Fron >rner room, also two con$3000. Call at 35 Madison street. Portland.
A necting rooi
heat, bath room, board if
desired. Reasoi ie t0 the right parties. First THOS, F. FLANNERY.30-1
house from Cong s St U6 ELM ST,
26-1
SALE—An old fashioned tall clock; it
tells the day of the month as well as being
li'OR RENT— 0f the cosiest houses in
an excellent time-keeper; will sell cheap or
at
Pa
'f
located
rt^^tie,rn
city, pleasantly
No. 28
furCailtonj containing all modern im- will exchange for good new -watches. For
LEON
provements, hav la-tely been put in thorough ther particulars address with stamp.
tor
29-1
per aild other particulars ap- H. INGALLS Denmark, Me.
repair.
plyReal Lsfe,t«fQCe First National Bank
■pOR SALE—Fine residence, 13 rooms, two
building, FRED ICK 8.
VaILL._26-1 A tenements, 2 bath rooms, ample heat inmO LET—Two 3ry desirable temements at cluding open tires; modern
plumbing and in
No, 1042 Coi ess St., near the Union Sta- perfect repair: first class central location;
tion, $10 each. gie house No. 181 Oxford sunny and superior surroundings; 2 minutes
St., 8 rooms, $18 r month. Lower tenement from City hall; first time offered; a bargain.
in house No. 3i (errill St., 5 rooms, $8 per W. H. WALDRON & CO.. 180 Middle street.
month. Apply FRED’K L. JERRIS, 396
29-1

Having

mar25_(llw

miU'22dtf

and

WANTED.

Bought”
BEARS THE FAC-SIMILE SIGNATURE

“The Kind You Have Always

Insist

brick
a
good investment,
four rents,
I wo brick houses
roof; Sebago water; in good repair;
location central; in a good renting locality;
always rented. Will lie sold at a bargain to
cl se. N. S.
GARDINER, 176 1-3 Middle
31-1
street, Room 1.

SALE— A
FORblock
of

slated

FOR

WE ARE ASSERTING IN THE COURTS OUR RIGHT TO THE
AND
EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD

97 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.

Jeweler,

very convenient

tdsome modern rents of 7
roor each, with
and 8
separate front
doors, baths, ste heat, etc., etc., pleasantly
located at 172 B ketc St., near Pine. Also
many others. | [uij particulars apply R* al
Estate Office, 11 National Bank building,
FREDERICK SJaILL.
26-1

AN OPEN LETTER

The Thurston Print,

Square.

a

RENTS—Two

$C,a0

l

0f

v
pleasant oftij located on Exeliange St„
with steam heat, >ag0 water,setc. Price very
low. Inquire of <j. LIBBY& CO., 42 V4 Exchange St.
26-1

mHE Assessors of tlie Town of South Portland
A hereby give notice to all persons liable to
taxation in said Town, that they will be in
session at their office in Town House, on the
f irst. Second and Ninth days of April,
Inst., from ten o’clock in the forenoon till live
The canvass for the Directory having been o’clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of relists of the polls and estates taxable in
all recent changes should be sent to ceiving
will pay the highest cash prices finished,
said Town.
\[0T1CE—We
insertion.
secure
to
once
at
or
store fixtures of the publishers
for household goods
Ana all persons are hereby notified to make
any description or receive the same at our auct- The price of AA PA ‘he Direc- and bring to said Assessors, true and per ect
sale
on
commission. GOSS &
lists of their Polls and Estates, real and personion rooms for
U for all orders al. or held by them as guardians, executor,
19-2
WILSON, Auctioneers. 18 Free St.
tory will be
See that the administrator, trustee or otherwise, as on the
received later than April 1, 1808.
of April, 1898. and be prepared to make
first
A THOUSAND RINGS
before that date to oath day
order
have
your
to the truth of the same.
publishers
To select from.
Diamonds, Opals, Pearls, secure the subscription price of $g.OO.
And when estates of persons deceased have
Kubys and all other precious stones. Engagebeen divided during the past year or have
ment and Wedding Kings a specialty.
Largest
changed hauds from any cause, the executor,
stock in the city.
the
MeKENNEY,
Jeweler,
administrator, or other person interested, is
Monument Square.
mariodtf
hereby warned to give notice of such change;
and in default of such notice will he held under
LOAN—On
the law to pay the tax assessed although such
TO
ONEY
first
and
second
Hf
estate has been wholly distributed and paid
mortgages, on real estate, stocks, bonds,
over.
life Insurance policies and notes of any good
And any person who neglects to comply with
1. P. BUTLER, 48 1-2 Exchange
securities.
this notice, will be doomed to a tax according
street.
mar7-4
to tile laws of the State, and be barred of the
right to make application to the County Commw mm William* Indian Pile
_
m
W1ARRY
missioners for any abatement of his taxes,
Ointment is a sure cure
fi?® 3 H Bi
he shows that ho was unable to offer
And I will buy you such a pretty Ring at Jig E <51
'Ctk for PII.ES. It absorbs unless
such lists within the time hereby appointed.
McKenney’s. A thousand solid gold Rings, SSUr H g§
Stops Itching.
tumors.
isr11
1
Assessors
B.
THOS.
HASKELL,
Diamonds, Opal-Pearls, Rubies, Emeralds and w
gives rei.ibf. ao<-. CHAS. N. TREFETHEN.
of
all other preoious stones. Engagement and
L. BRADFORD.) South Portland.
WILLIAM
a
Rings
Wedding
specialty. Largest stock in
March
22,1898.
Town of South Portland,
Monument
For sale by J. E. GooldA
city. MckENNEY, The

as

_

Difficult cases Cured

Dr. Fisk makes a specialty Qf Diseases of the Rectum. Treats no other class of disease. Send for my
Free Treatise oft Files, etc., and names of mampromineut Maine citizens cured. —a. R
I
Dr. Fisk’s method is easyv setfe. T a
I IO£[
painless. Consultation Free!
Call at my Lewiston or Portland |
| | V* v
office, or consult me by mail.
Dr. €. T. FISK, 382 Main Street. Lewiston.
At U. S. Hotel, Portland, Saturdays only.

his thirty years’

chief consulting physician to
the Invalids’ Hotel and Surgical Institute,
has made his name known
N.Y..
of Buffalo.
and his medicines recognized as standard
remedies in every civilized country on the
globe His great thousand-page illustrated
book, the “People’s Common Sense Medical Adviser” has had the greatest sale of
A free
any medical work in any language.
edition has been published and a paperbound copy will be sent to any family absolutely without charge except the mere
cost of mailing which is 21 one-cent stamps.
Send these with your address to the
World’s Dispensarv Medical Association,
Buffalo, N.Y., or if preferred send 31 stamps
for a heavier cloth-bound copy.
A man or woman who neglects constipation suffers from slow poisoning. Doctor
Pierce’s Pleasant pellets cure constipaPellet is a gentle laxation. One little
tive, and two a mild cathartic. All medicin* dual era,

practice

perfect

experience
acquired during

11-3

pictures.

tion.' This we did. The result is restoration of
In
my wife to good health and a ten pound boy.
honor of the world-famed Dr. Fierce, I have
named him Fierce. 'Favorite Prescription’ is
certainly the medicine for invalid women.”
and skill which Dr.
The vast

Pierce has

Me.__29-1

The N. K. Fairbank Company,
Chicago. St. Louis. New York.
Boston. Philadelphia.

of

street.mar2i)-4

29-1

mO LET—One I

words Inserted nnder this head
week l'or 2o cents* cash in advance.

Forty

one

four desirable rents in

p0r further information
rk Sawyer street, South

dining room and cjhen, five sleeping rooms
ahd hath room, dress S, Box 405, Portland.

Largest package—greatest
I

or

foUSE in the western part
AFURNISHEj
of the city,
(tabling hall, double parlors,

“Porpoisene.” “l’orpois.me” never grows THE STERLING
rancid or sticky,and is easily the best wheel
This wheel has been our leader in former
comes first of course,
lubricant yet produced. You can get it at
be for the season of 1898. In everyyears and will continue to
BAILEY’S Gun Store, 263 Middle street.
the Sterling leads
31-1
thing that goes to |make the model bicycle
the way. Complete satisfactson is its guarantee. Price $75.00.
ONEY LOANED on 1st and 2nd mortgages,
real estate, life insurance policies, notes, NO ARGUMENT IS NEEDED
which we
Notes
bonds and good collateral security.
t0 prove the merits of our famous Stormer bicycle
discounted; rate of interest 5 per cent a year
The Stormer is no experiment—it
are offering at $50.00,
to
\V.
P.
and upwards according
security.
is an established success.
CARR. room 5, second floor, Oxford building,

worked the third degree upon candidates
regular meeting last evening.
regular weekly meeting of the
Goodwill circle was held last evening at

special

Portland^_

economy.

“and-are-kept-clean

easy
and free from gumming

at the
The

weakened
dition of

mO RENT—Tlir
A
Southlortla
of J. C.

inquire

for cleaning everything.

THE BICYCLE SEASOY IS OY

MISCELLANEOUS.

The subject

,of

RENT—Dw Qg house, 4S8 Cumberland
fjj'.O
*•
street. 10 rns> jn llrst class order,
with madern con iences. Apply J.W. DEERING, 323 Comnn ai street.
30-1

j

Washing Powder

rooms

FOR

I

|50I,D
Best

The examinations at Bowdoin College
under way. The Seniors and Juniors
will finish Thursday morning; the SophThe midomores and Freshmen Friday.
winter examinations are the hardest of
is
the year inasmuch as more ground
covered in that term than either of the
others, The class of 1898 prize speaking
of the Seniors will occur Thursday.

business ajparty of nearly 75 sat down to
fine banquet prepared by Rich the cater
The occasion will be long and plea ser.

cause

S

are

a

»

idiot.”
Smiles—‘Oh, don't mind what Hawkins says
lie always does exaggerate more or less. I’n
sure no ono believes you are perfect.”—Chigag'

me as a

at

a

team

STATE

many friends in the city.
Chase and
Nat Gordon’s divers, Bob
William Keegan, who have been at Dix
week’s
Island left for Bangor where a
smacks

purchased

has

under this head
cash in advance.

«»

f.

“

that presents a fine appearand looks a little speedy.
The Misses Nellie and Lizzie Jordan
are boarding with Mrs. W. Brackett on
Long Creek road.
new

|

^Cousin

an

Mr. Geo. W. Card has been painting
and repairing his residence on Brown
street the past week.
the
is
this
residents
Our
say
most pleasant March we have had for a

steamer’s whistle. Altogether the farewells were impressive and were marks of
the appreciation in which the departing
squad was held by their comrades and

••

that there was any love
between us are absolutely absurd.”
“Whv, then, did you confess in your
my
lascer that you Were unworthy of

CASH'S CORNER.

L.

Lrted

25fnt9l

week for

■

V

A. Lewis near Elm street.
Miss Laura Richardson is passing a few
davs with her sister Mrs. F. C. Sawyer.
Mr. Jesse Dyer is painting and otherwise improving his place of residence^>n
Summer street.

number of years.
Mr, Thomas Broad

**«-■*■

suspicions

their daughter Miss Ethel of Knightvilie
the guests of Mrs. J.
as

■

I.

TO

pedition

young ladies was a notable feature of the
gathering. When the John Englis passed
the water battery and Portland Head,

work awaits them.
One of the new lobster

your thinking cap or your T?
The woman /I
to save herself l\
who
labor and expense—who SK
strives to have her house X
look best at all times finds fe
»
nothing so helpful as

a

Newell.

the Leavenconfined in
worth Military prison for a term of 18
months. In October, 1893, he escaped from
prison after having served a confinement
and drifted
there of about 15 months
about the country. A few days since he
vice

$

®

fok sate.

LET.

LET—Housi o. 25 Thomas street, eight
with bt room, all modern improvements. Inquire Che PREMISES.
31-1

PLEAS ANTDALE.
John Allen deserted from Troqp H 2d
A. D. CoolMessrs. W. E Dyer and
Cavalry and was tried and sentenced to
from a gunning exbe dishonorably discharged from the ser- broth have returned

“Geoffrey,” she repeated. “I tided ever
from that confession,
so long to refrain
yet was unable. But I did not allude to

S #i
WW

Chisholm and Nudison.
Mr. George Newell of Gardiner is visiting at the home of Lis brother, Mr. A. E.

CASE OF JOHN ALLEN.

THE

O

cap?
hi^b iffworking
studies
fill'Lfei tLlkr

I
%.

The vacancy
his home in Winnegance.
is supplied during his absence by Messrs.

So that enlistments are in order provided
the right kind of men present themselves.

|

hi

Forty words

ter, Miss Ethel, passed Tuesday as guests
of Mrs. J. A. Lewis of Pleaaantdale.
Conductor Clyde Holden of the P. & C.
E. R. R. is enjoying a short vacation at

the Artillery
The recent increase of
branch of the service has left vacancies
in most of the different batteries and in
that stationed at Foit Preble there are at
present about nine vacancies to be filled.

scious.

HUUlOli

v.i-ir-

Closed—Harle-

MISCEIXjtJfEOtJS.

one

part of the executive committee to make
it a grand financial and social success.
Capt. and Mrs.fa. F. Davis and daugh-

etc.

lipinti,

“Is it not best that I should know the
truth?” I asked, seriously. “You render
your behavior the more unpardonable by
the absurd falsehoods you wish me to believe.
“I do not wish you to believe any falsesue cried, resentfully, her bright
hoods.
nowadays.”
she
as
“Yes, alas!” I echoed, as we entered eyes flashing
glanced at me.
well
the
the carriage drive and passed
“What I have now told you is the truth
discovered
had
I
where
remembered spot
I swear it before heaven !”
the body. “There is very little, indeed.
“You deliberately flirted with Dudly
no!” I
A quarter of an hour later I stood it Ion 3 with an object in view. Oh,
the
bright morning laughed with contempt. “That is too
before the window of
view
a
beautiful
commanded
that
room
lame a tale.”
n- ip
.iitli »» shp said
looking? me
of the brilliant sunlit Thames and the
hands
row of tall, swaying poplars and drooping straight in the face, her nervous
on
the
opposite toying with her rings. “Even though
wind-whitened willows
who
had,
lost
I
was
Ella,
have
awaiting
shore.
you may believe ill of me, I
her maid told mo, gone to her room.
neither honour nor self-respect. I aoted
Presently, pale-faced and trembling, under compulsion, to achieveone object.”
•he entered, and, closing the door, moved
“And I hope you have gained the mys•lowly towards me, stretching forth her terious end you had in view,” I said,
hand in silence, her tearful eyes down- with bitter sarcasm.
cast. I grasped the slim white fingers,
“Yes, I have,” she replied, with an inand found them oold as marble.
tenseness in her voice that surprised me.
IJ
un_ax’__
ska
ovnloimorJ
lrtW
AIlH
“I have gained my object even at risk oi
huskily. “Geoffrey, forgive me.”
being discarded by you, Geoffrey, and
“Forgive! For what reason?” I in- being branded as a base adventuress.
in
admiraher
at
“liven at the cost of the life of the man
quired sternly, looking be firm. This
tion, yet determined to
deceived?” f hazarded.
last inter- you
words. Her pale
was, I had resolved, to be our
She started at my
view.
lips trembled, and in her eyes was a
and
weak, strange look, as if haunted by some spec“Because I—I was foolish,
and—” She paused, sighing deeply.
tral fear. The effect of this remark was
“Well?” I
cynically. “What extraordinary, and I at once added:
said,
other excuse?”
“Remember, yon suspeot that Dudley’s
brokenly. “I death was not due to natural causes.”
“Yes. yes,” she cried,
excuses,
I
are
mean,
paltry
know they
“Suspect?” she cried. “I know he was
know I am trying to make you believe foully murdered.”
yet—” and
it was not my own fault,
“By whom?” I inquired, with breathblue
less eagerness.
pausing again she raised her clear “and
with
mine
glance,
eves to
passionate
“I have yet to discover that.” she anyet, Geoffrey, I love you in a manner I swered in a low voice. “But I will make
one
have loved no other man before.”
the elucidation of the mystery the
“You have a strange way of exhibiting object of my life. It is I, alone, who will
coldI
observed,
affection,”
this so-called
avenge his-murder.”
ly. “You actually encouraged the ad“Your very words betray your love for
in whom I reposed
vances of the man
him,” I exolaimed disgusted.
confidence.”
lovec
beoauso I
foolish and ill-plaoed
“I tell you it is not
“For a purpose. I never loved him— him,” she protested with indignation.
she
trembling.
seek
protested,
do
never,”
“Then why
revenge?” 1
you
“Yon had a reason! A stranga one, I demanded ruthlessly
angrily.
think,” X exblaimed,
should
“For the present I decline to disclose,”
un“Indeed, at this very moment you are she replied, regarding me with
mourning the loss of this man.”
wavering glance.
*
Dudley Ogle was not your .enemy,
“And you expect me to again repose
Geoffrey. He was your friend,” she an- confidence in you, notwithstanding yout
swered, with a tremor in her voice. steady refusal to explain anything?" 1
“Some dav I will prove this to you. I observed with a laugh.
cannot now. It is impossible.”
“All I have told you now, Geoffrey, is
“Why?”
the truth,” she replied, looking earnestly
“I dare not!”
into my eyes. “Once I deoeived you, but
“Dare not! What do yon fear?” I de- I will never do so in future. I
promise
manded, in surprise, instantly releasing some day before long to explain all the
her hand.
facts to you; when I do so they will as“The consequence would be fatal to tound you. For the success of my plans
our love, she gasped.” Then, afterapause, I am compelled at present to preserve my
burying her secret, even from you.”
sne clutched my arm, and
beautiful face upon my shoulder, sobbed
“What are your plans?”
bitterly.
“Be patient, and you shall see.”
“Our love!” I echoed, contemptuously.
to avenge
intend
“You
Dudley’s
Notwithstanding the fierceness of my death?”
and
dark
hair,
gold
anger I smoothed her
“I do. And something further,” she
presently, when she grew a trifle calmer,
said. “Only by the most careful investiendeavored to discover the meaning of gation and the strictest secrecy can
my
her strange, enigmatical words.
plans be successfully carried out. Trust
“You cannot
know—you will never in me, Geoffrey. Tell me that you will
I have loved yon, reconsider
not to forgive
know how dearly
your decision
Geoffrey,” she cried, in answer to my me,” she whispered, leaning upon my
will you ever
affeceager questions. “Neither
shoulder with one arm entwined
was her
know how much I have suffered; how tionately about my neck, ns
sake.”
for
striven
have
I
to
your
hard
you that
habit. “And 1 will yet prove
“lor my sake! Yet you admit having X ill 11 ail iiuutci
allowed Dudley Ogle to utter words that only in your interests.”
I alone had a right to utter!”
interests? How?” I asked,
“In my
“Yes, I admit all,” she said, with a amazed.
her strained
in
of
sorrow
touch
shall
know all later, when I have
tragic
“You
‘I deny nothing.'
voice.
ascertained the truth.”
me
asking forgive“And you come to
“Tell me one thing, Ella,” Iexclaimed,
ness, believing that I can again trust you after a pause;
“Have you
any idea
without hearing any explanation of your whether Dudley had any occupation?”
understood
he
recent strange conduct with Beck, as well
1
always
“Occupation?
I think you must re- had
as with Dudley!
enough money to be Independent.”
a
as
weak,
impressionable
gard me, Ella,
Then, taking from my vest pocket the
fool,” I added, with bitter sarcasm.
object I hod picked up from among the
“No. I do not,” she cried, quickly. “I contents of the dead man's pockets disa
appeal to your generosity towards
played on the table in the Coroner’s court,
I have been compelled to act I held It up to her, saying seriously;
woman.
owd
inclinations;
compelled,
my
against
“Now, tell me truthfully, Ella, have
in’ order to outwit my enemies, to act a you ever seen this in Dudley’s possesnow
I
can
part despicable and revolting.
’sion?”
cauu. luiwn
Olliy IftteK lUfglt cucsno*
! She glanced at it for an instant, holding
self suddenly upon her knees before me, > her breath, as across her blanchod connshe cried, “Soe! Geoffrey, I crave one ] tenance there passed an
expression ol
grain of pity from you, my only friend, ( bewildered amazement,
!
loved
have
I
man
the only
j The object I Held beneath her gaze wa;
“No, Ella.’’ I answered, quickly with- insignificant in itself, merely a small
drawing my hand that she was pressing brass sea), but it bore the Warnham arm
“I may pity you,
to her hot fevered lips.
in exact imitation of the cut amethysl
hut forgive you never.
It was the seal whict
worn by the Earl.
she gasped, clasping her had been used to manufacture the dupli
“Necer!’’
breast with her hands as if to stay the cate of the envelope containing England ’(
•wild beating of her heart, and struggling secret alliance with Germany.
unevenly to her feet. “Why never?”
The suddenness with which I had pro
“Because you have deceived me.”
duced it startled and nonplussed her. Af
“Yes, yes!” she wailed, “I admit it, I I transfixed her blue eyes with my keel:
admit it all, but I swear my actions were suspicious gaze, her white lip* moved, bul
Imperative. Ah! alas that you cannot no sound fell from them. Embarrassment
know everything, or you would kiss me held her dumb.
do.
to
You,
as you used
as fondly
(To be continued.)
Geoffrey, would love me with a love even
than
AND WISDOM.
WIT
and
before,
more tender
passionate
if only you were aware of what I have
THE
ORPHANS.
FOR
suffersd for your sake.”
Cousin Ethel-'‘Our fair was perfectly lovely
disgust. Her
I turned from her in
We made $25.75.”
tragic attitude filled me with loathing
Aunty— Yon must have had a large attend
and contempt, for I knew she was lying.
“Can you never again trust me?” Bhe
Ethel (dubiously)—“No, not so very
you We look 75 cents at the door, and papa gave ui
asked in a low hoarse voice. “Will
to
repeat it-”—Truth.
never forgive?”
$25 not
“I can have no further confidence in a
To give you an opportunity of testing tin
woman who has practised such artful deception as you have,” I answered, turn great merit of Ely’s Cream Balm, the most reli
the
her
and
noticing
ing again towards
able cure for catarrh and cold in the head, :
look of unutterable sadness in her tearful
generous 10 cent trial size can be had of you:
ayes.
Fill
or we will mail it for 10 cents.
“Deception!” she cried, starting. druggist
"What do yon mean? What have I done?” size 50 cents.
N.
Y.
50
Warren
KEY BROS,
St.,
City
“You aokowledge having deceived me
It is the medicine above all others for catarrl
iviifnliv with all the deep cunning of an
I
can
use
in
its
Ely’:
weight gold.
sdventuress, yet you refuse me one word and is worth
Balm with safety and it does all that i:
« f
explanation, either In regard to Beck (■ream
claimed for it.-B. W. Sperry, Hartford, Conn.
or Dudlov.”
“There is nothing to explain, as far as
HE WASN’T PERFECT.
Beck is concerned,” sho answered,
Giles—“I just heard that Hawkins referred ti
and
old
“He is

demurely.

Artillery at

|

MlSCELL,AJNEOtI8.

Littlefield ou B street to the one owned
by Mrs. Sennett on Cottage street, dapt.
his family from
Littlefield is to move
Portland into the house recently vacated.
Mineola council, U. of T., have completed arrangements for a sale and supper
to be given Thursday, evening at Oasis
hall.
No efforts have been spared on the

PORTLAND.

t bailees to Enlist in the

QUKL'X,
“Zokaida,” “Stolen
of “The Great War in England in 1897,”
&o.
Souls,” “Guilty Bonds,” “A Secret Service,”
jjiV

SOUTH

A. A.
Me.

STROUT.

39 ExmarlO-4

OR S A LE—Or~lease, a lot. of land at the West
End, corner Forest and Congress streets
containing about 4,224 feet. Apply to E. HARjan25dtf
LOW, 919 Congress St.

IP

LOST

AND FOUND.

of money which the owner
can have by calling at 370 Fore street from
7 to 9 and 12 to 1 a. m and 6 to 7 p. m„ proving
28-1
property and paying for this ad.

FOUND—A

sum

NEVILLE, Magnetic Clairvoyant.
Consultations daily from 9 a. in. to 8 p. m.
22-2
St., os ton.
oil health, business or private family matters.
ANTED gents, either ladies or gents to Everything strictly confidential and relia -lei
\v
»f
sell on* The most useful household arti- Special treatment for catarrh.39-1
cles for daily,e ever offered the public.
A
HE IVV AXiCll—
rare chancejr the right
parties to make
money. Adcis FOREST CITY MFG. CO-I
176Vi MiddleT Portland, Me.
26-1
Yankees” to work for
WANTED—“Maine
ns selling nursery stock.
Steady job,
A GENTS— a week
A brand new pay weeekly, experience not necessary, exeasy.
outfit free.
Apply at
..tnmg. id your address quick and get clusive territory,N. CHASE
<& CO.,
particulars. EO^LES’, 3941 Market St., cnee, HOMER
Auburn,
mar31—eauirno
SS
BatlOeofUW
jlaine,
|
&

CO.B,

106 [k

11

LILLIAN

»

have

_MISCELLANEOUS.

small,

WAILV WOICK.

the

pound

Be Inspected Personally
Work Which can

Always

Is

That

Better Performed Than

Passed upon from Reports.
the daily

It's

work of

the little

con-

queror.
The workings right here in Portland.
Lifting the burdens from helpless backs.
Bringing sunshine to many a home.

The

lightf
Miss <
The
Forth
cil, €
All
intern
are

re

lowin

It’s deeds that counts.
CONC
That bring the never ceasing sounds of

Last

praise.

Leigh
The public are learning fast.
land
Learning to appreciate merit.
Learning to distingush between claims entert
fofloi
Lark

proof.
Home proof

and

is the best proof.
Kidney Pills are indorsed

Doan’s

by

The building is to be an average
oaught within a few days the Bhcp.
and the grounfl floor
structure
it
ones weighing six and eight priced
will be arranged for three small stores.
the building will not
rarren avenue Whist club was de- The upper part of
by be finished off at once, until it is known
.y entertained last evening
as to whom the occupants will be, so that
nee Harmon.
of it can be aiTanged to suit the demands
council
—artha Washington
of the tenants.
The work will commence
will visit Star of Liberty counin a few days.
iberland Mills this evening.
The members of Columbia sewing
Ambers of Calanthe assembly who
circle of Morrill’s corner, met yesterday
joing to Leering Friday evening
Clark
jsted to take the special car fol- afternoon with Mrs. Eva Whitten,
street, Portland.
fne regular 6.80.
Wm. Buck and child, residing
i Mrs.
TIT AT “THE WESTBROOK.”
on the Windham road, Morrills, are Bick
L.
Arno
of
Mr.
the
pupils
^veiling
with the measles.
u of Westbrook assisted
by PortMr. J. R. Cobb, Morrills cornor, was
d local talent gave an enjoyable able to
get out of doors yesterday the
nment at The W'estbrook. The first time since his recent illness.
out:
carried
was
ig programme
1
Albight
Honeymoon,

3en

club.

Mandolin

_

7

Graphophone selections.
Violii -solo,

Portland people.
Harry Crane.
Read what a citizen says:
Bizert
Mand
a duet,
Mrs. B. C. Willis, of 161 Lincoln street,
v
and Crane.
Leighton
Doan’s
of
merits
Keadi / a. And be Vas Lare, Gersays: “Tho genuine
ma
Dialect: b. Seein’ Things,
Kidney Pills induce me to recommend
Field
them to otheis. For many years I had
Robert Whitcomb.
At
from
of
trouble
kidneys.
my
spells
Glariance Waltz,
Glynn
Banjo t
such times my hack ached across the
Arno Leighton.
Wheeler
MandoF
with
very
Orchestra,
oins and it was accompanied
Gottschalk
Piano s ]o,
scanty secretions from tho kidneys and
Miss Annie Holmes.
or puffed up.
bloated
limbs
and
feet
Gounod
Mandol
my
duet,
*' Lei
In the spring of 18G6 I was in pretty bad
ghton and Crane.
Greene
Clara
Readint
me
Doan’s
shape and my husband got
i Robert Whitcomb.
Kidney Pills at H. H. Hay & Son’s drug Banjo sc vt
Partee
store at the junction of Free and Middle
Arno Leighton.
are
Piccolo
Selected
as
did
they
streets. They
jb,
just exactly
'■
Mr. smith.
represented to do. The backache left me Banjo a’ f fMaandolin orchestra, Hughes
and the urinary difficulty disappeared.
(50 members.)
j
From my exnerience I can’t help but
The Si Irchlight circle will hold their
Piiis
of
Doan’s
Kidney
speak glowingly
regular
meeting this evening
for such ailments.”
with Mi3t Dana, Spring street.
Sold by all dealers, price 50 cents.
At the jeeting of the West End W. C.
Mailed by Foster-Milbnrn Co.. Buffalo, i. u.
to. ,e held this afternoon with Mrs.
States.
the
for
United
solo
N. Y.,
agents
George A! McCubrey, corner of Files and
and
take
DOAN’S
Remember the name
Pleasant street, it is expected that Mrs.
no substitute.
A. B. Col of Portland will bo
present
and addre IS the members.
Judge 1 ilman, one of the directors of
_

f(,rtnightly

the Westb ook, Windham and Harrison
Electrio r( Hway has returned from Windham whei he has been in company with
Mr. A. S. lickson the civil engineer in

/

EVERY DAY
-IS A

I

BARGAIN BAY

FiMCIAL ASUC01SERC1AL
(I notations of Stacie Products in the

l eadin'? Markets.

Mo

Kansas * Texas pfd
Kansas Pacific Consols.100
Oregon Nay. Isis.116
Union I', ists.
—

C oemgquotations of stocks:
Mc'fl 29.
Atchison.. i 1144
Atchison pfd. 2644
Central Pacific. 1244
Ones. <s unlo..... 1844
Chicago £ Alton.164
do

Mch 3C.

141

St.Paut !& Omaha.... 70
do
prfd.145
St Paul. Minn. & Mann.128
NEW yc RK, Meh. 30.
Texas Factfle. 1044
Money on call was steady at 1%®2 per cts Union Pacific.
6%
wahash__
last loan 1% Bprime mercantile paper at 5 aOViv
uo prfd.
1544
or cent.
Sterling txcbange firm, with actual Boston ft Mains.163
business in bankers bills at 4 83Va®4 83% lor New York&New England pfd, 89
Old Colonv.187
demand and 4 80% A4 81 for sixtytdays; postAdams ^Express.loo
ed raves at
Commercial bills American: Exnress.126
SlVa@at5,
..

Ontario.,.

Mexican dollars 44%.
■
overnment Bonds firm
Ra truau bonds strong.

42
3
26

Mail...
Palace...170
Sugarcommon.116%
Western Colon... 8644
Southern Ey pld.
Paoific

Puiman

Hides.
The following quotations represent the paying prices in this market:
lb
Cow and ox hides.....7Vic

stags.eixe

Cealf skins, trimmed.ICc
do
untrimmed. 9c
Lamb skins.50 to 80c each
Retail Grocers’

9144

Peoples Gas.
liomestii.Ke,

Bn Silver 0os,'8.

Bulls and

88

S. Exoress.

4 SO.

suit

,r

Karos.

Portland market—cut loaf 7: oonfetion a y
pulverised 6ei powered, 6s: granulatuu
coffee crushed 6c. yellow 4".
6%
■■

11%
27
'2
19%
154

pfa

& Quincy 91%
Delaware St Hudson CanalOo.lOS
Delaware.I,ackawaua & Wesil45
Denver & Kio (iraiKic. in
fcrie.uew......1344
uo 1st ureter
33%
Illinois Central. 9944
Lake FrieSi West. 13%
Lake Shore.18144
Louis & Nash. *s%
Manhattan Elevated. U7
Mexican Central.
5
Michigan Central.10444
Minn & St, Louis. 12S4a
Minn & St Louis.pf. 80
Missouri lEaciflc. 26 44
New .lersev Central.. 92 44
New YorkCentrai.
109%
New York. Uhicago& St Louis 12
86
do pf
Northern Pacific com. 22%
do
do
pfd. Cl '/a
Northwestern.118
172
Co
pfd.
Ont & Western. 1*44
Keaums. 16%
Rack Island. 85%
St 1 Paul. 88%

(By Telearapn.)

Silver certificates 65%@56_%.

FOP.

FHOM

bantiago.New York. Cienfuegoa!. Mch
Trave.New York. Bremen.Mch

New l'ork Stock audHoney Marger,

at

STEAMSHIPS.

iG DAYS OE

HO

ChlcagoNiuiIlngton

do bfd.

Saw.

10644

95%
10"1

14844
1144
>2%
35
l01

1*44
183

61
10044
6

104%
,2<>
80

2744
( 94 44

112%
124a
63

2444
63%
173

1544
>7%
87%
91%
143

7144
14744
129
10%
63%
6%
16%
162
89

187
100
12.)
39
94
42
3

2644
177
120%

874s

29
29
A urania.New York. .Liverpool. Mch 29
St Paul .New York. .So’ampton..Mch 30
Germanic
.New York.. Liverpool ..Mali 30
Southwark..... New York. .Antwerp ...Mch 30
Bourgoyne.New York. Havre.Mch 30
Laurentian —Portland
Liverpool ..Mch 30
Mch 31
Bremen.New York. Bremen
Lambert Point Portland. .London.Apl 1
Massachusetts. New York.. London.Apl 2
Altai.New York. Kingston.&c Apl 2
Madlana.New York.. Barbadoesi...Apl 2
Umbria.New York.. Liverpool.. .Apl 2
Werkendam .New York. .Amsterdam!.Apl 2
Ems.New York. .Genoa.Apl 2
IL.vel.New York.. Bremen.Apl 5
Gibers.New York. P’rmunbuco Apl 5
Caracas.New' York..Laeuayra
Apl 5
Scotsman.Portland.. .Liverpool ...Apl 9
St Lonis.New York.. So’ampton.. Apl 6
Teutonic.New York.. Liverpool
Apl 6
Noordland.New York. Antwerp
.Apl 0
Aug Victoria. ..New York. Hamburg.... Apl 7
F der Grosse.. Now York.. Bremen.Apl 7
Liverpool... Apl 9
Parisian.Portland
Brotecne. New York. Havre.Apl 9
Manitoba.New York..London.Apl 9
Rotterdam. ..New York. .Rotterdam...Apl 9
Lucania.New York..Liverpool.. .Apl 9
Furnesla
JNew York..Glasgow]]....Apl 9
Holstein.New York. .Hayii, &c .Apl 12
Kaiser W de G New York. .Bremen.Apl 12
Paris.New York. .So’amptonj..,Apl 13
Britannic.New York. .Liverpool. ..Apl 13
Friesland
New York. .Antwerp.
.Apl 13
Merida.New York. .Montevideo Apl 15
Labrador.Portland.. .Liverpool.... Apl 16
Alexandria_New York. .London.Apl 16
Obdam.New York.. Rotterdam.. Apl 16
Pretoria).New York. Hamburg .Apl 16
Gascogne.New York.. Havre.Apl 16
Etruria.New York. .Liverpool .Apl 16
Niagara.New York. .Cienfuegos ..Apl 16
Saratoga.New York. .Havana .Apl 16
Tjomo.New York. Demerara ...Apl 19
.NewYork. .Laguayra ....Apl 19
Venezuela
...

—

...

BOSTON.“Mch. 30. 1898—The following are
to-day's quotations of Provisions, etc.:
Spring patents. 6 3036 90.
9prlng, ciearlaua straight. 4 S0a5 50
Winter patents. 6 25@5 06.
Winter, clear and straight, * 40Si5 35
Extra and Seconds 00.
Fine and Sopers —.

,.BERING.

April

1 to

July

from

evenings

open

5.

|
king

JOHN P. LOVELL M C0„
180-182 middles*.
W. H. CHASE, Manager.
<I4t

mar30

—.

Reliable: Wheels!
We have sold wheels for years and are
still selling the same lines.
WHV1 Because they are reliable.

Highest quality. Solid guarantee.
$50 and $75
Remington,

$50

Forest City,

$40

Falmouth,
Portland,
Portland Jr., (Juvenile)

d'^ign

$35
§30 efforts of the

Jobbers of Bicycles, Bicycle Sundries
and General Sporting Goods.

B. DAVIS

ARMS

CO,

193 MIDDLE STREET.
mar28

dtf

The annual session of the Grand Lodge
of Maine, N. E. O. P.. will be held with
the Westbrook lodge Tuesday, April 5.
On Monday evening preceding the com
mittee have arranged for a grand public
entertainment at Odd Fellows' hall. The
following programme has been prepared
for the occasion, the exercises to comat 8 o'clock:
Mandolin clnt
5. D. Gilberi

Music

Remarks,

Address of welcome,
Hon. K. S.

Raymond, Mayor

Response.

Prof. J. M. Chadwick, Grand Warden
Mandolin chit
Miss Emma Allen
Musical selection,
Edward Merritt
Vocal solo,
H. F. Allen

Music,
Reading,
Address,

Hon. L. P.

Doming, Supreme

Warden

Miss Alice Hutching*
Reading,
H. F. Allen, Ray Puringtor
Duet,
Musical selection,
Edward Merritt
Miss Emma Allen
Reading,
Five minute talk,
By supreme and grand officers
Solo,
Ray Puringtor
Mandolin clul
Music,
Zi
The business meeting and oloction oJ
officers will be held at the session which
takes place on Tuesday the 5th.
Street Commissioner
Skillings if
making some needed repairs on the highways.
Salmon

desirous

of

b

joining a missionary.
'leclded to call it the

Cotton Markets.

.15 Telegraph.

WTIK4T

July.

Mch.

May

83V4

Odmh an.
(. losini............

104

104%
•

82
ladies have
The
r«RN
Helen Clifford
Mch.
Mr. John Bloom r, who was on the
30%
Opening..
28 Vi
30 Vs
has rocov ed from his wounds C!o.kin:.
Maine,
OATS.
received at the tine of the explosion.
Mch.
He was a witness
the board of in23
Opening.
nd has since joined Closing..
22%
quiry at Key
PORK,
another ship for Hav na.
Jan.
The Ladies’ Social !ub of East DeerClosing. ........
iug will present thq rama “A Deestrict
Wednesday’s quotations.
Skule,’’ in Ilisley iall on Friday and
Mch.
July.
Saturday evenings c this week.
82%
opening.
82 Va
Complaints are ; ide by citizens of Cosing.......... ••
East
Deering agai t an open sewer,
July
Mch,
blacksmit shop at that end
near the
O ’eiilne.
>50%
The fart r end of the sewer C losing.........
30%
of the city.
28%

seht|.rship.

May
29

28'%
May
24%
24%

lifore

West^

WESTBROOK.

mence

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADB
Tuesday's auocauons.

125, the same
to be devoted to ie establishment of a
IiJia for a native whD
scholarship in
is

T.

ladiej

Realized

May.
9 40

May
104

103%
May.
2>%
28%

■

|e£ regular meeting

ever
next Tuesday
will be served to the

PROPOSED

A clam supper
nbers.

3k;UILDING

NEW

AT

WOOD. Ties.
a

Mr. Myron E. Moo >0if Deering Centre,
the contractor and gilder, has closed a
the harrow
contract with
heirs
of
Woodfords for the e. ,ion of a two story
wooden structure at lodfords on the site

fishing has begun at the head
Fine salraor formerly occupied
of the Presumpscot river.

:

the old “Wheeler”
i

L’

y a'-

Flint

-10 commo
..........
& Fere Marq.

New Yor.Ti

*iuorwrions

Stocita

and

Bout’s

<By Telegraph.'
The follomg ware to-day’t* closing quotations
of Bonds
Mch 30.
Mch. 29.
j21
New 4s, reg
121
do coup,
♦’»
reg.109
New!
Ill
New 4% Jcoup c.......
Denver & it. Q. 1st.JIOSVj
Erie gen 4*. 70%
..

Mo.Ilau, & Texas 2ds..»»..

•.

59 Vs

market to-imv
6 3-16; do guli

NKW YORK—Tile
closed quiet; middling uplands
at 6 7-1 tie; sales 400 bales.
CHAltl.KSTC N—The cotton market to-day
was steadv; Middling 5 9- 16c. S
GALVESTON—Cotton market today was
steady; undoing 5 11-163.
MEMPHIS—Tlio Cotton market to-dav was
steady; middlings BVhc.
N KW ORLEA NS—The riot'on market to-oay
was Arm; middling 5 9-18c.
MOBILE—The Cotton market to-day was
steady; middling 53/aC.
SAVANNAH—The Cotton market to-day WHS
quiet; middling 5 9-16i'.
1 uropeail Markets.
Bv Telegraph.

LONDON. Mch. 80. 1898.—Consols closed at

13i
u
became
clogged
when the piling
Mch.
Mav.
July.
for the draw bridge was driven some
23
26
opening....
months ago, and evei nee the sewer lias Closing..
-23
26
..
rout
been emptying in the
unity of the shop.
May.
The members of
,ge 3, Morrills cor9 47
Onening......»
ner are to hold a gn. l
9 4q
ball on Tuesday Closing.
12
Red Men’s hall,
evening, April
Boston sroc* MarKeu
i stations to attend
Morrill’s corner.
Tha following were a the
closing c no rahave been extended he members of the tions of stocks at Boston;
Mexican
Central -is...
other companies of t
lepartinont’ and Atcliison, Top. & SantajFe. It, new. 11 Vs
163
ind in uniform. Boston & Maine.
they are requested to
dopfd
Special cars will g the hall at the Maine Centra!.
127
close of the dance for
accommodation Onion Pacific pfd...,.53%
Bell
......
.249Vs
American
of the Woodfords and
tiand friends.
American
Sugar, .common...119%
The mombers of 1 to a, Morrill’s cor- Sugar, ;uid.. *...
Mass, pfa...
Cen
to hold t1
are

ner,

MCH. 30, 1898

Cotton

122
122 Vi
109

112Va
10SV2
71V3
01

111 3-16 for money and 111 7-16 for account.
I.IVERPOOL.Mcli. 30, 1808.—Cotton market
is steadv—American middling at 3‘ad. sales
12,000 bales, including 500 bales tor speculation and export.

How to Look Coocl.
really more than skin
deep, depending entirely on a healthy
Good looks

aro

condition of all the vital organs. If the
bilious
liver be inactive, you have a
look; If your stomach bo disordered, you
have a dyspeptic Joolt; if your kidneys
bo affected, you have a pinched look.
Secure good health, and you will surely
have good looks. “Electric Bitters” is
Tonic. Acts
Alternative and
a good
directly on the stomach, iiver and kidtlio
cures
blood,
pimples,
neys. Purifies
blotches and boils, and gives a good complexion. Every bottle guaranteed. Sold
at] H.'P. S. Goold’s Drug Store. 50 cents
per bottle.

Buckien’s

Arnica Saive.

Lambert's Point 7000 tons. Apr, 1.
Aunanitnlti, 7000 tons. April 8
7000 tons. April li>
Cervoua,
Anil weekly thereafter.

Special attention given to the carriage of
Cheese, Butter, Apples and Perishable Cargo.
For all information apply to

*•

*•

‘*

....

...

Portland and Boothbay Steamaoai Co

....

iN'lfTVYS

MARINE

ALLAN LINE

EAST.

Arrived.
Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. m. Tuesdays
Liverpool ami Portland,
Steamship Manhattan, Bennett, New fork— for Boothbay Harbor, South Bristol, East
From
From
passengers and mdse to J B Coyle.
and
Boothbay
Petnaquid.
Portland.
Liverpool Steamship
Steamer Salaela, Oliver, Bootlibay Harbor and
Leave Portland Thursdays at 7 a, m. for

South Bristol and

from Philadelphia.
Son B W Mosse, Newbury, Boston, to
for New York.
Soli Lucy Bell, Martin, Boston.
Sell Eagle, Eaton, Boston.
Sell Delaware, Black, Boston.
Sell Onward, Atwood, Boston.
Sell M J Sewell, Ileal, Jouesport.
Sen Bernio & Bessie, Over, Prospect

load ice

Steamship Laurentian, (Br)Brown,Liverpool,
II & A Allan.
Sch Lydia M Deesing, Swain, Kennebec and
Washington—J S Winslow & Co.
Sell Celina, Murray, Kennebec and Washing011—J S Winslow & Co.
Sell Lula, Allen, Millbridge—J H Blake.
SAILED—Schs J S Winslow, Alicia B Crosby,
and steamer Laurenriau.
correspondents.

BOOTIIBAY HARBOR, March 30—Sid, schs
fmlMillbridge for New York; Mary George.
John, NB, lor Salem; II H Havey, do for do;
Silver Spray, and Josenhlue, do for Boston;
J B Martin, do for do; Frank G Rich, Rockland

joe

St

for Boston.
EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
Ar at Manchester

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

Harbor.

Cleared.

our

AJjrrij&LA iiAEr-. maiiauer

niarzfcaii

10 Man
12 Mar.
24 Mar.
26 Mar.
7 April.
14 April.

26 Mar.
30 Mar.
0 April
13 April
23 April

Californian,

Laurentian,

I

Parisian,
Carthaginian,
Numidian.

California._26 April

only.

Sell Napoleon. Rice, Prospect Harbor.

from

Boothbay HarDor. South Bristol, East Boothbay and Damariscotta.
Leave Portland Saturdays at 7 a. m. for
Boothbay Harbor, South Bristol’ and East
Boothbay.

Laurentian carries cabin passengers only.
Carthaginian carries second cabin passengers

30th, steamer Coringa, fm

Buckspon.

Janeiro Mch 24. barque St Lucie,
New York,
Thomas Mch 26. sch Grace Davis,
Dodge. Kockport.
Sid till Point-a-Pitre Mich 25, sch Henry Lippett, Gardiner, Charleston.
Ar at Rio

McLaughlin.
Ar at St

Notice to Mariners.

Wednesday and Saturday.

From Boston every

Philatophii every Wednesday and
Saturday.

From

From Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
InPine street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
surance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
F’relghts for the West by the Penn. R. R. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of

commission.
Round Trip $18.00.
Passage $10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 89 State St.. Flake Building, Boston,

The Saloons aud Staterooms are in the central part, where least motion is felt. Electricity is used for lighting tlie ships throughout, the lights being at the command of the
passengers at any hour of the uiglit. Music
deck.

by

The
steam.

Saloons and staterooms

are

heated

A reBates o! passage $52.50 to'$70.G0.
duction is made on Bound Trip Tickets.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London and
$34.00 and $50.25; return,
Londonderry,
*66.75 and $69.00.
Steerage—To Liverpool, London. Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderry, including every requisite for the voyage .f 22.50 and 323.60.
For tickets or further iuformatloo apply to
T. F. McGOWAN. 418 Congress St.. J. B.
KEATING. 6lVi Exchange St., CHAS. ASHTON. 93iA Congress St., U. & A. ALAN, Montreal, 92 stalest- Boston, and 1 India
St, Portland.HySldtt

Mass.oct22dtf

STEAMERS.

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.

HARPS WELL STEAMBOAT CO.

New York Direct Line.

Beginning April 1st 1898, steamer Aucoclswill leave Portland Pier, Portland, daily, SunLONG ISLAND
days excepted, as follows:
PER
WEEK.
For Long and Chebeague Islands, Harpswell,
THREE TRIPS
Bailey’s and Orr's Island. 2.39 p. m.
Steamships Manhattan and John JEnglis For
Clift Island, Mondays, Wednesdays and
alternately leave Franklin wharf Tuesdays.
Fridays, 2.30 p. m.
New
Thursdays and Saturdays at 6 p. m., for
Portland-Leave Orr’s Island, by
York direct. Returning. Heave Pier M, East Return for
way of above landings, 7.00 a, m. Arrive PortRiver. Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays at
9.30
a. in.
land,
6 d. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS. Gen’l Mgr.
These steamers are superbly fitted and furnished for passenger travel and afford the most
convenient and comfortable route between

SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.

co

R-

R.

In effect Oct. 4th, 1897.
Station, for Scarboro
Trains leave Union
Crossing, 10.00 a. m.. 5.15. 6.20 D.m.; Scarboro 31e&cfc, riue Point, 7.00, 1C.00 a. TO.. 3.80,
6.15, 6.20 p. m.; Old Orchard. Saco, Bid*
3.30.
deford. 7.00. 8.40, 10.00 a. m., 12,45,
6.15, 6.20 p. ip..; Kennsbunk. 7.00. 8.40 &. ni.,
12.45.3.30. 5.15,0.20p. m«; Kenn«bu**kport,
7.00. 8.4o. a. in.. 12.45, 3.S0, 5.1 o p. m.;
Wells Beach 7.00.8.40 a. in.. 3.30. 6.15 p. TO.;
North Berwick, Soinerswortli, Dover,T 4.05,
12.45. 3.30, 5.15d. ID.:
7.00, 8.40 a, in.,
Rochester. 7.00, 8.40a. m.. 12.45, 3.S0 p. m.:
12.45,
Farminptcn, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. TO.
3.30 p, m.; Northern Div., Lakeport, Laconia. Plymouth, 8.4() a. TO.. 12.45 p.ni«;
Worcester, via Somers worth* 7.00 a. m .;
Concord, via
Rockingham
Manchester,
3.30
to.;
7.00 a. in..
p.
Junction,
Junction, Exeter* HaverRockingham
hill. Lawrence, Lowell, Boston. UtLOB,
to..
18.40 a.
t7.00,
§12.45, 3.30 p. m.
Arrive in Boston 7.26, 10.16 a m., 12.50*
Boston for Portin.
b.
Leave
4.22, 7.25.
land, 6.59. 7,30. 8.00. 8.30 a. TO., 1.00, 4.15.
Arrive
10.13S 11.00 a.
m.
Portland,
p.
m., 12.00, 12.20, 5.00, 8.00 p. m.
:> 13 N DAY TKAINS.
Scarboro
Beach, Pino Point, Old Orchard, Saco, Bin deford, Kennebunk, Wells
Beach, 12.55. 4.30 p. m.; North Berwick,
Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston. 4.05 a. m.. 12.65, 4.30 p. TO. Arrive Boston, 7.25 a. m.. 5.28, 8.45 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland 3.45 a. m., arrive Portland 7.10 a. m.
v

EASTERN DIVISION

Way Stations, 9 a. TO.; Biddefo'd,
Portsmouth, Newburyporr, Salem, Lynn,
"12.00, t9.00 a. m., 51.00, t6.10
Boston,
Arrive in Boston, 6.57 a. m., 12.50.
9. m.
in.
Leave
for
Boston,
4.16, 9.25 P.
7.00,
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m.. 12.30,
Arrive Portland, 11.60 .a. m., 12.15.
p. m.
4.30. 10.20p.m.
For

SUNDAY TRAINS.
Portsmouth.
Newbury*
Biddeford.
port Salem. Lynn, Boston. 2.00 a. TO.. 1.00
p. m. Arrive in Boston, 6.67 a. m.. 4.15 p. m.
Leave Boston for Portland, 9.00 a. m„ 7.00
10.80
Arrive, in Portland, 12.25.
p. m,
p.

m.

tConnects with Kail Lines for New York,
South and West.
Daily except Monday.
^Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
Through tickets to all points for sale at Union
Station.
D. J. FLANDERS, G. P. & T. A.. Boston.
GEO. H. THOMPSON. Ticket Agent, Portland.

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
Ir. effect Nov. 14. lSir.
Trains leave Portland as follows:
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath. Bocklan t,
Augusta. Waterville. Skowhegan, LisbOD Falls,
Lewiston via Brunswick, Belfast, Bangor and

Lucksport.

8.30 a. m. For Danville Jo. fPoland Springs,)
Falls.
LowMechanic
Falls. Kumford
iston, Wlnthrop. Oakland, Beadtteld. Waterville, Livermore Falls, Farmington and PhilUm.
11.10 a. in. for Gray, New Gloucester, Dan-

vilift .Tunc. Auburn and Lewiston.
11Aim. m. Exprer.s tor Brunswick,

Bath, Au-

gusta, Waterville. nttsfield. Bangor. Bucksporr,
Bar Harbor.lGreenville and Aroostook County,

via
B. & A. B. B. for Houlton. Woodstock.
St. Stephen, and St Andrews, via Vaneaboro
and St. John.
1.10 p. m. Mechanic Falls, Eumford Falls,
Berms, Danville Jc.. Lawiston, Livermore Falls,
Farmington. Kingiield. Carrabasset, Phillips
and Baugeley, Winthrop, Oakland, Bingham
Waterville and Skowhegan.
Au
I. 18 D. m. For Freeport. Brunswick.
Bockland and
gusta.' Bath.
Boothbay.
on
Knox
and
the
all
stations
Lincoln division, Waterville, Skowhegan, Bet
fast, HarUand, Dover and Foxeroft, Greenville, Bangor, Oldtown and Mattawamkeag.
5.10 p.
For Brunswick. Bath. Lisbon
m.
Gardiner,
Falls, Blchmond,
Augusta and
W atervillo
Danville
5.15 p. m. For New
Gloucester,
Junction. (Poland Springs), Mechanic Falls,
Auburn and Lewiston.
II. 00 p. m. Night Express, every night, for
Brunswick, Bath, Lewiston. Augusta, W aterville, Bangor, Moosehead Lake Aroostook
county via Old Town. Bar Harbor, Bucksport
St. Stephen. St Andrews. St John and
Aroostook County via Vaneeboro, HaUfax and
the Provinces. The Saturday night train does
not run to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxeroft
or beyond
Sleeping cars to St John.
Bangor.
White Mountain Division.

Office on the Lighthouse Inspector, 1
>
First District.
Portland. Me.. March 30, 18S9. )
Notice is hereby given that tlio following Portland and New York.
new buoys have been established in the SheepFare, one way, $4.00; round trip, $6.00.
Merchants’ and Buyers’ round trip tickets,
scot River, Maine, viz;
red
established
No
under regulations of Merchants Association of
Cat Ledges Buoy,
0,
spar,
in 30 feet ar. mean low water. Bearings of pro- N. Y.,only $5.00.
J. F. L1SCOMB. General Agent,
minent objects,—Hendricks Head Ltglithousa,
j. B. COYLE. Treasurer.oct4dtf
N by K 5-8 E. South tangent Lower Mark Isl-

For Bridgton. Fabyans. Burlington
Lancaster. Quebec, St Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west
3.30 p. m. For Sebago Lake. Cormsh.Fryeburg,
Bridgton. North Conway. Fabyans, Lancaster.
Lunenmirg, st Johnsbury. Newport, Sherbrook, Montreal and Toronto.

and. S K.
Barter Island buoy, No 2VS, a red spar, estabilshed.ln 30 feet at mean low water. Bearings
of prominent objects.—South tangent Barters
Is aim. E S E .1-4 K. West tangent Barters Islam], N by E 3-8 E.
Cloughs 1 obit buoy. No 6Vj. a black spar, estahhshed in 3b feet at mean low water. Bearings of prominent objehts.-S W tangent Davis
Island, N by W. Birch Point, N W by W.
Middle Ground buoy. No 8. a red spar, established In 3u feet at mean low water. Bearings
of prominent objects,—South end of Davis
Island. S E 1-4 E. Seal Ruck. S by W 3-4 W.
By order of tl.e Light House Board,
Thomas Perry,
Commander, U. S. N.
H. Dlst.
msDector 1st.

Paper train for Brunswick, Augusta, Waterville and Bangor.
Train for Brunswick, Lewiston,
12.60 p. m.
Bath. Augusta. Waterville, and Bangor.
11.00 p. m. Night Express with sleeping ears
for all points.

Memoranda

_

..

LONDON j_ DIRECT.
S. S.
S. !S.
S. S.

....

<jonary

l\ J

PORTLAND

~DoinnoNlSl

..

...

encopUered

I

T I! O M SO A 1.1 A' E. Boston 8& EVlaine

..

Tug Carbouero. towing barge Henry Clay,

Chicago Live Stock Market.
Exports.
CHICAGO, Mch. SO. 1893.—Cattle—receipts
LIVERPOOL. ENG. Steamship Laurentian—
3 90-14 25 for
the emplo 0f the company, in complet- 24.061 Dusb wheat 31,9h7 do peas 6111 pcs of 12.000; well maintained: beef
5 00®o 40 for cheese to prime; Stockmanle blocks 44 bdl leather 22,688 do sliooks common;
ing the si yey of the road at that point.
3
65.
ers
and
feeders
8604
A delei ,tion of the members of the 4 cs leather 1400 cs canned goods 2 plcgs sunHoes—receipts 24,000: fatrlv active at 3 65(a
dries 144 sacks peas 4017 do flour 2009 boxe3
3 90.
Presumps it Valley lodge, K. of P., left cheese 207
171 3 75 for common; prime heavy
butt?r 4298 bids
pples
pkgs
Westbrook .at evening on a speolal car boxes ham 10b
Sheep—receipts 16,000;lambs 4 50@5 10.
pkgs hardware 275 cattle 4700
for Portia r en route
to
Kniglitville sacks flour 60u do oatmeal 623 p;s lumber 672
Domestic Mamets.
wheie the; ‘naid a fraternal visit to Cum- bdis pulp 868 bales cottou 100 cattle.
berland lo e.
The third degree team of
(By Telegrapm
Mch 30, 1898.
Portland Waoisrsis Alariv
Presumpsi ?. lodge worked the third deFlour market—receipts
NEW
YORK—The
thi
for
the Knightville
\eneflt of
PORTLAND. Mc!l.;30.
gree
6.401 bblsi sales 101.500
exports
bbls;
25,453
lodge.
The following are todys’ wholesale pricei of
$
packages; dull, steady
The King Daughters connected with Provisions. Groceriesicte
Rve steadier—No 2 Western at 574i@58cfo
the West Ei SCongregational ohurch will
Grata.
Flour.
b afloat to arrive.
meet with 1
H. T. Boynton, Brackett Sui erflne 4r
Corn car
39g40
Fiour quotations—oity mills patents at 5 75®
do bag lots .... 42 6 00; winter patents 4 80@6 26 :clty mills clears
street at 2.. tihls atfernoon.
tow trraoes.4 00S4 25
Meal bag lots
&40 at 5 60.05 «6; winter straits 4 65(04 70; Minn,
Spring Wneat baners.ci ana sto I05i510 Oats, ear lots
36®36 pats 6 1006 40: winter extras 3 70(04 10:Minn
Oats, bag lots
1 atent true
®37 bakers 4 3504 65; winter low grades at 2 90@
Wneat... 5 80®5 90 Cotton Sees.
3 00.
ear lots. 00 00®23 00
,vi ton. str’ guv
Wheat—receipts 64,750 bush: exports 79,968
bag lots OOOOS24 00 bush: sales 2,056.000 h' Sh; futures 5.000 push
roher.... 6 86®6 60
win
1 O IflK V fl H«o1f9<(
emTuesday e
Mr.
Edwin
spot;
spot weak; No 2 Red 1 0044 fob afloat to
Tyler,
jng
car low. 16 60@17 CO
'tLouis st’ffi
arrive; No 1 Northern New York at 10444 1
5 3636 60
ployed at tt p. o. Bailey carriage paint roller...
bag lotsl7 00@18 00 o b
to arrive; No 1 hard Manitoba 1 09 f
aftoat
clear do. .6 20@6 36 Middling 31G60@17 60 o b afloat.
shop at Morr 1&S corner, was attacked by
bag eta. .*17*18 00
unt’r wheat
105,300 bush; exports 48,261
Corn—receipts
a muskrat,
hfcr his residence. Mr. Typatents.. 6 6586 80 Mixed feed.... 17 60 bush; sales 180,000 bush; futures 146,000 bus
flu.
Cofte*.
ler is a mus.
and evenings qnite frespot; spot easy; No 2 at 366c 1 o b afloat.
(Buying* selling price) Rio,roasted
11@15
expons 690
Oats—receipts 81,600 busli:
Java&Moclia do26*2S
quently playi (n an orchestra for dances. Cog—Large
bu; sales 120.000 bush; futures 00,000 bush
molasses.
Shore
....*
76@600
3 at 29»/4c;
No
No
2
Tuesday eve£uhg he had been in attenat‘30c;
spot firmer;
small do. .2 00@3 60 Porto Bioo.26@80 spot;
No 2 white 3244c; No 3 white —; track white
dance upon ti
dance at Red Men's hall, Pollock ... .2 2683 50 BarDadoes.
.26*10 32038c.
and was rett
home shortly after 12 Haddock... 1 768,200 Fanoy_... .30@S3
Beef firm; family —; city extra India Mess
Tea.
Hake.2 00*2 25
when he
Mr. Herring, dox
the muskrat.
Amoys.16®20
steady: Western steam 6 26 nominal.
Lard
Bcalea....
9@14e Congous.ie@60
Parsons on Monday
Tyler, as
Pork easv: mess
Mackerel, oi
Japan.18836
very firm: Western creamy 16@l94-i:
HButter
mao4
evening,
Hnora ls»22 00@$2f: Formoso...22*60
^matters interesting for
factory I2(0l44'sc; Elgms 194ic: 3tate dairy 14
Hbore 28 318 008821
Sugar.
the muskrat wh
There is a
t he killed.
crem lE-gmc.
®18%e;do
62 15
Largo Bs
$13@J 16 StandardGran
Cheese dull— argo white 7 Vic; small white
i these muskrats in and
FroCQce
Ex efine duality 62 16
large colony
844c.
Sept
*84
around the pon ( at Evergreen oemetery Capo Cranberries
ikxtrac.
Eggs steady; State and Penn at 104i@Llc;
crate.
3 60*3 50|Yeliow Extra C....4B/s
Western flesh at 1044c.
and at the rear
thej car bouse at Mor- Maine.
O OOj
Seed
Tallow dull.
Pea Beans.1 30@i 40; Timothy.
3 66@3 76
rills corner.
,ey are also very thiok
Petroleum dull.
Yellow Eves.l 56*1 GDiOloYor.West, 3Mi@9
Rosin steady.
at Allen’s corne
do
N. t. 9V4®10
Cal Pea_1 65ffil 60
Spirits TurpDenttno firm.
The committt >p the ladies circle con- IrlshPotat's.Dus«6@95 Alslke,
uKglOVa
Molasses steady.
Red lop.
do, box
m
16@17
nected with Rcj ;ame«cook tribe of Red
Freights steady.
Provlileas.
Sweer.sJersey376@4 00
CHICAGO—Cash
Porkquotations;
oo Noriolk 0 00to
Men, through ti ilr chairman Mrs. F. H.
Flour qule
13 60
beavybicks
do Vineland,4 60@io
Gardner, have
arranged for something onions. Egpso oo@o on medium la 00@12 50
Wheat—No 2 spring 90@9344c; No3 do —;
snort cut and
No2 Red t 0144(01 024-4. Com—No 2 at 28%e.
do Natives 2 60@2 75
new and novc En the way of a musical
clear
Oats—No2 at 25o; No 2 white 29440029% :
Chickens....
$13@13 60
10@12
entertainment
be given on Saturday Turkevs. Wes. 13@i6e
Beef—light..9 2 09 76 No 3 White at 27% 52-44c;No 2 rye at«9%c:
10
in
No
2 Bariev —c• No 1 Flaxseed at 1 16; Prime
con
heavy,..
5o@U Od
evening
;tioc with the supper Northern ao.. ..158117
BmestsVhoa 6 76®
8@9
Fowls...
Timothy seed at 2 8002 85. Mess pork at 9 40
and social to 1
eld in Red Men’s hall.
tes
ana
oara.
Apples.
@9 46. Lard at 4 96 54 9746 ; short rib sides
u
number t
A
Y» bbl.mue 6 &eV* at 4 85@5 1244. Dry salted meats—shoulders
ie members of the La- Eating apnl’s3 50@4 50
common
do
444 (04% ; short clear sides at 5 23015 4(>.
$2@3 00 doeom’nd. 4%®6
dies’ Foreign 1
society connectButter firm cremry I3@1844c; dairy 104b®
Baldwins 3 6004 00 BaUs.combd 6Viffl6V4
Cle
16c. Cheese quiet 80844 c. Eggs steady jfresn
ed with the
si® 10Mo
pails, pure Wt@7
Memorial church, met Evap»tt>
Lemons.
pureilt
o.
at
8A4@8Vi
i week at the home of
one
evening t
2 7503 50 Qams....
Messina
9
@9Va
Receipts—Flour. 35.000 bbls; wheat 100,000
Oranges.
docev'rd
their pastor,
J. R. Clifford, Pleasbus; corn 279,OnO bush; oats 319.000 bush;
4 00@4 50
OH.
Florida
rye‘8.000 hush; barley 43.000 hush.
T
ant
street.
3 76@4 00 Kerosenel20ts
8V2
j| ladies have recently Jamaica
Shipments—Flour 44,000 bblsjwlieal 309,000
3
25
8
Ligorna.
a
Vs
bush ; corn 89,000 bush; oats 177,000 bush;
hatliome blue and white Caliiornia, 2 00@3 00 Centennial.
completed
do Seedlngs
8Vs
60®3
10,000 bush;barlcy lu.OoO bush.
rye
and construction.
quilt of novel
Pratt's Asuai ..J0V3
Rggs.
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat —March 9544 c ;May
©12 In half bhls le extra
cor jbuted to and helped Eastern extra..
Eaoh lady
9 14,094 l4c; July at 9144 : No 1 hard 974-4 0;
Fresh Western..
Raisins.
@11
•
make the
quil and eaoh one gave so Held.
Musctl.60 lb bxs6@6Va No 1 Northern at 9.44c.
MINNEAPOLIS—Flour—first patents 4 80@
London
Rutter.
764M0C
lay’rll
much money
they put a square Creamery.lncy..18*20
6 00; second patents 4 65.54 75; first clears at
Coal.
into the quilt. -yJLt the meeting at the GlltEuee Vr’mt. @18
3 7003 90: second clears at 2 70u.2 80.
Retail—delivered.
Cumberland 000® 4 50
TOLEDO—Wheat—No 2 cash 9544c; May at
pastor’s house as As. Clifford was busi- Choice.
ttoti 60 9544C.
Chestnut^,.
Cheese.
refreshments
for
ly engaged
prep |ng
800
N. F, terry 9
Franzilm...
@10
Corn—No 2 mixed at SOc.
to 10
Lehigh....
@6 00
Oats dull—No 2 mixed 26440.
the guests, the la3< « unpacked the quilt, Vermont... 9
4 00
Fea..
bag#.11 Vs @12
Rve—No 2 at 614ac.
the making of wh. j had been kept secret
Cloverseed—prime cash —.
Grain Quotation®.
to Mrs. Clifford ; p to that time. The

RAILROADS*

STEAMSHIPS.

Tin EGBERT REFORD GO., Limited/

Foreign Fort*-

..

j scasset
Steamer Enterprise, Race,
East Boothbav.

FLOUR.

OCEAN

Hong Kong Feb 19, slnp R R Thomas,
Commercial St., Portland, Me.
Blancharu, tor Manila and United States.
slil
sept23
At at Port Pirie about Alch 11, ship John C
Potter. Aleycr. Salmon Bay.
Passed Anjer Feb 20, barque Gerard C Tobey
C Tobey, Shurtleff, Kong Kong for New York.
Passed Cane Agulhas Feb 20, barque St Katharine, Matthews, Shanghai for Baltimore.
Royal Mail Steamers—Liverpool SerAr at Pernambuco Alch 29, brig C C Sweeney,
vice.
Miller. Savannah.
From
From
Sid fm Deinarars Alch 4lli, sch A It Keene,
Portland.
Steamers.
Liverpool.
Keene. New York.
Labrador, Sat. 12 Mar., 1 p. m.
At Demerara Alch 17, sehs John F Kranz, Tliur. 24 Feb.
i:>
j>. m.
3Mar., Vancouver.
AlcDonald, from Norfolk, ar 5th; Jennie F Wil*•
17
31 Mar. 1 p. in.
Scotsman,
ley. Bulger, from Wilmington.
1
16
A
31
Labrador.
p. m.
pr.
Ar at St Thomas Alch 29, sch Ida C Southard,
Blake. Philadelphia.
Bo^toss Service.
Cld at St John. NB, 30th, sch Hattie E King.
TO LIVERPOOL VIA. QUEENSTOWN.
Johnson, New York,
Sat.
R. M. S. CANADA. MARCH 26.
noon.
R, M. S, CANADA, APRIL 30. 4.00 p m. hat
Spoken.
RATES OF PASSAGE.
ion
IS
Jan 28. lat 36 S.
W, (ship May Flint,
First Cabin, $50.00 and upwards.
Return
Nichols, from Rliiladiiipiila for Hiogn.
$ieo and upwards according to steamer and accommodations.
STEAMERS.
second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, Londonderry and Queenstown, $34 to $42.50. Return $66.75 and $78.40, -according to steamer
and accommodations.
Steerage, to Liverpool, London. London,
MARCH 31.
derry, Glasgow, Queenstown and BelfastMINIATURE ALMANAC
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
50 and $25.50 according to sterner.
$22
30
5
Sun rises. 5 281H1 , water (STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves as folwaiei
Apply to J. B. Keating, 51 1-2 Exchange
Sun sets. 6 09 lilgU
l-6 08 lows:
T. P. McGowan, 418 Congress street, J.
street,
00
Moon sets. 2 071 Height.0 0—
GOING WEST.
W. Peterson, 2 Exchange street, or David TorEAST BOOTHBAY for PORTLAND, Mon- rance & Co., general agents, foot of India
street.
days at 7.16 a. m.. touching at
dec28dtf
South Bristol, and Boothbay Harbor,
0
for
PORTLAND,
Wednesdays
PEMAQUID
at 6.00 a. in., touching at above landings.
PORT OF PORTLAND.
DAMARI8COTTA for PORTLAND, Fridays
at 6 a. in., touching at East. Boothbay, South
WEDNESDAY March 30.
Bristol and Boothbay Harbor.
ROYAL MAIL STEAM ring.
At

GOING

Produce slarRet.

Boston

,,

Store

Brooks. Barbados.
SALEM-Ar 29ui. sells Mary Augusta, Iramcfort for New York; Amelia F Cobb, Boston tor
Alt Desert.
Ar 28th, sch Carrie C Ware, St John, NB, for
New York.
Sid 29th, sehs Isaac Orbeton, for Rockport;
Paul Seavey, for Boothbay.
TIIOA1 ASTON, Alch 3—Sid, sch Woodbury
Snow, New York; Adelia Carlton, do.
WINTERPORT—Ar 29th, sell Catalina. McIntyre. Portland.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 30th, sch Edw E
Briery, Newport News for Boston; Alary E
Palmer. Norfolk for do.
Returned, sehs Cumberland, C A Hunt.

..

-lannt*

-WITH US.

Cid 29th, ship KenilSAN FRANCISCO
worth. Bnker, Hilo and New York.
SAVANNAH—Ar 29th, sehs Annie T Bailey,
Gifford, Philadelphia ; Rebecca F Lamdin,

Bath, March 29- The amount of damago to
tug Seguln. which took lire here yesterday, is
estimated at S6.000.
Turks Island, March 29 —Barque Harvard,
Capt Colcord, has been totally wrecked at Grand
Turk. Crew saved. The Harvard had just arrived at Grand Turk from Barbados to load for
Providence. Sue was valued at $io,000 and
was partly Insured lu Boston.

West.

Passed Ilell Gate 28tl), schs Ella Franees,
from New York for Rockland; Laurel, dolor
Boston; Carrie C Mi es. Port Reading for llockInnd.
Passed Ilell Gate 2Stli. sells H E Thompson,
from New York tor Boston; Cliromo. Amboy for
,,

Augusta; Richard Hill, Whitmore, Raritan Elver

for Boston.

..

,,

BOSTON—Ar'29th, sells Harry Messer, Studley, Baltimore; Henry Sutton, Pierce, Pluladel-

Psid 29th, sell

Emma S Briggs, for Frankfort
and Philadelphia; John Twolty, and Wm Cobb,
eastward.
Sid 30th, sebs Jos Eaton, Greens Landing;
Sagamore. anS Geo P Davenport, coal ports.
BE!) NS WICK—Sid 29th, sell Blanche H King,

York.
BALTIMORE—Ar 28tli, sell Annie & Rauben,
Benner. Alexandria.
Sid 2‘Jtii sell John K Souther, Gaiveston.
CEDAR GKOVE—Ar 2Gtli, sell S P Blackman
Ross, Portland.
DAltlliN—Cld 29tb, sell Cactus, IViley, lor
Bennett. New

28th. sells Wesley Ab^ELLSWORTH—Sid
bott Peterson, and Storm Petrel, Bousev, lor

Kenneoy, Hutchins, Steuben, to
load lor New York; Franconia. Young, anti S A
Ulaisdell, Farrell, for Franklin to load for Plilia-

Itondout; J

M

llBFEENANl)INA—Ar

291i. seh D D Haskell,
Eaton, Boston.
GI.OCCFSTRE— Ar 29th. seb Catawamteak,
Meador, Tliomaston lor New York
HYANN1S—Sid 29th, sells Mabel Hooper,
and Thelma, for Boston.
Ar both soli Abenaki, Hoboken for Bath.
JACK SO N V1L LE—Ar 29th, seb Pepe Ramirez, Jordan, Boston.
MOBILE—Cld 29th, sell Abbio C Stubbs,
Whitney. Cardenas.
,,
MACHIAS— Ar 29th. sell G II Perry, Robertson. St John. NR. for Salem.
NEWPORT NEWS—Ar 29tli, sell Carrie S

leave

Saturdays,

and

at

Tues-

7.30

a.

m.;

Popiiam Beach, 9.45 a. m.; Bath, 12.30 p.
111.; Boothbay Harbor, 2.00p. m. Arriving at
IViscassct. about 3.30 p.

in.

tviscasaei
Mondays.
Returning—Leave
at 7.00 a. in.;
Wednesdays and Fridays
Boothbay Harbor. 8.30 a. m.; Bath, 10.30 a.
Arriving at
III.; Pophnm lieaob, 11.30 a. m.
Portland about 2.00 p. 111.
Will touch at Five islands Tuesdays and
Saturdays Going East, and Mondays anil Fridays Going West. Weather permitting.
O. C. OLIVER, President.
marlSdtf
CHAS. R. LEWIS. Treasurer,

PORTUNDand SMALL POINT
STEAMBOAT CO.
On

anu

after January 3rd. 1898.

Steamer

“Percy 17”

CAPT. CHAS. H.

HOWT

Will leave Portland Pier, Portland, at 10.00 a.
Mondays. Wednesdays and Fridays for

m..

'THE LEST SALVE in the world tor
Bruises,
Cuts,
Sores, Ulcers, Salt
Kiieum, Eevef Sores, T’etter, Chapped
Hands, Chilblains, Corns ami all skin
Eruptions and positively cures Piles, or Y'ork.
POET READING—Ar 20th. seh Brigadier,
no pay required. It is guaranteed to give
Hmeklev. New York
perfect satisfaction or money refunded.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar sotli schs Mary Farrow,
Prioe 25 cents per box. For sale by H. P. Boston for Wiscasset; Paul Seavey. do for Banunder Con- gor ; Onward, do lor Belfast; Ada Herbert, CalS. Goold, 677 Congress St.,
ais for do.
gress Squats Hotel.

THE NEW

AND

PALATIAL STKAMBKS

BAY STATE AND PORTLAND,
alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Portland, every Evening at 7 o'clock, arriving in
season for connection with earliest tra.nsfor

points beyond.
Through tickets

for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
India
leave
Wharf, Boston, every
Returning
Evening at 7 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt.
Sept 1. 1897.

Portia d. Wit. Dsser* and Machias Sibt. Co.
Sir. “frank Jones.”
Beginning Friday, April 1st, 18?8, will leave
Portland Tuesdays and Fridays at U p. nu, on
arrival of irain leaving Boston at 7 p. nu. for
Rockland, Bar Harbor, Machiasport and intermediate landings. Beturning leave Machiasport on Mondays and Thursdays at 4 a. in.
Passenger and freight rates tiie lowest, serGEO. F. EVANS,
vice the best.
marlDdtf__General Manager.

Falmouth and Freeport

Steamers.

Lowell's cove, urr. isiunci; carnscove. roor s
Point, East Harpswell; Small Point, Ashtlale
Sebasco. Phippsbursc and Cundy’s Harbor.

On and after March 28, steamers leave PortFalmouth,
land Pier for Mackwurtb’s and
Cousen’s,
Chebeague and Bustin’s Islands, So.
RETURNING—Leave Cundy’s Harbor at
Freeport and Porter's Landing at 3.00 p. in.
7.00 a. m., Tuesdays, Thursdays aud Saturdays,
Return-Leave Falmouth, 8.45 a. in.: leave
touching at all landings.
Cousen’s Island, 7.45 a. in.; leave Chebeague,
For further particulars apply to
a. m.: leave Bustin’s, 7.15 a,, m.; leave So.
135
J. H. MCDONALD,
Freeport, 7.00 a. m.; Porter's Landing. 0-45 a. m.
16s Commercial street,
Telephole 4G-3.
BENJAMIN M. SEAllGRY.
General Manager.
decal__dtf
mar28dtf

Steamship Co.

International
■ —

FOK

muzz

Eastport, Lubec. Ca’ais, St. Jo!i. N.B.,Ha!it2x, N.S-

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton. The
favorite route to Canipobeilo and St. Andrews,
N. B.

Spring Arrangement.
On and after Monday, March 21st. steamer
will leave Portland on Mondays and Thurs-

days at

5.30 p.

m.

Returning leavo St. John and Eastport Tuesdays and Thursdays.
to

p.

ft n ii

ni.

For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
for other information, at Company’s Office,
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street
J. B. COYLE. Gen. Man.
H. P.|C. HERSEY Agent.
marisdtf

PAPElsI

New

Designs
Now

for

1898

Ready.

LORING, SHORT! HARM J
inai'Ocodtf

pitr » nnnrk

u

at

n

ARRIVALS IN

PORTLAND.

From Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans. Bridgton.
8.25 a. m.; Lewiston and Mechanic Falls, 8.30
Waterville and Augusta. 8.35 a. m.;
a. m.;
Bangor, and Augusta daily and week days from
Bockland, 12.23 p. m.; Kingiield. Phillips, Farmington, Bemis. Bumford Falls. Lewiston, 12.30
p. m; Lewision and way stations 3.25 p. m.; St.
John. Bar Harbor. Aroostook County.Moosehead
Lake and Bangor. 6.45 p.m.; Kangeley, Farmington. KumfordFalls, Lewiston, 6.55 p. m.; Chicago
and Montreal and all White Mountain points
8.10 p. m.; daily from Bar Harbor, Bangor,
Bath and Lewiston. 1.40 a. m. daily; Halifax,
St. John. BarHarbor, Waterville and Augusta, 3.50 a. m.. except Mondays.
GEO. F. EVANS. General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A.
X VI lUlllU,

J'UI. XI, J

PoTiland

|.IIUT1.UH

& Rumford Falls

R'y.

Sn Effort Nov. 15, 1897,
DEPARTURES.
From Union Station
Falla. Buckfleld. CanF'alls.
Rumford
ton, Dixfield,
From Union
8.30 a. m. 1.10 and 5.15 n. m.
Station foi'.Meehantc Falls and intermediate
stations.
1.10 train makes close connections at Rumford Falls for Bemis and all stations on K. F.
& R. L. It. R.
Through Tickets on Sale.

8.30 A. M. and 1.10 P. M.
for Poland. Mechanic

R. C. BRADFORD, Tiaflie Manager,
Portland, Maine.
E. 1..

I.OVEJOY, Superintendent,

Rumford Falls. Maine.

jeia dtf

n

I

I
UU:
Custom House Wharf, Portland, Me.
Week dav time table, commencing Sunday
Nov. 28, 1897.
For Forest Citv Landing. Peaks Island.
5.30, 6.40. 8.00. a. 111., 2.15, 6.15 p. m.
For Fonce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.00,
а. 111.,2.15 p. ill.
For Trefethen’a Landing, Little and Great
Diamond Islands 8.00, a. 111., 2.15 p. ill.
All Sunday trips on Casco Bay Steamboas Co.
line discontinued lor the season.
C. W. T. GOD IN G, Gen. Man.
sei>t24dti

llHOUil

Passenger fares of the Brand Tlunk Railway
System between points, both LOCAL and

THROUGH, including fare to ALASKA,
KLONDIKE, the PACIFIC COAST, WINNIPEG, aud the NORTHWEST, as well as ST.
PAUL, and all other competitive points, ars
exactly the samo as other Lines.

Free Colonist
—

Sisepisg Gars

TO-

RAILROADS.

Through tickets issued and baggage checked
destination. !£■" Freight received up to 4.00

WALL

a. m.

Daily Lino, Sundays Excepted.

E Walcott, lteed, Boston.
NORFOLK—Cld 29th, sell Stephen G Loud.
Barton, Savannah.
Cld 29tn. schs Hattie C Luce. Beal, and Annie
I* Chase. Chase. Boston.
NEW LONDON-Ar 30th. U S E steamer L
Woodbury, tor New York,
NOBSKA—passed north until, sebs Sadie C
Stunner, from Brunswick for Boston.
Anchored noth, sebs Mary E Palmer, Haskell,
Norfolk lor Boston; David P Davis, fm Charleston (or Weymouth.
PASCAGOULA—Ar 29th, sch Lena R Storer,
An Extensive Assortment at
Bruce, Colon.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 29th, sells John F Low Prices.
Randall, Crocker. Portsmouth; Loring C Ballard. Hearse, do.
Eslimntes and Good WorkPERTH AMBOY—Ar 28tb, sob Mary E Crosmen Furnished.
by. Cummings, New York.
Ar 20th, sett Ernest T Lee, Rawdin, from New
,,

SUNDAY TRAINS.
7.20

JX'ov,

Franklin Wharf. Portland.

days, Thursdays

..

Hart, Fall River.
Sill 29th sen Geo

after Tuesday.
9th, 1897, the

STEAMER SALAGIA
will

Domestic Ports.

NEW YORK—Ar 29th, schs Horatio L Baker,
from Port Tampa; James B Pace, Garfield, fm
Baltimore; Ethel. Leighton, Greeupert.
fid 20; h
sen Wm C Tanner. Johnson. Kev

nml

a. m.

■

Maine Coast Navigation Co,
On

8.45

PORTLAND & WORCESTER.
rORTLMD & ROCliESTER R. B.
Station Toot o£ treble i»t.
On and after Monday, Oct. 4, 1S97. Passenger
trains will Leave Portland:
P or Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua,
Windliam and Pipping at 7.30 a. in. and 13.35
p.

m.

P'or Manchester, Concord and points North at
7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. in.
Rochester, Kpringvale, Alfred. Waterp'or
boro and Saco River at 7.30 a. in., 12.30 and
б. 35 p.

111.

P’or Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45
5.35 and 6.20 p.
P’or Westbrook,

a.

in.,

12.30, 3.00,

ni.

Climberlainl Mills. We®brook
Junction anti Wocdfortls at 7210, 9.45 a.m.,
12.30, 3.00, 5.35 and 6.20 p. 111.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
at Aver Junction with "Hoosac Tunnel Route”
for the West and at Union Station, Worcester,
for Providence and New York, via ‘‘Providence
Line” for Norwich and New York, via "Norwich Line” with Boston and Albany R. R. for
and with the New York all rail via
the

Westj

frams Arrive

In Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. in., 1.3)
and 6.52 p. in.; from Gorham at 6.40, 8.30 and
10.50 a. 111.. 1.30. 4.16, 5.52 p. ill.
p’or tickets lor all points West and South airply to T. P'. McGILLICUDDY, Ticket Agent.

Portlond, Me.
jessdtf

J. W. PETERS. Supt

-AND-

Canadian Northwest
Shortes
most
and
popQuickest
ular Route,

Lowest

Rates,

en route through principal Canr
cities and Chicago and St. Paul, Minnesota
Dakota.
Our t ree C’dlonist Sleepers
For families and others going west r,
special convenience, and passengers may bn
their own bedding, or may purchase it atco
price at Montreal or Toronto stations. The:

passing

sleeping

cars

will go

through without change

Portland. Me., Montreal and Toronto to WinniFREE COLONIST SLEEPERS will
peg.
leave Portland every Monday at G p. m., and an
additional Free Colonist Sleeper will leav«
Montreal every Tuesday at 10.25 p. m., commencing March 7th.
Passengers for the Klondike and Yukon Gold
Fields wili be accommodated in these Free
Bleepers as tor as Chicago or St. Paul, where
similar sleepers can bo had to the Pacific
Coast.

For tickets, reservation of space in sleepers,
maricdtf
etc., apply to company’s agents.

o"

;

;

A

A

l>VEKXISKMlfiIiX8

lOBAli.

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Owen. Moore & Co.
J. K. Libby Co.
Lines Brothers Co.-2.
City of Fortiami.
Piilsbury’s Flour.
WLiitney, the Grocer.
amusements.
Jefferson Theater.
Tufts College Glee and Mandolin Clubs.

RldllRDS FMBIRS.
Up

flesh

fleet away
harbor was

the wind bound
yesterday morning and the
pretty well cleared out by

breeze

sent

that sailed were
Alicia B. Crosby and J.
the schooners
S. Winslow, the former for a coal port
noon.

o’clock today F. O. Bailey & Co. .twill
the

Among

The

Adjutant
His

these

and the latter for Demararra.
The Grand Trunk sheds were full of
freight j’esterday morning and standing
cars loaded
on the side tranks were 600
with local package freight and grain.
A good many cars of oranges have arrived here from California.
The Mary W. Libby has been brought
down from above the bridge and will be
put in.co dition for summer work.

Genera! Rises

Up l

i

Might

VETOES

PROPOSED

Denies that He Is

blood-purifying
FORMA-

Mrs*

_

pII
S|
®|

||

1
e|

||

I

Bought by the
Government.

1

Cleveland’s baking powder is purchased by the U. S. Government for
the use of families of Army Officers.
This is

a

guarantee

of

quality,

for

Slevelaiid’s

Baking Powder

and found
to be a pure cream of tartar powder
or it would not have been bought
was

officially analyzed

Cloreiand Bakins: Powder Co., New York.

||

|®
|®
f

«

i

|iis
|®

|®

Richards

NEW

APVERTISEKrfENTS.

please

The end of one of my fingers began to
itch and soon there was a collection of
watery blisters under the skin, which
broke and disoharged a watery substance, and the flesh became inflamed
“

and getting better. When I had
taken two bottles of Hood’s Sarsaparilla
and a box of Hood’s Pills I found my
hands getting better. I kept on with

quiet

among the Dress Goods and
There’s i^ore than vocal admiration.

Seems like old tim.
Silks.

>s

And
pleasant
compliYardsticks
and
ments.
Purses are
Scissors and
talking the past few days.
Already hundreds of Dress
and Waist and Skirt patterns have left our counters
for the skillful fingers of
Portland’s Dressmakers.

so much I could not do my housework.
I was given a prescription for salt rheum,
but found it hurt my nursing baby and
I stopped taking it. The disease then

me

around the nails on every one
of my fingers and my suffering was tersaparilla are spread through families. rible. I could not attend to mybutboyI
If the life stream is purified at its and was advised to wean him,
he was puny and
source, or immediately when evidence hesitated about this as
I
of impurity first appears, much suffer- his digestion was poor. At this time
and
ing will be avoided. The beneficent concluded to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla
work of Hood’s Sarsaparilla for young Hood’s Pills. Before I had finished the
I could
women, wives, mothers and little ones first bottle of Hood’s Sarsaparilla
of all ages has won the highest praise, see a difference in my boy; he was more

appeared

Sarsaparilla and my hands continued to improve and now they are perfectly healed. My little boy is strong and
healthy. Hood’s Sarsaparilla has given
My
me strength to do my housework.
husband has taken Hood’s and says it is
Hood’s

Dress
Coods
Spring
School’s begin- No wonder,
for we’ll leave to you to say
whether there was ever
shown in Portland before
Stocks
of Dress Coods,
Silks, the equal in volume
and style of these.

essential in the family as flour.” Mbs.
Prosper Antoine, Box 23, Justus, Pa.
Get Hood’s and only Hood's.

as

_»

fs Sarsaparilla

America’s Greatest Medicine, because it cures when all others fail.

Be

sure

to

get

an ofi year or apples and Statesmanship.
But SilkS '{nore than fill the gap.
Silk Waists to be worn w h Skirts of another material, when tastefully
and political famine.
bined make us forget the po

Hood’s._

for} properly. He thought
propriate of Maine for military
es
should be increased and not

^logical

m

the ap-

he
increased would
crease of the militia.
said that he was very
Gen, Richards
anxious to have a naval division here in
made this statement as
He
Portland.
often as he thought of it. He was not
to a naval division beoause he

opposed

thought it might injure the prestige of
the regular militia. He thought a naval
division was a good thing, but the state
could not

afford

one now,

even

if the

government did furnish all the
necessary equipment, and a monitor to
be used as an armory and headquarters
national

the members of.tlie naval division
and those interested;in it should supply
all else that was needed.
was pointed out to Gen. Richards
It
movement which has been on
that this
foot fo” the organization of a naval di-

Spring Opening in Our Cloak
Department continues all through

Shepherd Checks,
and white,
Japanese Wash

Suits, Costumes, Jackets,
Silk Waists, Skirts, Chil-

Capes,

tional Guard. Gen. Riohards then became
severe and said, in a very decided
very
tone of voice, that he should not discuss
that basis.
question
Strnnge to say the young men who are
interested in this naval division are not
discouraged by the attitude
very much
of
Adjutant General Richards towards
bill is now pending before ConA
it.
the

on

and the Portlandjyoung men are
in hope's that they may come in under
the provisions of this law.
Richards is worrying
Meantime Gen.
about what shall be done with the Monwhen she gets’ito Portland and is
tank
turned over to the state to care for. He
her sent back to
have
to
would like
Philadelphia, but it is not very likely
will make a return voyage so
that she
she once gets here. Gen. Richif
soon
able to prevent the Montauk
be
ards may
being sent to Portland and if heof does
seePortland will Jose an opportunity
ing one of the most historic old-style iron
service.
naval
clads in the

|

of

the

The adjourned annual meeting
Portland Gun club will be hold this evening at 7.30. Business of importance will
Some method
come before the meeting.
of shooting far the coming season will be
decided upon and matters in resard to the
to be held
coming annual tournament,
Fast day, will be discussed.

FALMOUTH

HOTEL AUCTION.

was

expeot any state assistance cleanse lace curtains in a superior manbeyond the acceptance of the offer of ner.
equipment made by the navy departand would be ip all things self
messenger’s Notice.
ment
was now pointed out Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County.
It
maintaining.
Cumberland, ss. March
State of Maine
to him that to be within the provisions
30th, A. D. 1893.
of the state law the Portland naval di- mms is to give notloe that on the 2Gthday
A. D. 1898, a warrant in Insolvision could organize as light artillery X of wasMarch.
issued out of tne Court of Insolvency
vency
and become an unattached command un- for said Couuty of Cumberland, against tba
time as the state legislature estate of
til such
JOHN J. O’NEILL, of Portland,
it as a naval division.
would not

_

should recognize
Insolvent
an
be
to
Debtor,
it was suggested that a adjudged
said
Furthermore
which
Debtor,
of
on
petition
on
bleu
tlie 2Gth
was
Portland naval division might be of great petition
D.
1898.
to
A.
(which
oi
Maroh,
the state at this time in day
assistance to
date interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
furnishing the necessary men to man the
Debtor and the transfer and delivery of any
Montauk which has been ormonitor
property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the creditors of said
dered here.
Debtor to prove their debts and in case there
said
he
was
to
Richards
trying
Gen.
the
authorize
sufficient assets to
are
one
or
asmore
choose
to
run the military affairs of the state on a same
estate,
will
held
his
be
of
signees
said that a naval
He
to
business basis.
be
holden
of
Insolvency
Court
at a
here in Portland would be of at Probate Court Koom. in said Portland, in
division
said County of Cumberland, on the 18th day of
if
no
matter
the
nathe
to
state,
1898, at 10 o'clock in the
expense
April A D.
furnish
all
of
did
the
tional government
my hand the date first above
equipments, the members of it demand written.
C. L. BUCKNAM,
thslr services and furnish
no pay for
Sheriff as Messenger of the Court of
He did not believe1 Deputy
their own uniforms.
Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
jnar31&flni'7
in organizing any naval divisions or more>
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Strinoa

r-r-

75c

Silks—! 5 styles,

29c

shall offer for

popular

a

59c

x

Name any color worth having and you’re

sure

7oc

Cor-

“Her Majesty’s”

Modistes like

sets- Any dressmaker can tell you of the
and poorly constructed Corset. The Corset
worry and trouble cause* by ill-fitting
a
most
important part in the fitting of a dress, and if
p .ys
t e dressmaker has a firm, perfectly shaped Corset like

Her
;U

the

limited time

for a foundation, the
greatly increased.

chances for

Majesty’s”
in

ccess

u

sharp

fitting

are

“Her Majesty’s” Corsets keep

their

shape.

the same after
a re the same one day as another;
jj iey
so
far
as shape is con"
id.onths of usage as when first put on,

our

When dressmakers take measurements

cerned.
a

At $6.75 we show a crisp rustling changeable Taffeta with
$6.75
Spanish flounce, six rows of cording in all the latest shades,

Corset, they

when you
the

can

come

proceed
fitted,

to be

confidence, knowing that
your Corset will be in precisely

you were measured over it.

shape as when

same

show

We will be glad to

full Umbrella Skirt of Changeable Taffeta, corded
$7,50

such

over

with

Corsets to all makers of dresses,
a

their

weave

to find it here.

in the past.

At $7.50

people who

75c and $1.00

conscience into their Silk,

advance in Taftew Silks we
superior make of Silk Taffeta
that
has
made our skirt department so
low prices

Notwithstanding

Black and white; also colored

h

COLORED TAFFI TA.

NEW SPRING

interest to all who have

“Her
as

Majesty’s”
object of special

it is an

it

never seen or worn

flounce and dust ruffle,

(not sugar
CRANULATHjD
1
but) Dress.

Other qualities at $7,75, 8,00 and 9.50.

JL

Goods.
It’s akin

At $10 is our great leader which we claim is unequalled
in
anywhere for quality and price, being made from pure dye Taffeta
and changeable effects, full umbrella style, corded flounce and
dust

rufle—great variety

may-

frocftilrepole, posThe surface
CrepdrJ
weeded.
L

from

sibly
is

$10.00

of shades,

It

armjffre.

to

have evolved

plain

granulated

as

The material ilhr ocd> the light
and full
looming makes il}<firm
The cis.ors are in the

Bayadere. This is a
Poplin Cord, and on
it is woven (looks as though
stitched) zig zag black braid,
cute stuff,
50c
BRAID

NOVELTY
BLACKS.

At

fles, also very handsome effects in plain

The verp

are

very

A new and very stylish Taffeta,
deep accordian plated flojjnces,

At $18.00.

All of the above

--

flTHER

larity.

Frenchy in design, in fine Taffeta, at
$13.00, 14.00. 15.00 and 16.00.
$17.50
latest ‘'bell shaped skirt” in fine Taffeta,

Novelties that

a

come in black at same

Three

Imported

|MRS
IVINUO*

new

prices.

$3.50. 3.75
Umbrella style,
wearexcellent
material
having
Black imported Silk Moreen—a
$4' 75, 5.00
ing qualities,
$3,00
Colored Butler Moreens, made with Spanish flounce,
$3.75
Umbrella style,
effect
of
the
much
The new Chameleon Moreens—having

$2.75.

Taffetas--made with full umbrella ruffles, in all shades,
$3.75
1.75
1.25,
1.50,
$1.00,
Black Cotton Surahs—umbrella styles,

Changeable

qualities

in handsome

at

u<

trig ec

25c. 42c and 50c

mentioned

WHIP COI

'^>S. the

nal ridges are
In others one

iieep

a

In

some

SCOTCH

>f lantom

check.

out is it’s a

design
check,

be

that started

rid

a

A win-

mind.

50C
*b,
vwill like it.

_

viceep it in mind

(By the v
that we are
for the “Co!
1

Chainless is

agent
^ Portland
and a11

Vn’ia”

tbe

The*

utiles.

new

of

perfect lump

satisfaction.
This is

a

season

of Black Dresses.

thousand mi
sun

before y

stock of Blai
Black India
Indi
B ack

soft and

hinds

TheseVould

K°

moro

thau

i|toward the
’H

a

setting

strike such

G°ods

as

a

is here.

29a
viU’ 36 inches,
Twi11- remarkably
ne finish, 45 inch,
^

been

cheap8!”

these prices.

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

Best

American,
English Moreen,

45c
88

inch,

75c and $1.00
Silk Moreen, 24 inch,

SI'Ac

PRUNILLA Plain.

So

high

is

the lustre that
you can almost see your

it.

45

face in

inch, specially cheap

at

$1.00

P,

Scot,

Pope Co.’s

Black,
good
quality, 37%C

$1.50

and lo, it’s h

Wheel

MOREEN.

diago-

’d
J

some

25c

look sharply
snuggled low.
o.aa! pleases you,

he

39 inches wide.
Correct (for petinterticoats,

lining, dress facing, etc., etc.,

and sharp.

—

then changt

BLACK
MOHAIR.

16 st

col

75c

75c

blues, alsd (ans,

Name

five different effects.

The

encore.

i

You’ll have

designs.

$2.00. 2.25, 2.50, 2.75, 3,00
Linen
in
Skirts, $1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 1.75, 2.00, 2.50
Latest styles
75c, $1.00, 1.25,2,00
Chambray Skirts,
Flannelette—umbrella
and
blue
in
striped
pink
Short Petticoats

style with embroidered ruffle,

weightfdi; 75c, fl.OO, 1.50.

for the fine ft

cigar

There

^

I

a

wide.

shapes piled cob-fashion.
are

Jaj

deserves

$18.00

Black Brilliantines,
$2.50, 3.00. 3.25, 3.50, 4.00, 4.50, 5.00
Black Italian Cloth (imported) in handsome styles,
$3.25, 3.50, 3.75, 4.00, 4.50
with Spanish flounce,
made
Best quality black Butler Moreen,

ibe

satiny, 50

very

In one the figure suggests

of popu-

/ave

FRANCE.Is ibis before but
I tit’s a fabric that

made with

Satin d’Chine,
$5.00, 6.00, 7.00, 7.50

I*-’8

nil-

|h<

POPLIN- |Ve

In addition to the Silk Skirts we carry
'arf?e variet7 of ot^er kinds. as follows:—
Black

14

very curl of the!

and all the

Ian,

blues!

new

Spring tints,

$12.00

moreens,

Better

three

with two graduated rufsilk and the new silk

Changeable Taffetas

$12,00.

Prunilla weave,
inches

hanging.

two rows of

PORTLAND GUN CLUB.

—

j^in to crowbar head size.

from

“HER MAJESTY* S.”

the naval reserves
gress to incorporate
of the several states as national natal
reserves

^“*^*

Black Bodice Lining S k—made in Westbrook by

dren’s Dresses and Reefers,

Skirts at the same

mation of a naval division In Portland
and might be a little prejndioed against
it as he feared it might injure the Na-

*■

Black Brocaded Indiaf -many designs,

the week.

running the military affairs of Maine

he was also very firm and steadfast, as an
adjutant general should bs.
Only once did he become vexed and
then it was beoause the person who was
taking with him suggested that he did
not seem to be very anxious for the for-

-*-

j

PETTICOATS.

on

v„inrl*****-! efvrlpc

r>

n

looming.

vision here in Portland had the approval
of many of the oitizens of this oity, was
had even gone so
well underway and
far as to secure 75 young men who were
willing to be enrolled in
anxious and
Gen. Richards replied that he was
it.
business basis and he did not intend to
depart from that method of running it
He was very courteous
to please anyone.
and very
agreeable In his manner, but

ncr«:«4-«

with dots and hyphens of hi £ color thrown upon the surface. Plaids, large broken
bars of color, traversed witl satin Stripes. Brocade figures of surfaces striped in
75c, $1.00, 1.25, 1.50
the

and

a

11

.1.

n

X'aucjriauoia'A/iutfliut/o,

&

purposuntil it
favor the in-

was

com-

Familiarity breeds conte »t among these charming Silks.
We people of the store, i whom the choicest things often seem only so much
without lin_
merchandise—simply to be s (1. We cannot pass this Silk counter,
art.
gering, and caressing these f j tns of the Silk weaving

of the National Guard until
the state had money to care for them. The
policy of the adjutant general’s departof Maine in the past had been to
ment
overrun its
appropriations and have
more oompanies enrolled than conld be
oared

It’s

SILKS.

companies

Persons purchasing carpets at the aucshown that the tion now going on will please notify FosPortland division of the naval reserves ter’s Dye House, 13 Preble street, to call
They will steam
would not ask the state for any of the for them to be beaten.
also
money now alloted to the National Guard, them without extra charge. They
Guard.
Gen.

as

il-

around my finger nail. It kept getting
worse and spread toward the knuckle.
Then I began doctoring for poison, using
carbolic acid for a wash and putting on
poultices. The sore did not get any better,
however, and soon it appeared on the next
finger and continued to spread. It pained

Jealous of the Prestige of

In*

I

way the beneficial
effects of Hood’s Sar-

same

TION OF NAVAL BRIGADE.

o

••»»«®®®®®®®f®«e®©®®®®®®®®®«®£®®®®S®®®®®®®®®#®®a

taint of

its crown
generation to generation the and is another gem in
America’s Greatest Medicine. For
is
blood
transmitted,
impure
read this letter:
lustration,

and in the

sell on the premises at Deering
the National Guard So-called—Says It
No. 25 Alba
valuable estate No. 11 and
AlWill Be an Expense to the State,
fureach,
rooms
7
contain
street Houses
Guaranteed.
Is
water,
the
Ceutrary
Sebago
wood
though
floors,
nace, bath, hard
Steamer St. Croix arrived early yestercemented cellar, lot about 5000 square feet; day forenoon and proceeded soon after en
Until yesterday afternoon the ohanoes
one of the
he
will
This
also has sewerage.
route to Boston.
of
the city of Portland having a division
fine
a
to
season
procure
opportunities of the
The tug Carbonera arrived yesterday of naval militia were extremely bright.
See
suburban residence at your own figure.
towing barge Henry Clay and the schoon- Messrs. Clifford and Camp, two of PortAuction Column.
trip land's wide-awake bright young men,
er Columbia brought in a fair sizsd
of fish.
were the promoters of the idea and had
The Allan liner Laurentian, Capt. J. done much to
BRIEF JOTTINGS.
make it a
possibility.
Brown, sailed for Liverpool at 1 o’clook Through their efforts the secretary of the
Portland with a large cargo of the usual assorted
Portland
Engine No. 4 went to the
navy had agreed to furnish a
for
character, some 3600 tons, one first cabin, division of naval militia with all of the
Company’s shops yesterday morning
and one steerage pasthe
five intermediate
a new boiler and general overhauling.
necessary equipments providing that
There were also 375 head of cat- State of Maine would become>esponsible
The Ladies Circle of the First Baptist sengers.
for work tle. This is the Laurentlan’s last thip to
church will meet in the vestry
The naval authorities were
for them.
of the
Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock. Supper Portland this season.
very much in favor*of a division
of
the
at
officer
Mr. Leroy H. Tobie, boarding
here and
served at 6.30. All adult members
naval militia being organized
this port, has received a letter from his were disposed to do all they could legally
parish invited.
SecThis evening the ladies’ circle of
brother, Lieut. E. P. Tobie of the First and to make the soheme a success.
cavalry, stating that the latter
ond Parish church will give an entertain- Maine
When.this proposition from Washington
Lew- has received from the secretary of war
ment in the vestry. Mr. Dennett of
received Messrs. Clifford and Camp
was
will read, with Miss Lizzie M. a congressional medal of honor presented wrote Gov. Powers, stating to him the
iiton
talent. for
Brown as soloist, with other
gallantry during the last cflbpaign. position they were in, the proposition of
Mr. Den- Lieut. Tobie is now located at Pawthe navy department and asking him if
Every one will j, want to hear
tucket, B. L, and has many friends in he could not accept the property offered
nett,
The regular meeting of the ladies’ Portland. He was a Lewiston boy.
by the navy department in behalf of the
Candidates for enlistment in the Navy state.
auxiliary C. T. A. S., will take place
Maine was not to be put to any
shoufd not report at the 'examining
and the
this evening.
expense in the matter whatever
the
Yesterday was bright and cheerful. office in the custom house but at
only thing that was required from the
the shipping commissioners
offioe on Fore
With today Maroh ends. It has been
state officials was a formal request for
known street which has been made an
assemmildest and most agreeable March
the property from the navy department.
bling place, Helfe the recruits are taken
for many years.'
Gov. Powers referred Messrs. Clifford
short- In charge by Boatswain, F. L. Smith
In connection with the reported
and Camp’s letter to Adjutant General
that one of and, when
the proper 'timej 'arrives Richards.
age of seed it is significant
agricultural firms has sold taken to the examining board adjoining
our largest
Tn the meantime Councilman Lewis A.
be delivered the inspector of immigration office in the
a good deal of seed corn to
Goudy had introduced a resolution in the
custom house. Yesterday six coal passers
next fall for the season of 1899.
joint convention of the oity council askMr. Osman Adams has bought the W. were accepted and Lieut. Hubbard was ing that one of the old style monitors
B. Irish house, oorner of West and .Carle- much pleased with the day’s work.
then being equipped for service at League
The
Elizabeth
City will soon be Island navy yard be sent to Portland.
ton streets, and expeots to move in soon.
._4.1_
1-4- -F 1 1
ronlrl.firp crnnfi. With
taken off for a week's overhauling.
The resolution was passed by the joint
about
(Steamer Aucocisoo will take the place convention, Mr. Goudy forwarded a oopy
carriages and ammunition, in all
Merryconeac on her route next of it to eaoh one of Maine’s represeneta80’tons of ordnance material, will arrive of the
New York early next week, aboard Monday and the Sebascodegan that of the tires at Washington with a personal letthe cruiser |New Orleans,;;and 12 more Aucocisco.
and the result was that Speaker
ter,
the
went to see Secretary Long and
rapid-fire guns will arrive about
Reed
Some
time in a merchant;ship.
same
PERSONAL.
placed in his hands a copy of the resoluof them are destined for Portland.
of the Portland city government,
tion
MonWoodbine Rebekah lodge of this city
the persons who have signified and shortly afterwards the monitor
Among
Esther
paid a fraternal visit to Queen
of the newly formed tauk was ordered here. As soon as this
to the President
A special
was ordered to Portland Assislodge of Bath last evening.
Volunteer Reserve their will- monitor
and National
Roosevelt wrote the adjutrain left Union station at 6 p. m.,
tant
is
members
Secretary
Adjutant
ingness to become
eleotrio cars were in waiting at Union General John T. Richards of Augusta.
tant general of Maine and asked that the
on her arrival
station on return.
Messrs. George L. Briggs, Frank W. state care for the monitor
As Fast day has beenjappointed for
matter also concerned Gen.
This
here.
Maurice
and
Robert
McIntyre
sohools Wardwell,
was another reason for
April 28, the May vacation of the
0. Rich of the Fairweather Yacht club Richards, and
will thereby^ be somewhat lengthened.
of this city, will go to Boston today to his coming to Portland yesterday.
The term will close Wednesday afterIn the afternoon Gen. Richards called
be the guests of the Boston Press club.
next term will
noon, April 27, and the
Rev, Ezra Tinker of the Congress street on Mayor Randall. He was accompanied
and Col. Kenbegin May 9.
Methodist church, has just been appoint- by Capt. Morton, U S.A.,
Mr. Baehelder of Boston, a dealer in ed to Asbury Methodist ohurch, Wilming- dall of the First Regiment, M. N. G.
last
be greatly
seemed to
Gen. Richards
postage stamps, visited Portland
ton, Del.
week and displayed nearly 8100,000 worth
over the letter he had received
worked
Steamboat
up
States
Inspectors
United
I
of the rare varieties sought by collectors. Merritt and.
Roosevelt and was nos
Pollister of this city were from Secretary
that
A prominent apple dealer says
to think that the state
pleased
at Bath Tuesday, Inspecting the tow boats at all
the trees indicate a
for the monitor
the appearance of
Stella and Perry of the Knickerbocker would be required to care
will
here. In 'relation to the
large crop the coming season, which
on her arrival
company.
Towage
in Portoffset the short one in the East last year.
Hon.
George P. Wescott and wife en- formation of a naval division
the regular meeting of Bramhall
To Messrs.
At
tertained a small party with a course land, he was very outspoken.
will
him at the
lodge this evening the rank of page
dinner In the private dining hall at Con- Clifford and Camp awho met
of
Gen.
be conferred, after which the officers
office
Mr.
and
appointment,
by
Mayor’s
Tuesday,
hotel,
gress Square
Falmouth lodge, No. 1, O. O. P., will H. L. Jones, of Boston, representing a Richards said that the state law did not
tnitate candidates. All knights are in- well-known coffee house, gave a banquet authorize the formation of any organivited to be present.
the employes of
George C. zation of this kind. He quoted from the
to 14 of
The regular monthly meeting of the
statutes of the state
to;show that any
at the same house.
&
Co.
’sjstore
Shawj
militia
board of managers of the Women’s Chrisas
a naval
E. D Bates of 21 State street, such organization
an
Friday
will be held
do
tian Association,
receive her friends on April 1st, would be illegal. The laws of.Maine
will
a naval militia in the
April 1, at 4 p.m., at 26 Spring street,
from 4 to 6, and 8 to 10 p. m., on the oc- not provide for
first
place and furthermore the law excasion of her 81st birthday.
LIGHTS AT PEAKS AND LONG ISLof men shall
Mr. Charles S. Fobes has returned from pressly states that no bodies
ANDS.
be organized for the purpose of bearing
his trip west.
G.
on lights opened the
Mr, Johan Janson, Amerioan manager arms exoept high schools, colleges,
The committee
bids yesterday for caring for the lights of the Hamburg-American line of steam- A R. posts and Sons of;Veterans camps,
companies of infantry, two of
They did ers, whose boats have been running into and 24
at Peaks and Long islands.
awards because
they Portland during the winter, left last eve- oavalry and one of lightlartillery for the
not make any
Rational Guard of the.'state. On these
wished to consider them a' little while, ning for Montreal.
to give
of the Sherwood, grounds Gen. Richards was not disposed
their
Pooler
of
J.
in
view
James
plan
Mr.
especially
the forbelter lighting facilities Park
these islands
street, left last night on a three to do muoh in the way of aiding
had before in the weeks’ trip south. While away he will mation of a naval division.
than they have ever
Later he stated his other objections to
When one remembers attend the convention of the Hotel Proseason.
summer
To
Casco Bay
company carried prietors’
association, to be held at New the organization of a naval battalion.
that the
with him
talked
who
last
sumislands
;
the
another
person
Orleans.
450,000 passengers'to
about the matter Gen. Richards said that
mer it can be seen that tney are deserving
SALE MEN’S FURNISHINGS TOMOR- the state law only authorizes the approof careful attention.
eaoh
ROW.
priation of a small amount of money
of the National
maintenance
the
TRANSFERS.
for
ESTATE
sale
REAL
year
Rines Bros. Company advertise a
National Guard is
for Friday and Guard and that the
men’s furnishings
These real estate transfers are reported: of
now too large to be properly maintained
less.
and
wholesale
at
prices
Samuel A. Kneeland to J. Wallace Cas- Saturday
the money appropriated for the purhel I both of Harrison, land in Harrison. Read their star advertisement in this pa- by
Gen. /Richards said he would not
New Gloucester
of
Atkins
S.
Benjamin
and you will see how cheap the goods pose. r._nvnnnfoafiitn nf ft nnT-il
land in per
to Anurew C. Chandler et als,
be sold.
will
New Gloucester.
^
division in Portland as it would be sure
Joseph Pitts of Harrison to Frank O.
become a burden upon the state, and
to
A
in
Harrison.
of
J.
land
of
the
stock
Pitts of Naples,
The special sdle
for military purto
Arthur K. Marks et als of Deering
Co. will continue through this all of the appropriation
&
Merrill
land in
Patrick Sullivan of Portland,
whioh is now made would bo reposes
week.
Portland on Park street.
quired to properly maintain the National
Center

From
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NEW ADVERTISEMEN S’

new advertisements,

|

new advertisements.

|

I A’ llother’s -Experience

Along

Shore.

A

Lost, Found
New Wants. To Let, For Sale.
will be iound undei
and similar advertisements
t.
on
page
their appropriate heads
At 2

Pi cited

Interest*

--

A

advertisements.
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J.R.MBBYC0.

DRESS
TRIMMINGS.

Our

new

Spring
Trimmings

are here in full force, jewel and
spangle effects to the front.
Turquoise and steel colored applique, fancy Blouse front em-

broidered

on

Mousselaine

de

soie,
Allover white and black satin
embroidered in gold for yokes.

Applique trimming to match.
Jet trimmings in braids, fringes.
Satin folds in black and colors
from % to 1 inch wide.
Mohair and
Black

fancy

braids.

J. R. LIBBY CO.

